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COUNTRY STATEMENT FOR INDIA* 
PART 1: PRESENT DEMOGRAPHIC SITUATION 

1. Population of the Country according to , the 
latest census and estimates, distribution and density 
of population by geographic units, urban-rural and 
capital city. 

1.1. Total Population: India has had ten Censuses, 
which form the major source of information on the 
demographic situation in the country. Recently, 
there has been an increasing use of the sample survey 
technique in filling up gaps in our knowledge of essen
tial demographic facts. There are two nationwide 
sample enquiries, one through the National Sample 
Survey Organisation and the other through the Office 
of the Registrar General. I_ndian Census have so far 
been decennial for which local honorary enumerators 
are drafted from all walks of life and the whole 
administrative machinery of the country is geared to 
the' final enumeration day. While the accuracy of the 
.count can be vouched for,. ~.high. ratio of illiteracy as 
well of agricultural livelihood does not make for the 
right kind of detailed re:sponse to probing questions or 
stimulate the recalling of events. The processing and 
oompilation of data aie done mainly manually. Cir
cumstances such as these limit the scope and quality 
of the data but when all is said and done, given appro
priate methods of analysis, Indian C~msuses see~ to 
yield a fairly reliable and consistent picture over tune. 
India's population according to the last Census on 1st 
March, 1961 was 439 millions. It is estimated that 
the mid-year population of 1963 would be of the order 
of 464 millions. 

I .Z. Table 1 shows the population of the Indian 
Union and the intercensal percentage growth over 
1901 to 1961. International migration is negligible 
compared to the size of the natural population. ~ence, 
the decennial birth and death rates recently estimated 
on the basis of ·the Quasi-Stable Population Theory 
and given in the table, may be taken to indicate the 
components of population growth· They agree closely 
with the better known alternative estimates. They 
show that the growth of the Indian population has 
been influenced by variations in mortality while fertility 
has remained uncontrolled. Obviously, variations in 
the birth rate shown by the results obtained through 
the quasi-stable population model are due to second 
order effect& of mortality changes on the sex-age com- . 
position of the pop~lation. T~ere .is. n~ eviden~ of 
the adoption of deliberate family liffiltation practices 
on any appreciable scale in the country. As regards 
mortality, upto 1921 the country qmt: frequently 
experienced large scale drought& and fammes and out
breaks of epidemics of cholera, small-pox, plague and 
malaria. These kept the death rate high and the 

' growth rate of population low. The low rate of 5:7S 
per cent during 190b-19!0 was reduced to a small 
net dectease in population. during 1911-20 due to 
the ravages of influenza epidemic. After 1921, the 
population grew under more normal conditions. There 
was no incidence of widespread famines and epidemics 
thereafter except in 1943 when there were famines in 
Bengal and parts of Madras and in 1946-4 7 when 
there was near-famine condition in Rayalasima 
(Madras). The growth rate increased owing t? 1\ 
decline in the death rate. The three decades bcgmn
ing with 1921 registered slowly increasing growth rates, 
caused possibly more by_ assure~ food supplies than. by 
any rapid improvement m pubhc health and !l'e~cal 
services. An extenped network of comm~mcat1_ons 
which ~acilitated re&erves of food at strategic po•n~ 
and assured their effective distribution at short notice 
was developed on the eve of the Second World War 
and after. This and international collaboration 
reduced the threat of famine. Improvements in public 
health and medical service left their mark on certain 
regions even in 1941-50. But the last decade 
1951-60 sprang a surprise with a growth rate of 
21·6%, plainly caused by a rapid decline in death 
rate. Such a situation cannot fail to be of great 
importance to the country's future. ' 

1.3. Rural-Urban distribution: Table 2 shows the 
percentage of rural and urban population to the to!al 
and their decennial growth rates. Wherever readily 
available data are presented by rural and urban. The 
ratio of ~rban to total population improved but slowly 
over .the last six decades. 

TABLE 2 :-Percentage incrsas1 of Rural-UrboPJ Populaticn, 
1901-61. 

Percentage of Decade Decade Growth 
Population rate 

'Yeat 
Rural Urban Rural Urban 

1 2 3 4 s "' 
1901 89"0 11'0 1!)01-H 6·4 0";!. 
191l 90"0 10"0 1911-21 -1"3 8·3 
19U 89"0 n·o 1921-31 9"9 19· I 
1931 88·0 12'0 1931-41 n·8 31"9 
1941 86·0 14"0 1941-51 8·8 41"4 
1951 83•0 17•0 1951-61 zo·6 26"4 
1961 82"0 r8·o 

Thus although the 1961 urban ratio 18% ~s the 
highest ever, the country continues to be pred?ffilnantly 
rural. The urban population has been _growmg rather 

. rapidly but in view of its small pr~ortton !(} the total 
population, it makes no effective ImpressiOn on the 

•v;ews expressed in the Statement~. not necessarily those of tb.c Government of India. 



demographic or the socio-economic situation of the 
country as a whole. Up to 1951 the rural growth rate 
was quite low varying around· 9%, while the urban 
growth rate increased steadily, reaching 41 per cent ' 
during 1941-51. In the 1961 Census, there was a 
pruning of marginal towns by a stricter application of 
urban eligibility tests which practically continued to 
be the same as those adopted in earlier censuses. 
There was an acceleration in the urban rate in 1941-
51 owing to the Partition in 1947 and the influx of 
displaced populations from Pakistan into cities and 
towns. Taking the entire population of towns which 
were deprived of urban status in 1961 as 4·4 millions 
the urban growth rate during 1951-60 comes to 
36·4%. This is lower than the 1941-50 rate. It 
is only in 1951-61 that the difference between the 
rural and urban rates was sharply reduced. This 
increase in the rural growth rate is of special signifi
cance. It indicates that the accelerated growth rate is 
shared throughout the country. Again, these percen
tages show that the increase in the urban population 
due to rural urban transfer was smaller during 1951-61 
as compared with those in the previous decades. 

2 

social and economic organisation and outlook, which 
affect the demographic trends. The characteristic 
urban outlook and mode of living, which is associated 
with the word 'urban' in Western countries may 
obtain in the seven cities each with a population of 
over 1 million but not in any great measure in other 
towns. · 

1.42. Changes in size of towns over time: An ana
lysis of the movement of towns in the different popu
lation ranges during 1951-60 throws interesting 
light on the growth of urban population. In the 
Indian Census, towns are divided into six classes by 
size of population ..• Class I-Pooulation 100 000 & 
above (these are called Cities}, Class II-50,00()....;... 
99,999, Oass Ill-20,000--49,999; Class IV-. 
10,000-19,999; Oass V-5,000-9.999 and Oass 
VI-~elow 5,000. Generally, a town class gains by 
access10n from the next lower class. There is not 
much movement downwards. Only 11 towns in Oass 
IV with a population of 1·5 millions in 1951 moved 
down to Oass V and 6 towns with a population of 37 
thousands in Oass V were classified in Class VI in 
1961. This ignores cases where towns of 1951 lost 
their urban status in 1961 either due to the operation 
of the definition or reduction in population size. . The 
number of such towns is -over 800 with a population 
of about 4·4 millions in 1951. A number of places 
gained urban status in 1961, owing mainly to indus. 
trial development. Their number and population in 
1961. is shown below : , , , . 

TABLE 3 .:-Number of placeswh;chgainedurban Slalus i~·196; 
· . · . and thei~ population. · 

Class No. of Population 
towns (in ooo}, 

' 
(I) (2) (3) 

II . ' s 401 
III • 26 735 
IV • 102 1346 
v . . 240 1708 
VI • '110 344 

TOTAL; 483 4534 

1.41. Size of towns: Considering her size, India has 
only a small number of towns, most of which again 
are small in size. It is only after 1931 that there 
was some accelerated growth of towns. In 1961, 44 
per cent of the urban populatimi was in 107 towns with 
a population of 0·1 million or over each. There were 
only 7 cities with population over 1 million each· 
Together they claimed .17 per cent of the ·total urbari 
population. They are the premier cities of India. 
Towns with population below 10,000 each formed 
nearly 40 per cent of the total number but accounted 
for only about 10 per cent of the urban population. 
Within this group again, towns with a population of 
5,000 or below added up roughly to a quarter of the 
number, although their population aggregated 1 million 
only. In 1961, the number of such towns was greatly 
pruned, but they are still quite numerous. As many as 
1175 towns in 1951 with a population of 8·9 millions 
were predominantly agricultural i.e., their people deriv
ed their livelihood mainly from agricultural and allied 
pursuits· A great many of these towns lost their urban 
status in 1961 as a result of application of eligibility 
tests, though their population exceeded· 5,000 --each. 1.43. Growth of Cities: The foll~wing table shows 
But the point remains that many of the small towns are the distribution of the increase in .the popul~tion of 
not much more than urbanised villages parti~ularly in. Class I towns during 1951-61. · 

TABLB 4 : Grqwth of·Cities (Populatiorl tnJer ~oo,ooo each) 1951-li1 

As of 1961 
Acquired from lower Existed in the same 

,. 
Cities with population 

- class ranges class range in 1951'· 

No. Population · Peroent No. Population No. Percent -. 
(millions) . · increase (millions) increase in 

in the pop. Population 
of the 
class 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) 

(a~ I million each . - 7~-- I4"23 85·7 3 3'36 4 32'1 ;; 

(b · 5- I million each . ' - . : . 5 c . 3"24 . 3'3 4 2"35 I 37"9--
(c) ·I - · 5 million each 95 17"65' . • 36·s · 31. 3'64 64 .. _. · IO·I 



The above figures show that there has been subs
tantial accretion to the different categories by a verti
cal movement .of cities from ;the lower .class ranges. 
About 25 per cent of the population in category (a) 
is .due to new entrants. The cities, which .continued 
in the .old .category, themselves gained in population 
very .considerably. The increase is modest only .in 
category .(c). The Table clearly .proves that cities 
with ,populatioJ;I .O\Ier 500,000 expanded very greatly 
and rapidly giving rise to problems of acute conges
tion. The .main trend of .the increase seems to be that 
big towns are becoming bigger due to migration thus 
making .more Ulan full use of the opportunities of 
maximisation of investment and resources offered by 
large cities. This concentration of urban population 
in a few cities impedes flow of migrants to lesser cities 
and ·towns, which ought :to expand. The following 
Table, which shows the percentage increase over 1951 
of .12 .towns each ·having population .over 500,000 
clearly brings out .the greater attraction of migrants 
to ·this .class .of .towns probably due to :better amenities 
and scope for business, trade and service. 

.C,Ucutta an,d ,Hyderabad are notable exceptions, 
but only seemingly so. .Calcutta seems to have started 
the pr()cess of thinning or. at least b,Uting at the core, 
while .expanding .at .the .periphery and extending com
mutation. .I;Iyderabad conceals the fact .that .much 
of .what ,is iD,cl11ded in 1961 did ·.not enjoy ,urban 
amenities in 1951. · 

3 
TA,BLB S :-Growth of seltcttd citits, Z9SZ-6z 

·Name of town 

(I) 

I. Greater Bombay • 
2. Calcutta 
3· Delhi .Cotporation 
4· Madras 
S· Ahmedabad • 
6. Hyderabad • 
1· Bangalore .• 
8. l{fmpur .• 
9· Nagpur 

IO •. Ppona , 
u. Lucknow 
12. Howrah 

.. 

I96I 
Population 

in (ooo) 

(2) 

4,152 
2,927 
2,062 

I,729 
x,ts.o 
1,119 

• I,094 
895 
6<(4 

598 
S95 
5I3 

percent 
decennial 
increase 

(3) 

38'7 
8·s 

84'I 
22"1 

37'4 
9'4 

40'4 
37'9 
43'3 
24'2 
33'9 
I8·z 

J ·51. Dis(ribution and Density of Population by 
Qeograpl!ic Units: Population by natural regions: 
Table 6 shows the 1961 Census population of India 
in the fi,ve .natural ·ZOnes, into which the country has 
been .divided. The 'Northern Plain Region has always 
been 'the most populous. The Peninsular Region 
comes next mainly because of its larger area. 

·TABLB 6 :-Rtgional diJtribution of f'opu/ati?n 196I 

(I) 

I •. llimatayan rR!:gion • 

2 •. Northern· PlaincResion 
3· ••Pc:qinsJUarHills& Plateau Resion 
4· Western Ghau & Coastal Region 
s. Eastern Gljau & Coastal Region • 

.• 

India ·' 

1.52. Density by natural .regions: Generally speak
ing, .areas .of .different .density .conform .to natural 
features. The region of highest density is the Jumna
Ganges ·Doabs and the ·West-Bengal basin, stemming 
from North~West, .running along the broad belt of 
Utll!r Pradesh and North Bihar and terminating in 
West Bengal. The density in -the entire region is 
seldom below 500 per ~quare mile and often above 
1000 in sp11cious bands ,astride .the river. In Kerala, 
along the South-Western submontane Coast, 40 per 
cent of the area, which claims -57 per cent ~f the 

Population in million 
Area in --Percent 

thousand 
sq. miles Males Females Person 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

I99 I4'2 12'7 26•9 6· I 
299 89·8 81'8 171•6 39'1 
SI9 66•7 64•0 130'7 29'7 . 1~0 26·o 24'9 50'9 n·6 

~OS 29'6 29'S 59'1 13'5 
1,232 226·3 212'9 439'2 xoo·o 

State's population, has a density of over 1000. The 
.areas in the .Central and Deccan plateaus delineated 
in the North by the district of Mahendragarh in 
Punjab, in the South by Nilgiris (Madras), in the 
_east .by Santhal Parganas (Bihar) and in the west 
by the Arabian Sea have a density generally below 
·500. ·Within this region, there are three large con
tinuous areas with density below 200. The first consists 
of the desert districts of Kajasthan and lowland dis
tricts of Gujarat. The second covers the central 

·areas and starts in Rajasthan, runs into the variou~ 



districts of Madhya Pradesh and tapers off . in its 
South-East. The third straddles four States of 
Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and 
Orissa. Table 7 gives the percentage distribution of 
population and area unrler the different density groups. 
TABLB 7 :-Percentage distribution of area and population by 

density classes, 1961. 

Density per sq. mile 
. Percentage by 

:A.rca Population 

--.. -----------------------------------------I 

Below 200 
201-350. 
351-500. 
SOI-750. 
751-1000 
Over 1000 

India. 

.. 

30"82 
32'45 
12'85 
13"20 
-6· 13 
14'55 

3 

8·63 
22'92 
14'16 
22"25 
13'96 
18·os 

xao·oo · xoo·oo 
. ·--

1.53. Density by Districts~--During 1951-60 out 
of 303 districts in the 14 major States, 176 registered 
an increase in population of over 20 · 5 per cent, 
which is approximately the growth rate of the country. 
Of these, 45 districts have a density less than 200, 
46 between 200-300, and 39 between 300-500, 
mak;ing a total of 130 districts in the density range 
below 500. In this group again the rate of increase 
in 65 districts has been between 21-25 per cent, fu 
34, · 26-30%, and in 31 over 30 per cent. Quite a 
number of districts in the remaining 46, in areas of 
density over 500, had either a colonization scheme 
or some sudden industrial development. On the whole 
it appears that large increases in population have 
occurred mostly in the sparasely populated districts. 

2. Demographic Characteristics of Population :. 

2.11. Population by five year age groups and sex: 
Table 8 gives the percentage distribution of population 
of each sex in five-yearly groups. The first two 
columns show the distribution as given by the actual 
census count. The next two columns give the distri
butions obtained after smoothing the single-year age 
returns. In India, single year age returns are seriously · 
distorted due to heavy heapings at some digits and 
deficits at others. The age ratio for 0-4 grouping of 
1961 Census age distribution comes to 12;7 for males 
and 16·1 for females and the sex ratio to 5·9. The 

age ratio for the smoothed age distribution is 1 · 3 .for 
males and l · 6 for females and the sex ratio is 2 ·O. 
Then Indian Census sex-age distribution has been 
showing a high masculinity, particularly in certain 
States and in adult ages. The sex ratio in the total 
population has varied around l 05. The reasons for 
higher masculinity are not adequately understood. 
Some of it may be due to higher female mortality in 
the reproductive ages. The age distribution of each 
sex was smoothed separately but no attempt was made 
to adjust sex ratio~ .. The fact that mere s~o~thing 
reduced the sex-rauo mdex from 5·9 to 2·0 mdtcates 
that much of the higher sex-ratios in certain age 
group> are due to differential distortion itt age returns 
of the two sexes. 

2.12. The reasons for distortion of age returns can 
be more readily appreciated· There is a heavy con
centration of population returned at ages ending in 
the digits 0 and 5 • 2's and 8's show secondary concen
tration up to ages 30. The distortion increases as 
the ten-year age cycle increases. Here, the problem 
is not one of digital preference as understood in 
Western countries. The nature of the distortion sug
gests that it is due maiuly to the problem of estimation 
of age by the informant, who in most cases is the head 
of the household and not the person, whose age is being 
recorded. In India, there are few occasions for the 
people to recall their precise ages and the bulk of the 
population is not aware of the correct age. In the 
circumstances the generally accepted quinquennial 
groupings 0-4, 5-9, is often inefficient. Age is the 
most important characteristic of a population and it 
seems necessary that attention should be paid to the 
question of adopting proper age grouping, so that the 
data may be meaningful. Smoothing of the single year 
age data is essential, even if they are used in quinary 
al!e groups. Another alternative is to use them in 
Wider groups, say, decennial instead of quinquennial, 
so that the distortion may be, more or less, balanced 
within the group itself, but for most · demographic · 
analysis decennial age groups are not ~uitable. Unless 
otherwise stated, the figures given in the paper are 
·based on the unsmoothed census count. The comments 
.made, therefore, are always liable to correction on 
account of the . terminal digit grouping (0-4) 
adopted. 

· 2.21. Marital Stl!tus by age and ·sex: The follow~ 
ing table shows the percentage distribution of popula
tion by marital status according to 1961 census, 

TABLB 9 :-Percentage dislribution of population by marital status, 1961. · 

Total 
Marital status 

Rural . Urban 

M F M. F M F 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) 
Ne\yer married 52"9 42"3 52"4 4I"5 55·2 46•4 Married 43"0 46•4 43"3 47"0. 41•8 . 43"3 Widowed 3'7 10·8 3"9 n·o 2·8 9"9 Divorced nr Sepmrcd 0'4 o·5 0•4 o·5 0•2 0"4 



. th~ 'divorced · ~r separ~t~d' group is so small that 
Jt can well be merged with the 'widowed'. The 
percentage of 'never married' males is much greater 
than . that of 'never· married' females indicating that 
compared to women more men remain never married. 
On the other hand, the proportion of widows is 
greater than that of widowers, which shows that more 
men remarry than women· The differences in percent
ages are much greater than what may be expected on 
the basis of the sex ratio in the population. The 
proportion of 'never married' is greater and those of 
'married' and widowed less in the urban areas than 
the corresponding proportions in the rural areas. 
These differences have their roots in social custom. 
The numerical smallness of. the differences between 
rural and urban proportions suggests, however, homo
geneity in the social outlook of t11e population in the 
matter of marriage. · 

2.22. Table 10 gives the age distribution of each 
marital status group by age and sex. It shows in bold 
relief the fact .that the age distribution of married wo
men is younger compared to that of married men. 
'Widowed' are concentrated in older ages, above 40 
say, while 'divorced or separated' are mostly confined 
to the earlier ages below 40. Again, the rural urban 
differences are not pronounced. The age distribution 
of married men and women in the urban areas is only 
slightly older than that in the rural areas. 

2.3. Table 11 shows percentage of the population 
in the different age groups by marital status categories. 
The existence of . 'never ·married' men and women at 
ages above 30, however small in magnitude is rather 
striking in a country where marriage is assumed to be 
universal. This is so in rural as well as urban areas. 
The higher percentage of 'married women' in com
parison with that of 'married men' jn each age group 
upto 35 proves ·that women marry earlier than men. 
The difference is striking in 10-14, 15-19 and 20-24. 
After age 35, the percentage of married women de
creases much more sharply than it does in the case of 
'married men'. The percentage of 'married women' 
runs below· that of 'married men' and the gap widens 
as the age increases ·due to widowhood. Depending on 
social developments, the much higher proportion of 
'widows' in comparison with that of 'widowers' is a 
matter of demographic significance. The rural and 
urban pictures are not very different. Table 12 shows 
the percentage ·Of married men and women in the vari
ous age-sex groups upto age 45. 

It 5hows some ·prevalence of marriage below age 
14. It is more prominent in the rural areas and 
there too among females. The contrast in the rural 
and urban percentages of married males and females 
in the first three age groups indicates the practice of 
marrying earlier in the rural areas. 

5 
. TABLE I2-.-Proportio11 of mam'td persons in tach ag1 group 

by rural~urban and by sex. 

Rural 
Age group 

Urban 

M F M F 

{I) (2) (3) (4) (S) 

IC>-I4 7'7 22'1 I'9 6·8 
IS-I9 26'7 73'8 11'2 SI '7 
20-24 59' I 93•2 40'3 ss·6 
25-29 8I·8 94'S 72'2 92'9 
30-34 89'2 9I ·s 87· I 9I '2 
35-39 90'8 87'0 9I'6 87'2 
40-44 88·9 77'8 9I'0 77'2 
---------

2.4. The age distribution of married women Is, 
of topical interest in the context of fertility. In the 
rural areas 79·4% of married women are in the re
productive ages 15-44 as against 83·8% in the urban 
areas, giving 80 ·1% for the combined (table 10). 
In this age span, women other than 'married' account 
for 7·86% of the married group, the percentage be
ing 7·95 for the rural and 7·37 for the urban· The 
age distribution of married women in 15-44 as re
vealed by the various censuses is given below: 

TABLE 13 :~ge composition of married rvomen in the reprodt4ctiv• 
ages, 1921-1961 

Age group I92I I93I I95I I96I 

(I) (2) (3) . (4) (S) 

I5-I9 I7·4 20·6 '\. 38·I IS'2 
20-24. 2I'4 23'1 J 22'2 

25-29 21' I 20'0 '\. 37'6 2I'7 
30-34 I8·4 I6·6 J I7'2 

35-39 11·4 11.2 '\. 24'3 I3'I 
40-44 I0'3 s·s J to·6 
15-44 100'0 100"0 100"0 100'0 

There. is only a minor shift in that 1961 shows a 
slightly smaller percentage in 15-19 and a corres
pondingly higher percentage in 35-39 compared to 
that shown by other Censuses. The high percent- · 
age of married in the most fertile ages 20-34 is a . 
striking feature. 

2.5. Age Structure of Population by broad age 
groups: Table 14 shows the age structure of popula
tion by sex as given by the censuses from 1901 on
wards. The structure has remained fairly stable and 
conforms to the 40% population in 0-14, which is 
characteristic of a progressive. population. One in
teresting feature of 1961 distribution is that compar
ed with 1941 and 1951 the proportion of the popula
tion in 0-14 shows a distinct though small increase 



and that in the ages 15-44 a small decrease. 
This will be so if the decline in mortality from high 
to lower level follows the typical pattern, in which 
reduction in infant and childhood mortality is greater 
than that at other ages. 

3. Economic and Social Characteristics of the 
Population : 

3.11. Literacy and level of education: The ·Cen-

sus of 1961 shows that of the popuiation aged 5 and 
over, 28·3% was literate in the sense of being both 
able to read and write with understanding. The per
centage of literates hi the population aged 15 and 
over was 27·7 in 196f, which is quite close to 28·.3. 
The corresponding percentage in 19 51 was 19 · 2. The 
following table gives the proportion with reference to 
population aged 5 and over under the different cate
gories. 

TABLB 15 :-Percentage distribution of persons aged 5 and over by lilerm:y and letJel of edueation, 196i 

Level of education 

(1) 

1. Illiterate . • . • . • . • 
2. Literate without any educational standard . . 
3. Those who passed an examination of the standard of 

(a) Primary or Junior Basic but not matriculation and above 
(b) Matriculation & above 

TOTAL 

Literacy in rural areas is very low, which comes 
down lower still in the case of females. Category 3 
may properly be considered to be literate .of a recog
nised standard. It formed only 10·7% m the case 
of males and 2 · 6% for females. Taking matricula· 
tion as the minimum in qualification of an educated 
person, only J·5% were so educated among males and 
0: I% among females. The percentages are higher in 
the urban areas, where the disparity between 
male and female percentages is not great. The 
percentage of literates of a recognised standard 
is 27:1 but educated males are only 12·5% 
of total males and educated females 3 · 5%. Even 
here, females are Jagging behind. The following 
table gives the distribution of the last group by the 
educational standard passed. 

TABLE 16:-Percentage distribution of persons with 
educational standard Matriculation and above 
by highest examination passed, 1961. 

---------
Highest Examination 

Proportion 

Passed 
p M F 

( 1) (2) (3) (4) 

I. Matriculation orequi· 
valent 74"7 73"9 7B·s 

i. Diploma below degree 
Stancll,d 

(•) Technical • 1·6 I·S I·O 
(iJ) Non-technical 3"9 3"7 4"6 

3· University degree or 
higher 

(•) Technical , 4"2 4"3 3"7 
(i•) Non-technical 15·6 I6·3 12"2 

100"0 100"0 100"0 

Rural Urban 

p M F p M F 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

i'J-6 65·8 89"9 45•6 34"0 59"5 
15"7 23"5 7•5 ~7·3 31"4 22"5 

t8·8 5"9 9"2 2• 5 22•3 14"5 
o·S t·5 o·t 8·3 12·s 3"5 

IOO·O 100'0 100·0 zoo·o 100'0 100'0 

Nearly 3 f 4ths of the educated category stopped at 
matriculation. Among those, who went further a 
large proportion sought non-technical degrees. Wo
men in category 3 (i) are mainly in teaching and 
medicine. 

3.12. The position of literacy in, the different age 
groups is more revealing. Table 17 shows the pro
portions of the various groups classified by age. The 
first four quinary age"groups are of special interest 
as showing the crop brought under. education in the 
last 15 years, The slowly decreasing proportion of 
illiterates as age increases gives an idea of the slow 
pace at which illiteracy is being removed even in re
cent years, particularly in the rural areas. Adult 
education does not seem to have made much of an 
impact. The comparatively much higher percentages 
among the literates and above categories in the urban 
areas show that the spread of education is more rapid 
in urban areas. In each age group, the proportion 
of those having an educational standard has indisput
ably risen but not sharply enough. In the. age group 
5-9, 43·6% of boys and 35·9% of girls.in the urban. 
areas as against 21·1% and -10·1% respectively in 
rural areas may be taken to have gone to school. 
These percentages indicate how far ·we are from 
compulsory primary education. In 10-14, 37·7% of 
~oys and 31· 6% <;>f girls in the urban areas are only 
hterate, whereas th1s group should have passed the _pri
mary or junior basic. In. the rural areas, only 16 ·1% 
of boys and 6 · 4% of guls in 10-14 had passed this 
standard as against a percentage of 39·9 and 30:7 
in urban areas. These percentages by contrast with 
those going to schools in the age group 5-9 afford an 
insight into the major. problem of wastage due to chil
dren ~ropping out of school ~f!tout going even upto 
the pr~mary le';el. .However, It Is. a hopeful sign that 
education of guls IS not far behind that of boys in 



-~rbart areas. •Even in the rural areas, the proportion 
m the age groups 10-14, 15-19 and 20-24, is distinct
ly above that ·in the higher age groups both for boys 
-and girls, which shows that education is proceeding 
apace much too slowly.· · · ,, · · . ' · . 

3.21. · Econoniic characteristics:· Participation rates: 

The number of workers in millions according to 1961 
Census was as follows: 

; r . 

Table r8 :-Number of Workers and tlreir percentage to total population by rural-urban and by sex, 1961. 

No. of Workers Percentage of Workers to total populatioo -------------
· Total Rural Urban Total Rural Urban ' . •. -------------(I) (2.) (3) (4) (.5) (6) (7) --------------

·Persons 188·6 r6z·z 26'4 43'0 4S'I 33'S 
Males 129" I ro6·7 22'4 57' I sB·z · 52'4 
Females 59'S ss·s 4'0 z8·o 31'4 n·1 

43 per cent of the population (57 per cent of men and .. cipation is quite low in urban areas. The employ-
28 per cent of women) were working. Participation ~- -ment-unemployment rates . collected in the various 
rate for each sex was distinctly higher in the rural . . . 

• areas .as .. compared .to that. in the .urban areas .. The ____ ~rounds of the N.S.S. give the following participation 
contrast is greater in the case of females, whose parti- rates: 

-- - - - - Table 19. :~Participatitm.ratu from the fJarious rounds of.she NationJJl Sample Suroey 
---~----------------~----

--- - Roond-

nth & 

(I) 

12th • 
13th . 
14th • 
r6th - .•. 

' 

.. 

.. 
Persons 

R u 

(2) ' . • (3) 

39'38 • .... 33'75 
- 33' 87 

41'86 '. -32'95 
41•88 ·- --34'01 

,, 
Male 

R 

·(4) 

ss·o7 
s6·ss 
ss·67 

Female ---u R u 

---------<sl (6) (7) -------------
52' 59 33'33 12'83 
sz-61 12'96 
52'03 26·66 11'73 
52' 30- 27'72 . 13'55~-

·Though there, !Ire ·co'!ceptual differ~nces· from ·~ound ··. -3.22. T~b!e 2,0 shows the age distribution of workers 
I? round;. these figures still afford an 1dea of the dimen" _, and partlctpation r~tes by age groups. . _ , 
SIOnS. · · · · ' 

Table 20 :-Age distribution of the Workers and their participation rates, 1961. · 

Percentage of workers ; -~ ' Participation rates ----------
Age! Total Runil Urban I Total Rural Urban 

--- ~ ----- --------
p M F M 1' 'M F -p M F M F M F 

-· - . -. - ··- ---- ----- ----- -------
(I). , . (2.) . . (3) <4), (.5) ~-.-'(6) (7) . (8) (9) . (10). (II) (12) (13) (14) ·(rs) 

'. r •: i.' 
s·s S·o 9'4 6·6 ro·6 7'6 . 3'5 1•6 Q-14 7'7 6·8 9'.7 7'6 1o·o '2•5 

15.;....34 49'3 - 48·6 50'9 47'8 sr·o sz·S 49'3 "66·2 88·1 43'6 91"1 49•8 76'9 rs·s 
39'8 39'6 73'8 96'7 47'6 97's 52"3 93'3 .. _22.'9 3S-s9 36·5 .. 37'3 34'8 36·8 , ·34'4 

6o+ 6·s '.- 7'3 4'6 7'8 ' .. 4'6 4'9 5'3 49'5 76·6 22.'4 79'9 24'3 ss·4 li'4 

Total 100•0 _;: ·100•0 IOO•O 100•0- 1:00•0 100•0: 100•0 

- -- "(r) Petcentage of workers of all ages to population · 8o•7 ro6·6 sz·7 rrr·o 59·8 89·9 20•6 
in IS-59 -

_ ... _(2.) Percentage of w_orkers of age_ IS-59 to _population_in 15-59 .. 69·2 91·6 45·2 93·8 so·S 83·2. I8·3 



Employment of children below age 15 and of aged 
persons 60 and over, who according to the Indian 
standards are outside the conventional working age 
bracket 15-59, contributes appreciably to the labour 
force. The percentages given in column 9 to 15 
against row marked (i) at the foot of the Table show 
the participation rates calculated as the ratio of workers 
in all ages to population aged 15-59. The second 
set _of percentages against row marked (ii) give the · 
proportion of workers aged t15-59 to the population - · 
in these ages. The second set is considerably below 
1he first. -Participation rate of children below age 15 
_and _old persons of _age_ <\0 and above are markedly 
greater in the rural than in the urban areas. As much 
as 80% of males aged 60 and over in the rural areas 
and 58% in the urban· areas continued to work, though 
their contribution -to .total participation -rate is small, 

only 5 · 5% of males and 5 · 8% of females were aged 
{i0 and over in 1961. The, corresponding percentages 
in the case of women are much smaller. In the urban 
areas, . employment in _cultivation of crops is consi
derable. It accounted for al:>out 10% of _the totill 
workers in the urban areas. 

· 3.23. Table 21 gives the age distribution of non
workers. In the case of males the bulk of non
workers is in- the ages below -15, but -in the case -of 
females the percentage in 15-59 is not much below 
that in 0-14. Ages 15-59 account for a greater pro
portion of non-workers in the urban areas compared 
to the rural ar.eas, $how.ing \hat more women in the 
.working ages. participate in .work in. the ruraLareas. 

I" 

'.! '.·. '. 

Percent ~f non-workc:;rs. _ __.;.~ __ ..:.;___ 

Age Group 

(I) 

o-14 
IS-34 
3S-S9 
-60+ 

p 

(2) 

66•2 
19'0 
9'.8 
s·o 

Total 

M 

(3) 

B6·s 
8·8 

- 1'7 
·3-0 

F. 

(4) 

S3'4 
·2s·s 

. 14'9 
6·2 

:Rural 

M 

(S) 

89'S 
6·s 
1'3' 
2'7. 

'· -,. :Urban 

' . 
F M 

(6) (7) (8) 

-----
ss·s 7S'6 4S'4 
23'S 17'4 3Z·8 . 
14'4 3'1 16•7 
6·6 3'9 s·x 

----------------------------~------------------------
·ToTAL 100'0 100'0 too·-o -Ioo·o ·1oo·o Ioo·o 

3.24. Economically not working:· - The percentage distribution of' .the _economically not-working popu
lation in the various categories in 1961 was as f()llows: 

Table zz:-Eronomically not morking · popu/lltion by aetivity type, classified by sex and rural mban, 1961 .. 

Total Rural Urban 

Activity 
~~_,...~---

M F M F :M F --~-=--=~~-=-~~~-----
(~) - (2) (3) (4) (S) . (6) (7) 

------.. 
I• Dependents, infants and disabled 66·4 47'9 71'0 sx·4 48'9 34'7 
2. Full time students 3_0'0 8·o 26·6 s·s . - . 

_. 42'9 16'3 
3· Housebold duties 0-4 43•3 0'4 42'1 0'3 47'9 
4- Retired, rentier or independent means . 1'1 0'4 o·6 0'4 2'9 o·~ 
S· Beggar, Vagrants o·6 0'3 o·6 0'3 0'7 0'3 6. Inmates of Institution 0'2. 0'1 o·6 0'1 
7· Persons seeking employment for tbe Ist time o·8 0•1 o·s .. 2'2 o·1 
8. Unemployed but seeking work -o·s 0'2 t·s 

TOTAL 100'0 Ioo·o too·o roo·o Ioo·o 100'0 



The higll proportiilli'of·housewives is prominent/ The 
lowet proportion· in- the rural areas as compared to 
that' in· the· urban! areas under 'Full time Students' is 
in confoimity with the smaller spread. of education 
there. Category 4 covers persons, who are economi
cally independent but not working. Its proportion 
.was appreciable only among males in the urban areas 
the percentage being 2 • 9 •. • Categories 7 and 8 cover 
unemployed. They formed 1·3% among males and 
a- negligible proportion of 0 ·1 % among females. In 
the urban areas this percentage among males was 3 • 7 
and in the- rural areas 0· 7, which supports the known 
fact·of,greater-unemployment in the urban areas. In 
the rural areas under-employment instead of unemploy
ment is the problem. New entrants to -the labour force 
seeking employment' for the· first time were ·slightly 
greater· than the rest of the unemployed group: • Unem
ployed' men' work out to 0·56% of the total male 
population· and unemployed women to 0 · 07 of total 
female 'population, Thus, male labOur· force was 
57•'7%'·of•male population and female labou,r force 
28,.1% of female· population, giving a labour force of 
43·3% in·the total population; It is evident that the 
Census ·understates the .extent of· unemployed .. Ac
cording to the· Census figures; unemployment rate for 
the rural areas ci>rnes,to 0·37% of the labour force 
and for the 'urban areas·2·97%, giving an overall rate 
of 0·74%; The corresponding figures for males alone 
are 0·55, 3·25 and 0•99 respectively. Information on 
number of workers was· also collected' in the Fertility 
Sample·· Survey' conducted by the· Registrar· General 
with a set of probing· questions. _ It gave a participa
tion Tate of 45.2 per cent the rate being 57.9 per cent 
in the ease of males and 31.7 per cent in· the case of 
females'· They agree well with the rates obtained from 
the census data. 

3.25. Activity pattern during 1901-61: The pattern 
of activity of the employed population has been fairly 
constant over the last sixty years, as is shown in Table 
23. The secondary and tertiary sectors are small; the 
primary dominates. In the last two decades, there has 
been a slight increase in the p;:oportion of males em
ployed in the secondary and tertiary sectors but a dis
tinct ·decrease in the case of women.· The figures for 
1931 and 1951 are· a little out from the trend shown 
by•tlie figures during 1901-1961, presumably because 
in these two years ·the census switched over from the 
labour force • to the gainful worker approach in defin
ing workers, But the difference was not considerable. 
and as pertinently remarked in the U.N. Handbook 
of Population census Methods Vol. II (p·14), the two 
approaches' "basically·refer to the same concept, the 
main difference result from the way in which the ques
tions' are actually formulated.". 

3.26. Workers by industrill1 categories: India con
tinues to have a peasant economy. There have been 
only minor changes in the pattern of industrial employ
ment. According to the 1961 Census the percentage 
distribution of workers· in the industrial categories was 
as· follows: 

9 
TABLE 24:-P~TUntag1 distribution of mork4t's b)> indwtrial 

categories atrd sex, 1961. 

Percentage 

Category· p M· F 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

(I) Cultivators 52'82 51'46 s5·7a 
(II) Agricultural labour 16'71 13'42 23·86 

(III) Mining, Quarrying, 
live-stock, fishing; 
forestry, orchards, 
plantations etc . • :1.'75 3'10 a·oo 

(IV)·. (a) Manufacturing: 
. . Household • 5'25 4'51 6·82 

(b) Other household iri-
dustries 1'14 1"20 1'03 

(V) Manufacturing: 5·56 1'33 
Non-household 4'22 

(VI) Construction 1'09 1'41 0'4l 
(VII) Trade & Commerce 4'05 5'29 1'37 
(VIII) Transport, Storage 

and Communication 1'59 2•28 0'11' 

(~) Other Services 10'38 11'77 7'35 

Total ... 100"00 100'0 100'0 · 

The first two categories cover cultivation of crops. 
Category III is confined to the non-household sector 
and combines Divisions 0-Agriculture etc. and 1-Min
ing and Quarrying of the Internatiooal List excluding 
cultivation of crop. Category IV covers the household 
sector and combines Divisions 0, 1 and 2-3. The last 
covers Manufacturing. In this sector, employment in 
Division 1 is negligible. Direct calculations show 
that 0· 48 per cent of persons i.e., 0 ·57 per cent males 
and 0 · 28 per _cent females among the employed were 
in Mining and Quarrying. In category IV, 1·14 per 
cent persons i.e., 1·20 per cent males and 1·03 per cent 
females were in Division 0; adding the balance Qf 
Category III, it is seen that 3 ·41 per cent persons 
implying· 3·73 per c;ent males and 2·75 per cent fe
males were in the household and non-household Sectors 
of Division 0. This leaves 5 · 25 per cent persons i.e,, 
4 ·51 per cent males and 6 · 82 per cent females in the 
household sector of Manufacturing. Category V cor
responds to Divisions 2-3 in the non-household sector, 
VI to 4, VII to 6, VIII to 7 and IX to 5, 8 and 9 
combined. 

3.27. The bulk of women workers are cultivators or 
agricultural labourers. In previous censuses, 
around 45 per cent of women workers were cultiva
tors and another 30 per cent agricultural labourer, 
making a total of 70-75 per cent. In 1961, the 
total was 79 per cent, which includes 56 per cent as 
cultivators. Among women there was a sharp in
crease in the proportion of cultivators and a marked 
decrease in that of agricultural labourer. In 1961 
employment in the household sector of manufactur
ing is available separately. It shows a slightly 
higher employment than the non-household counter-



part, primarily due to the fact that it had a higher 
proportion of female workers. The proportionate 
share of Trade and Commerce in the employment of 

. women varied round 5 per cent upto 1931, dropped 
down to 2.9 per cent in 1951 and was the lowest in 

. 1961 at 1.4 per cent. In other respects, the propor
tionate distribution of each sex in the various cate

. gories in the previous years fairly well accords with 
that in 1961. 

3.28. Table 24 shows thai apart from Cultivation, 
Manufacturing [IV(a) & V] and 'Other Services' 
(IX), which in a way is a residual group, are the 
only two sizeable categories· · Nearly 50 per cent of 
the employment in V -Manufacturing is covered by 
the Factories Act. Trade and Commerce (VII) comes 
next, but it is only half their size._ 

3.29. Sex-ratio among workers: Table 25 shows 
the number of women workers per 100 workers in 
each category since 1901. Women's employment is 
very nearly equal to that of men in II-Agricultural 
Labour, but even here their share is gradually declin
ing. The next category, where women command a 

. good proportion is !-Cultivation and here their share 
is slightly increasing. The employment of women in 
·category III is smaller. On the whole, women get 
.a good share of employment in the primary sector, 
where they have, more or less, retained their position 
but greatly lost ground in the remaining categories. 
In 1961 employment of women in each category is 
much below that in the period 1901-1921. Only in 
IX 'Other Services' is the fall in their share less glar
ing perhaps on account of the inclusion of Major 
Groups 89 and 90 of ISIC namely,-'Services not 
·elsewhere classified' and 'Activities unspecified and 
not adequately described'. They never had much 
strength in VIII 'Transport and Communication' but 
their proportion in 1961 is almost negligible. In 
household industry they formed 38 · 8 per cent of 
the total whereas this percentage in the case of the 
non-household sector of manufacturing industry was 
only 9.9. Women's share in total employment comes 
out to be quite considerable at 31.5 per cent, mainly 
because of their greater absorption in cultivation 
including labour employed therefor and household 
industry. 
' 

3.31· Paras 3.31 to 3.64 discuss the various chara
_cteristics of employed persons in which categories I 
and II are omitted throughout. Household industries 
occupy a very special position m the Indian pattern 
of employment. They are confined to Divisions 0-3. 
Hence, employment in these Divisions as in 1961 is 
shown separately under Non-household and House
hold sectors in Tables 26-30. Major groups which 
accounted for over 5 per cent of employment in a 
Division are also given to bring out industries of any 
importance. Similar figures for Divisions 4 to 9 are 
shown in Tables 26 & 28. The remarks in the follow
ing paragraphs invariably relate to the employment 
aspect of the industrial pattern of the country. 
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3.32. Workers by industry Divisions: Table 26 
shows the relative importance of Division 0-3 in the 
. industrial economy. Together they account for 
43.9 per cent of total employment in the country, the 
·percentage being 50·6 for tl1e rural and 34·9 for the 
urban areas. The higher percentage for the rural 
areas is due to the higher percentage in Division· 0. 
Mining and Quarrying is very small and is naturally 
concentrated in the rural areas. The relative impor
tance of the Major Groups in the Divisions is not very 
different in the rural and the urban areas. The equality 
of the percentages in the rural and urban areas for 
"Textile-Cotton" which is the most important manu
facturing industry, is striking· · ' 

. 3.33. Cols. 5, 6, 11 & 12 of Table 27 bring out 
_the importance of the . household sector in each 
Division· and Major Group. In Manufacturing the 
household sector is predominant in the rural areas 
and not quite insignificant in the urban areas. 
Nearly 2/3 of women workers in· the ·urban . areas 
are in -this sector. They are practically equally dis
tributed between household and non-household sectors 
in the important Major Groups except that their share 
in the non-household sector in the case of 'Textile~ 
Cotton', 'Wood and Wooden products' and 'Leather 
and leather products' is small, as is shown by Cols. 6 
and 8 of Table 28. The case of Textile-Cotton is 
of some significance in view of the fact that it is a 
major factory industry of the urban areas. In the 
rural areas, women are mostly in the household 
sector. In Division 0- 'Agriculture etc.' ·household 
sector accounts for nearly 1/3 of the workers in .the 
rural areas and a smaller fraction in the urban areas. 
'Livestock and Hunting' is the most important Major 
Groups in the Division and is equally divided between 
household and non-household sectors. The Division 
in urban is already very small, and hence the role of 
household sector is much smaller. Even in the rural 
areas, . employment of women ·in Division 0 is not 
high but there is no great disparity in the employment 
of the two sexes, as is shown by the figures in cols. 
5 & 6 of Table 27. · 

3.34. Percentages relating to Divisions 0-3 in 
Table 28 bring out the importance of rural areas a:nd 
women in the Non-household sector. Divisions 0 and 
1 and their important Major Groups are predominantly 
rural, but not so Manufacturing, which is concen
trated more in the urban areas. Among the important 
Major Groups only 'Foodstuffs' has more or less even 
importance in the rural and urban areas. Employ~ 
ment of women also is quite low both in the urban 
and the rural areas. Only 'Field Produce' 'Planta
tion Crops', 'Forestry and Logging' in the ~ral areas 
and 'Tobacco Products' in both rural and urban give 
them a slightly better share. 

. 3:~5. Table 26 and 28 show similar dat~ about 
DJVJsions 4-9. In this Section 'Services' and 'Trade 
an~ c;omme~ce' account for the bulk of employment. 
It IS mterestmg to see that in the rural areas Retail 
Trade claims practically the whole of employment 



in Trade and Commerce and that the proportionate 
employment in the wholesale trade is much higher in 
the urban areas. Here again, Table 26 shows that 
. the .relative imP?rtance of the Divisions and important 
MaJor Groups m the rural and urban areas is not 
very different. Column 3 of Table 28 shows employ
ment in the rural areas as a percentage of the total 
employment in the Division or the Major Group. It 
. is interesting to find a percentage of 52·2 under 
'Construction'. Similarly 56·5% of the total employ
ment in 'Services' and 42·6% in 'Trade and 
Commerce' is in the rural areas. Under the Division 
'Services' 56·3% of employment in 'Religious and 
Welfare Services', 45% in 'Recreation Services' and 
52·5% in 'Personal Services' are in rural areas. 

3.36. Percentage employment of women in the 
rural and the urban areas is only moderate in some 
major groups and quite low in others, as is seen from 
Table 28. The percentage in the rural areas is the 
'highest in Division 5 primarily due to 'Sanitary 
Services'. It is. equally high in 'Personal Services'. 
.These are the Major Groups, where women get a good 
share of employment. · 

3.37. Workers in Household Sector by Industry 
Divisions 0-3: Table 29 similar shows the im
portance of rural areas and the employment of women 
in the Household Sector. All the industries are pre
dominantly rural. Employment of women is moderate 
in Division 0. It is not very much less than that of 
men in Manufacturing. Among Major Groups it is 
particularly low in 'Leather and leather products' and 
'Basic Metals'. In the rural areas it is greater than 

II 

that of men in Foodstuffs and Textiles Cotton. 

3.38. Table 30 shows the percentage of employees 
to total workers. It is seen that the content of hire:! 
labour is small. Household industry is carried out 
mostly with help of household members. In the rural 
areas, only 8·1 per cent of men and 3·7 per cent of 
women were employees. The corresponding percent
ages for the urban areas were greater, being 16·2 and 
11·2 respectively. 

3.41. Work Status by Industry Divisions: Table 
31 and 32 show the percentage distribution of 
workers in non-household industry separately for rural 
and urban respectively according to employer, single 
worker, family worker and employee in each Division 
and important Major Groups. The proportion of 
employers is very small and employees are rather the 
rule than the exception. Hence the primary interest 
in this table lies in the proportion of single worker 
and family worker. Their proportions bring out the 
Divisions and Major Groups, where these type of 
workers play an important role. As has already been 
seen employment of women in non-household industry 
is small and hence the proportions of persons very 
closely reflect the proportions of males. Accordingly, 
the proportions for persons and females only are 
being shown. Even though employment of womell is 
small, their high proportion as single worker and 
family worker is of interest. 

3.42. Work Status by .Rural-Urban, 1961: The 
following table shows the percentage of workers by 
their status for all industries. 

Table 33:-Percentage di!tribution of workers by work-status rural urban and seX, 1961. 

Rural 
Status 

Persons Male Female 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Employe~ 3'3 3'8 1'4 
Employee 40'6 44"5 26·s 
Single Worker 44'4 41'9 S3'3 
Family worker . ' 11"7 9'8 18·8 

Single workers form nearly a third of the total and 
family workers make up another 8 per cent. The 
proportion of single workers and family workers is 
much higher in· the rural areas as compared to that 
in the urban areas. On the other hand, the propor
tion of employers and empl0yees is higher in the 
urban areas than in the rural, wilich indicates a higher 
market economy. In the rural areas, the proportion 
of single workers and family workers among females 
is higher than the corresponding proportion in males, 
which is true to the nature of single worker and family 
worker enterprises. On the other hand, the propor
tion of employers and employees among females is 
appreciably less than that among males. 

Urban Total ---
Persons Male Female Persons Male Female ----------->r<s> ... (6) (7) (8) (9) (1o) --------------------6·o 6·6 1•7 4'1 S'3 I• 5 
61·8 62•7 53·6 SI·I S4'2 35'2 
27"2 26·o 37'4 35·8 33'S 48'2 
s·o 4'7 7'3 8·4 1'0 IS' I 

3.43. In the rural areas, among the Division family 
workers have a considerable proportion in Divisions 
0- 'Agriculture, etc.', 5- 'Electricity, Gas, Water 
and Sanitary Services' (probably due to last two only) 
and 6- 'Trade and Commerce' (Table 31 ). It is in 
these Divisions that among females the proportion 
of family workers is considerable. In 2-3 'Manu
facturing' and 8-'Services' also they have a con
siderable proportion. The proportion of single 
workers is similarly around or well above 30 per cent 
in these six Divisions and in Division 4--'COnstruc
tion'. The higher percentages in 'Trade and 
Commerce' and 'Services' are significant. In fact, 
employees form only 11·4 per cent of the total in 



'Trade and Commerce'. Thus, the bulk of employ
ment in 'Trade and Commerce' is on a single worker 
or family worker basis. In this Division, employers 
also form an appreciable percentage, which is 11·3. 
Here again, among females single workers have an 
equally hign percentage. 

3.44. In the rural areas the important Major 
Groups also show some interesting features regard
ing the role of family worker and single worker. The 
proportions of family worker is quite substantial in 
00 - 'Field Produce and Plantation crops', 03 -
'Fishing' 04- 'Livestock and Hunting', (60-63) 
'Wholesale Trade' and (64-68) 'Retail Trade' and 
88- 'Personal Services'. As in the case of Divisions, 
the proportion of family workers among females is 
quite high in the;e Major Groups. A few other 
groups, which also have appreciable proportion of 
family workers among females, are e.g. 'Foodstuffs', 
'Textile Cotton', 'Textile Others', 'Wood and Wooden 
.Products', 'Leather and Leather Products' and 
'Recreation Services'. The proportion of single 
workers is quite high in 'Fishing', 'Livestock and 
Hunting', 'Textile Others', 'Wood and Wooden Pro
ducts', 'Leather and Leather Products', 'Wholes:Ue 
Trade, 'Retail Trade', 'Religious and Welfare Services' 
and 'Recreation Services'. Here again, the proportion 
of single worker among females is quite high. It is 
worth noting that the single workers in 'Textile~ 
Cotton' form a much smaller proportion, employees 
being the predominant group. 'Forestry and logging', 
'Foodstuffs' and to some extent 'Transport' have a 
higher proportion of single workers among females. 
The proportion of employers is quite substantial in 
'Wholesale Trade' and 'Retail Trade'. The other 
Major Groups, which have a proportion of employer 
higher than the normal are 'Field Produce and Planta
tion Crops', 'Foodstuffs' and Textile Others'. 

3.45. In the urban areas only Division 0 'Agricul
ture etc.' and 6 'Trade and Commerce' have an ap
preciable proportion of family workers accompanied 
by a similar proportion of family workers among 
females (table 32). Single worker has a higher pro
portion in Divisions 0, 4 and 6 accompanied by· a 
similarly high proportion of single workers among 
females. Trade and Commerce follows the pattern 
observed in the case of rural areas. The proportion 
of sirigle worker among females is quite high, being 
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64 per cent. Similarly, employers form 16 per cent 
in this Division. The proportion of employees is not 
so low as in the case of rural areas, as the proportion 
of single worker is correspondingly less here. In 
Manufacturing the single worker has got compara
tively a much smaller proportion than that in the 
rural areas. Similarly in 'Services' the single worker 
has a smaller proportion in the urban areas. 

3.46. Generally speaking, employers have a higher 
proportion and family workers a smaller proportion 
in the urban than in the rural areas. The proportion 
of employers is slightly higher in the same Major 
Groups as were observed in the case of rural areas. 
Family workers are prominent only in 'Field Produce 
and Plantation Crops' and 'Fishing' and to smaller 
extent, in 'Retail and Wholesale Trade', and 'Live
stock and Hunting'. In these groups, the proportion 
of family workers among females is also quite high. 
Single workers are quite high in 'Forestry and Log
ging', 'Fishing', 'Livestock and Hunting', 'Wood and 
Wooden Products', 'Leather and Leather Products'. 
'Retail Trade' and 'Religious and Welfare Services'. 
These are practically the ~arne groups as were found 
to be so in the rural areas. The proportion of single 
worker among females is equally high in these indus
tries. It is more prominent in 'Forestry and Logging', 
and 'Retail Trade'. 

3.47. From the details given in paras 3 ·43-3 ·46 it 
will be seen that the structure of the various industries 
in regard to the status of workers in the rural and the 
urban areas is not very dissimilar. Family workers 
and single workers are prominent features mostly in 
the same set of industries in urban as well as rural 
areas and these industries employ proportionately 
more women. However, the actual percentages may 
differ to some extent. 

3.51. Workers by Occupation Divisions: The 
following Table shows the percentage distribution of 
workers in the ten Divisions of the National Classifi
cation of Occupations, which are the same as in the 
International Classification.· The tWo classifications 
are identical in so far as one (Division) and two 
digit (Groups) classifications are concerned except 
that certain two digit Groups have been added to or 
subtracted from the International Classification · in 
obtaining the National Classification. 

Table 34 :-occupational distribution of workers by rural urban. 1961. 

Division Description 

(I) 

-------
o Profess•'o_nal, Technical and Related Workers 

. t. Administrative, Executive and Managerial Workers 

Total 

(2) 

s·6 
3'1 

Rural 

5'1 
2'1 --------·------... 

Urban 

(4) 

6·s 
4'4 

Percent of women workers to the 
group total 

Total Rural Url·an 

(s) (6) (7) 

15'1 11•2 19'2 
2•6 3'8 1·8 

-····-·-·-



Table 14 (contd) :-Occupational distrib•tion of Workers by rural-Urban, 1961. 

For convenience of reference, the full description of 
the various Divisions will be abbreviated to the 
Keyword italicized in Table 34. The largest Divi
sion is that of 7-8 'Craftsmen'. The percentage is 
greatly inflated due to inclusion of labourers not 
elsewhere classified who formed 33·1 per cent of 
workers in Division 7-8 in rural urban combined, 
35·4 per cent in the rural areas and 29·3 per cent 
in the urban areas. The percentage of workers in 
Division 7-8 is a little higher in the rural areas than 
in the urban. 3-'Sales Workers', 9-'Servicemen' 
and 4-'Farmers' each account for about 10 per 
cent. The percentages of the first two are a little 
higher in the urban areas as compared to those in 
the rural areas. Similarly, the percentage of 2-
'Clerical' is much higher in the urban areas. In the 
rural areas it is small. Quite naturally Division 4-
Farmers has a higher percentage in the rural areas 
than in the urban. 

3.52. The Divisions which have proportion of 
women around 25 per cent are 7-8, 9 and 4. In these 
Divisions the proportion of women is higher in the 
rural areas. Divisions 0, 3 and 5 account for 10-20 
per cent of workers. Only in 0-'Professional' is the 
proportion of women workers higher in the urban 
areas than in the rural. It is interesting to see a 
higher proportion of women in 3-'Salesmen' in the 
rural areas. Employment of women in Divisions 1, 
2 & 6 is almost insignificant. 

3.53. Workers cross-classified by occupation and 
industry: Table 35 shows the percentage distribu
tion of workers in each occupational Division classifi
ed by the category of workers according to Industrial 
Classification. It gives an occupation-cum-industry 
distribution at Divisions level. The similarity between 
the percentages for 'total' and 'urban' shows that there 
is no major difference in the pattern. It is but 
natural that the percentage in Category IX-'Other 
Services' should be so near 100 in the case of Occupa
tions 0-'Professional'. !-'Administrative' and 9-
'Services' as they are closely related to the industry 
group (Other Services). Category V-'Manufacturing' 
(Non-household), VI-'Construction', VII-'Trade 
and Commerce' and VIII-'Transport etc.' also claim 
an appreciable proportion of workers in Occupation 1 

-'Administrative'. In the case of Occupations 0 
and 9 only V-'Manufacturing' gets an appreciable 
proportion. The proportions in the abovemention
ed instances are relatively higher in the urban areas 
as compared to both areas combined. Division 2 
'Clerical' have an appreciable proportion in 
categories V, VII and VIII with the result that their 
proportion in industry group IX is only about 50 
per cent. Practically the whole of 'Salesmen' fall in 
the Industrial Category Vll of 'Trade and 
Commerce'. Similarly, Division 4-'Farmers, 
Fishermen etc' are almost wholly classified in the 
two categories 111-'Mining, Livestock, Forestry etc.' 
and IV-'Household Industry'. Division 5 is almost 
wholly confioed to category 111 of 'Mining Quarry
ing etc.' It is rather interesting to fiod even 3·7 per 
cent of workers in Division 5-"Manufacturing'. The 
bulk of Division 6-'Transport' is found in category. 
Vlll. A major portion of Divisions 7-8-'Craftsmen' 
falls as is to be expected in categories IV and V but 
also 27 per cent of workers are in category IX
'Other Services'. On the whole, it seems that certain 
Occupational Divisions like 0, 3, 5 and 9 are, more 
or less, identified with the Industrial categories IX, 
VII, III and IX respectively. In other cases, the 
concentration of certain occupations in a specific 
industrial category is not very great. 

3.54. Workers by major occupation groups: 
Columns 3 and 4 of Table 36 show employment in 
important Occupational Groups as a percentage or 
the total employment in the Division. All those 
groups, which account for at least 5 per cent of the 
employment in the Division in the rural or the urban 
areas, have been included. Only in a few instances 
the limit was lowered in view of the particular im• 
portance of the Group in the general economy. In 
cases, where employment in the group is concentrat
ed in a particular industrial category, the percentage 
of workers falling in the industrial category to the 
total employment in the Group is indicated in 
columns 6 and 7, the category being shown in 
column 5. The following features shown by the 
Table may be mentioned. The percentage of 05-
Teachers in Division 0 is quite high. The percentage 
in the rural is higher than that in the urban, pro
bably due to greater diversification of occupations in 



the urban areas. Group 10 'Administrative and 
Executive Officials (Government)' accounts for 
practically the whole of the workers in Division 1 
in the rural areas. The percentage in the urban areas 
is also quite high, being nearly 50 per cent. The per
centage for Groups 11 and 12 covering "Directors, 
Manager.s and Working Proprietors in Wholesale and 
Retail Trade and Financial Institutions" is quite small, 
the residual Group 13 is correspondingly quite sub
stantial. 1n Division 2, Group 28 'Clerical Workers, 
Miscellaneous' accounts for more than half the total 
workers, unskilled office workers forming another 
30 per cent. 20-'Book-keepers and Cashiers' 
make around 10 per cent, nearly 30 per cent of 
which are in Trade and Commerce. Over two
thirds of the workers in Division 3 of Sales Workers 
are 30-'Working Proprietors in Wholesale and 
Retail Trades', the balance being mainly 33-
'Salemen and Shop Assistants'. These percentages 
are consistent with the greater role of single workers 
and family workers in Trade and Commerce 
observed earlier. 1n Division 6 group 64-, 
'Driver.s Road Transport' form nearly half of the 
total workers in the Group. 1n Divisions 7-8 
Group 70-"Spinners, Weavers, etc." form nearly 
20 per cent in the rural areas and the bulk of them 
are in household industry; only 9 per cent are in 
manufacturing industry. 1n the urban areas, they 
are equally divided between manufacturing and 
household industries. A similar division between 
household and manufacturing industry in the rural 
is seen with reference to Group 71 'Tailors, Cutters, 
etc.' The scales are reversed in the urban areas. 
The proportion of Group 91 'House-keepers, Cooks, 
Maids, etc.' in Division 9 is 19 per cent in the rural 
areas and 32 per cent in the urban areas, showing a 
greater importance of this group in the urban areas. 

3.56. A study of the percentages in columns 6 and 
7 of table 30 brings out the same identity of occupa
tion with the industrial category as was brought out 
with reference to table 35. Some interesting con
centrations in different industrial categories have 
been mentioned in the preceding paragraph. A few 
others are indicated here. Group 75 "Tool makers 
etc." is concentrated in household and manufacturing 
industries in the rural areas, while it falls primarily 
in manufacturing industry in the urban areas. 
Similarly, Group 77 'Carpenters, etc.' 82 'Millers, 
Bakers, etc.' and 84 'Tobacco Preparers, etc.' fall 
mainly in household industry in the rural areas, but 
in manufacturing industry in the urban areas. 
Group 81 'Compositors, Printers, etc.' is more con
centrated in household industry in the rural areas 
and is, more or Jess equally divided between house
hold and manufacturing industries in the urban areas. 
These special features conform to what is generally 
known about the concentration of certain occupa
tions in the household sector in the rural areas. 
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3.61. Workers by , age-groups and .educational 

standards: Data on literacy of workers was tabulat
ed for urban areas ouly. Items 1 and 2(a) of table 
37 give the percentage of literate workers without 
and with educational levels classified by age. Items 
2(b) (i)-(iv) give the percentage distribution of 
workers with educational level according to the 
highest standard passed. Among literate workers in 
0-14 about 40 per cent of boys and 35 per cent of 
girls had passed primary or junior .basic. Among 
workers aged 15 and over, 31 per cent of males 
were ouly literate without having passed any 
educational standard, 36·7 per cent of workers had 
passed some educational standard, whereas this per
centage in the general urban male population was 
34·8 (vide table 15). The corresponding percentages 
in the case of female workers were 8·7 and 13·9 
respectively, which are below the corresponding per
centages in the urban female population 22·5 and 
18·0 (vide Table 15}. The literacy standard of 
female workers compared to male workers is much 
lower. Of the male workers who had passed an 
educational standard 56·4 per cent had passed 
primary or junior basic, 30·9 per cent matricula
tion or Higher Secondary and the rest 12 · 7 per cent 
had passed higher examinations. The percentage of 
those, who had got a technical degree from a 
University was 2·3 and of those who had a non
technical degree 8·0. The percentages for females 
were higher for every category of literacy standard 
except in th_e case of primary or junior basic. It 
seems that a greater proportion of employed women 
have higher educational standards: The distribution 
of literacy and educational standard in each of the, 
three age groups is not very different from that 
shown by the percentages based on workers of all 
ages. Tne percentage of male workers just literate 
without any educational standard slightly increase!\ 
with age, while in the case of female workers it· 
decreases. The percentages of male and female 
workers with educational standard is the highest in 
15-34. 

3.62. Workers cross-clussi{ied by occupation and 
education standard: Table 38 shows the percentages 
of workers aged 15 and· over in the various literacy 
categories by Occupational Divisions. In cols. (4) 
and (5), the percentages for persons are also given in. 
brackets. It is seen that they are ouly slightly below 
the percentages for males. The only exceptions are 
literates with educational level in Division 0-Pro
fessional, where the percentage for persons is a little 
higher than that for males. Table 34 shows that 
the number of women workers in the different 
Occupational Division is small and hence in combin
ing for both sexes their lower _literacy brings down 
the literacy of males only slightly. Women workers 
with any educational standard have · a higher per
centage than males in Divisions 0-'Professional', 
2-'Clerical' and 6-'Transport', in Division !
'Administrative', the percentages for males and 



females are equaL These . differences are :to be· 'ex" 
peeled . from the· nature of these. Occupations. · For 
the· same reason Divisions · 0, 1 • and 2 have a high 
percentage of formally educated male workers and 
among - them the proportion ' ·of i those with a 
U11iversity degree or higher is· the highest. Quite 
ltatunilly the proportion of'· those with -a technical 
degree is the highest in Divisions 0 and 1. : It is in" 
teresting to note that around ~0 per cent of workers 
in pivisions -0, 1 and 2 were just literate, giving aiJ_ 
over all literacy rate around 95 per cent in each . 

. I ', f 

3.63. Divisions 4 and 5-'Farmers' and 'Miners' 
have the lowest literacy -rates, being roughly-around-
20 per cent- This includes 10 per cent who had an 
educational level. In the remaining Divisions, lite
rate~ form over 60 per cent, the percentage ·being 
divided, more or le;s, equally between those. with an 
educational level and without such a level. ·~alesmen' 
naturally have a little higher literacy percentage . of 
75. It is rather striking that X-Miscellaneous Group 
should have a literacy rate of 65 per cent and parti
cularly much above average proportion: of University 
degree holders. Unlike 0, 1 and 2, the rest of the 
Divisions have well above 60 per cent of formally 
educated workers only with primary or j'!nior basic 
qualification. The rest also have appreciably lower 
percentage of 'Matriculates' than 0, 1 and 2·· 

3.64. Workers cross-Classified.by age-groups occu~ 
!potion, 'educatioruil level: · Table· , 39 gives the 
percentage. of male wdrkers with and without educa" 
tiona! level in each Division classified into fou~ age 
groups. As the age classification of workers in the 
various Divisions .was not available, .it had to ·.be 
'estimated on· a rough, and ready basis and hence ~e 
.rates given here ;~re only approximate. As sta!ed m 
:para :3·62, the number of women workers . m _the 
,Divisions is small and their literacy m~ke 'little 
difference to the literacy of both sexes combmed,. and, 
'accordingly Table 39 gives the data. only £or 111en. 
lt does not 'show any great variation in literacy, wheq 
"considered by age; from what has 'al~eady been 
.observed without reference to age m . para 3·62 
:and 3·63. Percentages of workers in 0-14 and 
,60 + are very small bu_t even .so ~h~ _contrast presen
ied by them may be not1ced. In DIVIsiOns 1 and 2. the 
'percentage of just literates in ages 60 and over IS a 
. little higher and that of formally educ:at.e~ a little lower 
than in the other adult ages. , In DIVISIOn~ 4-?, the 
percentage of literacy in 60+ is lower than that m ;the 
other adult ages. In 0-14, the percentage of JU~t 
literates is higher in Divisions 3,4, 7-8 and 9 than m 
other adult ages but it is mainly due to smallness of 

. the number of workers. 

4. Fertility, mortality and rate of population grow111, 
their levels and recent trends. . ... 

4-11. Birth' rate, death rate and rate. of.P_opulation 
growth: The rate of growth of populatiOn smce 1901 
and a set of estimates of birth and death rates are 
given in Table 1 and the trends are discussed. in para 

1.2. In the absence of reliable registration data, 
vital rates are estimated from the Census sex-n~e dis
tribution by the methods of Reverse-survival or Differ
encing two Censuses or Quasi-Stable Population 
Theory. Estimates based on the last named method 
are given in Table I. Estimates obtained by the 
alternative method of Reverse-survival are given 
below: 

TABLE 40:-Estimate of Birth and Death Raies by 
Reverse Survival Method. 

Decade Birth Death 
Rote Rnre 

(I) (2i (3) 

I90I-II 49'2. 42"6 
1911-21 48· I 47'2' 
1921-31 46'4 36"3 
'1931--41 45"2 31 "2 

I . ·I94I-5I 39'9 27"4 ' 
'1951----6I 40"9 22'0 

·Pending preparation of Life Table for 1951-61, the 
vital rates given for this decennium have been esti, 
mated by the Differencing method. Mention may be 
made of the following estimates for 1941-51 given 
by Coale & Hoover for three different values of in
fant .death rate. r 

TABLE 41 :-Coale & Hoover Estimates of Birth and 
Death Rates on several assumptions of Infant Death 
Rates:· 

Assumed In'ant Death Rtte 

(I) 

200 

2.25 
250 

Birth Rate Dellh Rate 

(2) 

40'6 
43'2 
45"7 

(3) 

The relevant point is that there are so many loose 
ends that it would not be scientific to regard any one 

, set of figures as final and more correct than the others . 
From the very nature of things, there is a certain m_ar
g.in of uncertainty about the exact value of the v1.ta1 
rates. It is heartening to find that the alternauve 
estimates converge closely, which leaves little doubt 
about the level. The trend is. clear that fertilit~ !'as 
remained steady, while mortahty has been declinmg 
and quite sparply in the la~t intercensal decade . 

... 4.12. The National Sam9le Survey gave for the 
· rural areas a birth rate of 38·3 and death rate of 
, 19·0 during July 1958-June 1959 and a birth rate 
of 38.9 and death rate of 15.1 during July 1959-

. July 1960- The better registration States showed the 
_ following registered rates in the most recent years. 



TABLE 42:-Registered rates of births and deaths 
1957-61: 

Brith Death Rate 
:Year Rate Rate of Natural 

Increase 

(t) (2) (3) (4) 

" . 
1951 33'9 16·o 17'9 
1958 33'1 16·6 16·s 
1959 34'6 14'2 20'4 
1960 32'6 13'3 19'3 
1961 33'4 14'0 19'4 

There is little doubt that the above rates are substan
tially deficient. It may be pertinent to mention here 
that the birth and death rates in the various States 
in the Indian sub-continent show considerable varia
tion. Data based on a few States or localised studies, 
even if reliable and belpful in revealing the nature of 
the various problems, may be misleiding if taken to 
represent the situation in the whole country. 

4.13. An in:lica.ion of the current level of death 
rate was. also· obtain~d from annual growth rates got 
by interpolating p()pulation for each year during 
195:1-61. They are given below: 
" 

The average tigrees closely with the exponential growth 
rate of ~·89 during 1951-61 net of migration. Taking 
the birth· rate at 40, the death rate in 1960 would be 
18.4. Corresponding to an annual growth rate ot 
2.16 and 1961 census sex-age distribution, Quasi
Stable Population Theory gives a birth rate of 41.3 
and a death rate of 19.7. 

4.14. Age specific fertility rates: Table 44 gives 
· the age specific fertility rates obtained by sample 

surveys. Column 2 shows the rates for ever-married 
women in the rural areas obtained in the National 
Sample Survey 14th Round (1957-58). Columns 4 
and 5 give age specific rates for currently married 
women in the rural and urban areas of Madhya· Pra-

l6 

desh given by the ·Registrar General's Sample. Census 
in 1960. Birth rate shown at the end is obtained by 
applying the rates to i1961 Census age distribution. , 

' . ' - . 

T~BLE 44:-Age sp~ci{ic fertility rates obtained from 
14th ,Round of Nqtior14l Sample Survey (1957-51!) 
and from the one percent , sample Census, Madhya 
Pradesh, 1960. · 

Age Group Fertility Age Fertility Rate 
Rate Group 
Urban Rural Urban 

.... 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) 

-IS 0'3 
15-19 • 143'9 -18 -102 131 
2Q-24. 263·6 18-22 254 269 
25--:29 . 244'3 23-27 260 271 
30~14. 188'3 28-32 232 231 
35-39. 127'9 33-37 I85 141 
40-44 • 49'6 38-42 104 II9 
45-49. 17'6 43-47 40 29 
so+ '0·7 48-t- IO 9 

All ~ges 178 193 196 
Birth rate . 38·6 44'1 39'• 

National Sample Survey 15th Roiu:id shows a general 
fertility rate of ·186. A .special point to be noticed is 
.that the highest fertility . age span is 20-30. · After 
30 the~e is a sharp decline. · · 

4·15. Average Family Size: Information on Indian 
fertility is largely derived from data collected in the 
various rounds of the National Sample Survey, the 
sall]ple ~urveys conducted from time to .time by the 
Office of. the Registrar General and .a large number ·of 
·localised demographic studies conducted over the last 
iS' years by organisations like the Gokhale Institute 
of Politics and Economics, the All India Institute of 
;Hygiene and Public Heahh, the U.N. in collaboration 
with the .Govt. of India etc. and by a Jew individual 
~cholars. Table ~5 given below shows the average 
number of children born alive to women "of unbroken 
marriage during the reproductive ages drawn from a 
'number of such studies. It can be seen that the 
averaege number of children vary between 5·9 to 7·3 
il) the rural areas and between 5·7 al)d 7·8 in the 
urban areas. These figures also indicate that the 
rural~urban differentials in fertility are not very signi
ficant. It i~. however, interesting to note that in a 
few cases the urban family size is a little higher than 
that of the rural areas. It is true that a considera
tion of the average number of .children born 
throughout the reproductive ages may overlook .diffe
rences in fert.ility patterns that mi~ht have arisen in 
recent years which could be brought out only by a 
study of the current birth rates. However, the re
gistration data being defective they do not provide 
·a vaild comparative -picture in this .regard. r. 



'IABLE 45 ;..,.;-Average number of children born alive per, 
woman of unbroken marriage during the reproductive 
age. 

Average Number of chil
dren 

Survey· 
Rural Urban 

(I) 

B~~gaisuroey (1946-47) 
Ballygunj-Upper middle class 
Beniatola-Lower middle clas!-
Singur . . • , 

doki'uzre i~ti;u~e.~f Politic~ & Economics 
· Surveyes: . : 

Poona (1951-5Z) 
Poona (1956) 
Nasik (1952-54) 
Kolaba· (1953-54) · ~ •· 
Satara North (I95Z-S4) 

d; N. & GOvr. o/lPldia; "Mysore Suroey" ·· 
Bangalore City(I95Z). 
Rural Areas (I95Z) 

Office of the Registrar Gmeral Suroeys. 
Maternity data of 195 1Census: 
Travancore Cochin . 
East Madbya Pradesh i . . 
WestBen~- . • . . . 
Sample Census of births & deaths in 

seven districts of UP (195Z-53) . 
Registration data (1961) 

National Sample Suroey 
znd & 4th Rounds (Couple Fertility) 

(1951-5Z) · · · . . 
16th Round (Family Planning Schedule) 

(196o-61} • . • • 
Kanpur & Lucknow Survey (1951). 
Pa~ Sur\iey~1956) . 

(z) 

7'3 

6·o 

s·S6 

5'7 
6·z 

6·6 

,'4.:16. Fertility by birth order: The two sources give 
the following distribution of births by their order: 

TABLE' 46:-Distribution of birth order. 

Regis- Fertilio/ Survey 
tration 

Order: of birth· · 
Urban Urban Rural Total 

' (I) .I . '(2) (3) (4) (S) 

lit . 20"1 18·1 19'1 19'0 
2nd 17•6 r8·1 19'0 18·8 
3rd. 15·5 16·6 17"9 17'7 
4ttil\ 13'1 rs·o 15'4 15'3 
5tli • 10'9 n·6 11'3 11'4 
6th. 7•8 8•3 7"7 7'8 
7th . 5·6 5·s 4'7 4'8 
8th. 3'8 3'3 2'6 2'7 
9th'. • z·6 1·8 1'3 1'4 
1oth&over• 3'0 1'7 I•O I" I 
J .. 3l·.·· ·.· 53'2 52'8 56·o ss·s 
4-5 ·, 24'0. 26·6 26•7 26'7 
6+.·· 22·8 20'6 17'3 17'8 
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A point of great interest that is shown by the Table 
is the higher percentage of births of order 6th and 
over. This Table again shows a slightly higher ave· 
rage number of children in the urban areas than in the 
rural areas, as the percentage of birth order 6 and 
over is higher in the former. 

4.17. Sex ratio at birth: Sex ratio at birth is to: 
some extent a subject of controversy. Registration' 
data show a much higher ratio in favour of males, but 
differential omission in registration of female births· 
is largely responsible for it. Hospital data also show 
a higher ratio but certain statistical calculations made 
in the· Demographic Research and Training Cemre, 
Bombay, show that a much larger sample than has 
been possible to cover is required to establish the fact 
whether the true ratio exceeds the limit of 106. 
, 4.2~. Age Specific death rates:-National Sample 

Survey 14th Round data give the following age
specific death rates for the rural areas. 
TABLE 47:-Age specific death rates from 14th Round 

of N.S.S. 

Age Persons Males 1 Females 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

·o 139'7 146'3 133'0 
1-4 48'2 46·6 49'9 
5-14 s·5 5·5 s·s 

15-24 4'5 3'5 S'4 • 
25-34 5'3 4'2 6·4. 
35-44 s·6 s·s 5'4 
45-54 10'5 12•8 8·o 
5S-4 26•6 32'2 21'0 
65+ 63·5 72'9 ~n All ages 19'1 19'6 

The death rate for 'All ages' given above is based 
on the age specific rates applied to 1961 Census age 
distribution. A death rate of 19·1 is obtained for 
both sexe5 combined. The Indian pattern has the 
distinctive features of high mortality areas. Regis- ' 
tered data show that 19 per cent of deaths occur under 
1 year of age, 18·5 per cent in ages 1-4, 8·7 per cent · 
in 5-14, 15·3 per cent in 15-39, 15·1 per cent in 
40-59 and 23·4 per cent in ages 60 and above. 
Possibly, the proportions are distorted to some extent 
by a differential omission in registration of deaths at 
certain ages. It is likely that the proportion of infant 
deaths may be a little higher, but even from the regis
tered percentages it is clear that there is a high pro
portion of infant and childhood deaths. 

4.22· Infant death rate:-Infant death rate · has · 
declined very considerably during recent years, but is 
still at a high level. According to the National 
Sample Survey 14th Round data infant death rate is 
153 per 1000 live births for males and 138 for 
females, giving a rate of 146 for both sexes com- · 
bined .. Neonatal mortality, that i~. deaths during 
the first month of life forms about 45 per cent of the 
total infant deaths, of which 25 per cent occur under 
l week. . The remaining infant deaths are divided,. 
more or less, equally between the periods . 1-6 · 
months at:Jd 6~12 months. Deaths in early infancy 



:!.re iargely due to congenita1 causes such as immaturity, 
birth injuries, congenital malformation, whereas those 
in the later months are due more to infectious and 
parasitic diseases.·: Reliable data covering a· few 
major towns show that malnutrition, broncho-pneu
monia and diarrohea besides the congenital· causes 
account for most of infant deaths. · Mortality, from 
infectious and parasitic diseases is capable .of being 
controlled by improving medical and public health 
services, while reduction of mortality from oong~nital 
causes is more difficult and requires prolonged efforts •. 

· 4.23. Deaths by causes:-Reliable data on causes 
"f death on a nation-wide scale are not available, but· 
some indication of the pattern is obtained from .the 
data relating to certain localised areas. The group of 
diseases falling under (1) Infective and · parasitic 
diseases, (2) Diseases ·of the respiratory system (3) 
Diseases of the Digestive system and · (4) 1 Deaths 
peculiar to early infancy each accounts for something 
like 15 per cent of the total deaths. In the first group! 
Tuberculosis of various forms, Typhoid, Tetanus are 
important diseases, which account for a high propor
tion of total deaths. Mortality from malaria has been 
very greatly reduced due to the impact of the country
wide Malaria Eradication Programme. In the group 
'Diseases of Respiratory system', Broncho-pneumonia
and other forms of pneumonia are the greatest killers. 
In the third· group of 'Diseases of Digestive system' 
Gastritis, duodenitis, enteritis and colitis, Intestinal, 
Obstruction and Cirrhosis of Liver account for the 
bulk of deaths in the group. Among 'Diseases of early 
infancy' immaturity accounts for more than half the 
totitl deaths. 'Deaths from child birth' is au addi
tional important cause of death among women. 
Direct deaths from maternal causes range from 6-10' 
per cent of female deaths. Here again the most 
unportant specific causes are Toxaemia, Haemorrhage, 
Sepsis and Anaemia of pregnancy. From the above · 
list of important diseases, it is obvious that fatality 
from most of them can be greatly reduced with better : 
public health and medical attention: . It is true that : 
people fall an easy prey to them because .of .their low. 
nutritional status, but the process of raising the general: 
vitality of the people is a slow one and demands· 
economic prosperity. However; modern advances .in : 
the field of public health and medicines have a major·. 
role to play in the fight against disease: . < · . , 

' :: .. J 

5. Facilities for Demographic Training and Research': 
available in the country: . · . 1 . • 

· 5.11. In India population problems began to r~eive · 
attention. in t~e 1930's. However; upto the advent.· 
of the Fmt F1ve Year Plan demographic studies were . 
conducted mostly in a localised way by a few scholars 
and i~dividual experts interested in the field. Official · 
attention was confined to broad assessments of the 
dimensions o~ the problem. A number of important , 
recommendabons were made by Bhore Committee 
in 1946. . Tt is only since the beginning of the First 
Five Year Plan in 1951 that the lack of data and, 

iS 
trained· personnel to· study the l.ntet-reiationshlp of 
population factors with social and economic factors · 
was keenly felt in official circles and the need for inten• . 
sive training and research in demography fully recog
nised. The First Five Year Plan emphasised the need 
for demographic research especially in the fields of 
family planning and manpower research. The sub
sequent Five Year Plans have given increasing atten
tion to demographic studies in_ the various fields of 
economic and social planning. A rna jor step taken 
by the Government of India to develop training and-· 
research in demography was the establishment of five 
Demographic Centres in different parts of India
Demographic Training and Research Centre; Bombay 
(1956) and Demographic Research Centres at Calcutta: 
(1957), Delhi (1957), Trivandrum (1958) and Dharwar 
( 1961) under the general direction of the Demogra.l 
phic Advisory .Committee set up in 1959. : , 

. 5.12. It is well known that. the population census~ 
~as always been a major source of demographic data; 
m the country. The Office of the R. G. besides devot.! 
ing at~e~~on to census problems have in recent-, 
years IDI~at.ed steps to collect data on the demographic, 
charactenstics- of the population by means of Sample 
Su~eys. A g<?<Jd deal of demographic data are also 
bemg systemabcally collected in the NSS since its · 
mception in 1951 and analytical results based on,· 
thes~ ~ata published periodically. The CSO and· the: 
Stabsbcal Bureaus in the various States have · also· 
established demographic units . to deal with cilrren( 
probl.ems in demography. In 1962 an Institute of 
Apphed Manpower Research was started in Delhi to 
conduct research on problems of manpower planning: 
Mo~e recently a Fami!Y Planning Communication· 
A~t1on Research Comnuttee has been set up primarily 
~1th t~e obje~t of initiating studies relating to motiva
!ions m family planning. Apart from these develop
ments the Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics ' 
Poona, the All India Institute of Hygiene and Publi~ 
Heal~h, Calcutta 'and the Indian Institute of Population 
Stud1~s, M~d~as have continued their interest in demo
~ra~hlc . stud_1es.- Another development worth men
twmn~ m th1s regar~ is ~e setting up of the National 
~ounc1l of PopulatiOn m 1960 to coordinate work 
m the field~ of population, vital and health statistics 
and to adv1se on . demog~aphic studies that could ~ 
undertaken from time to time. The facilities available 
for d~mograph!c train!n~ and research in the country 
are d1scussed m deta1I m the following paragraphs: 

5.21. Faci~ties for training.-Intensive triuning in 
demograph~ IS at. t~e moment largely confined to the 
Demo~raph1c ~rammg and Research Centre, Bombay. 
A maJOr funchon of the Demographic Training and 
Research Centre, Bombay which was established in 
1 ~56 by th~ Government of India in collaboration 
~v1th t.he Umted.l':lati~ns and Sir Dorabji Tata Trust, 
ts t_o 1mpart ~ammg 1n demography to persons from 
van~us countnes of the ECAFE region besides con
ductmg research on demographic problems Th ' 
Centr~ has a basic course in demography of o~e yea~ 
duratiOn on the completion of which certificates are · 



awarde~ to the trainees. Students showing promise 
of making demography their main professional interest 
are admitted to the second year advanced course and 
diplomas are awarded to successful candidates. 
Besides these two courses the Centre has also facili
ties· for. guiding students for the Ph. D. Degree in 
eco~mrucs (demo!P'aphy) · of Bombay . University. 
Dunng the past SIX years the Centre has trained 97 
students drawn from 17 countries in the ECAFE 
region; 
:·, I , , 

' 5.22. Though there is no_ major course in demo
graphy as .such in the training programme of the 
Indian Statistical. Institute, . Calcutta, compulsory 
!_ectures on. selected topics in demography are included 
1n the curncula of their B .. Stat. and M. Stat. courses. 
Besides both B. Stat. and M. Stat. students are given 
the option to choose demography as a subject for 
specialisation in the final· year of , their respective 
courses .. In the ·nine months statistical course for 
officers who are in Central arid State Government ser
vice and in the one year. evening course in statistics 
for persons engaged in statistical work in Delhi con
<jucted jointly by the I.S.I. and the C.S.O. lectures 
on demography and allied subjects are arranged under 
the head 'official statistics'. ' Some aspects of demo
graphy related especially to public health studies such 
as mortality, fertility and family planning are _ dis
cussed in the several courses offered at the All India 
Institute. of Hygiene and '·Public Health, Calcutta. 
Students trained for advancing .family planning pro
grammes_· by the Family , Planning Training and Re
search .Centre, Bombay and the Family Pl:!nning Insti
tute Delhi are also given basic knowledge of demo
graphiC facts necessary to appreciate the. · problems 
related to family planning. ·. _ _ · - , 

-5.23;· According to available. information no Indian 
University teaches demography at .the under-graduate 
level though in a few Universities students are initiated 
into India's population problem in the courses in 
economics. However, in the Universities of Aligarh, 
Allahabad,• Banaras,, Gorakhpur, -Lucknow, Sagar, 
Bombay, Baroda and Poona demography is taught as, 
a part of the course leading to the Master's degree 
particularly in economics or statistics. It is learnt 
that one of the Universities in India is proposing to 
start an M.Sc. degree course in demography. 

) . 

; ~.24. It is pertinent to report .in this connection that 
the: Demographic Advisory Committee, in addition to 
providing, grants. to . University Departments and 
academic' institutions 'to promote research in demo- . 
graphy, have also a provision to award every year (i) 
4_ .fellowships_ to. promising students to undergo tr&in
ing in demography or to conduct research in the 
Demographic- Training and Research Centre, Bombay 
and _(ii) 4 other fellowships to elegible candidates for 
doing research in demography in any of the Universi
ties and other academic institutions in the country. 
The former fellowships would be available for a maxi
mum of three years while the latter_ would be for only 
two years. Besides these, mention may also be made 
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of 4-6 fellowships offered by the Population Council 
Inc., New York every year to Indians in service 
and dealing .w!th population data for . under-going 
advanced trmmng m demography in U.S.A. or 
elsewhere. 

5.31. Facilities for -research and major demo; 
graphic studies in progress.-In the following para~ 
graph facilities for research available in tlte country 
and the major demographic studies that have been 
conducted or are under way in official and non-ofiicial 
institutions are briefly discussed. 

5.32. The Office of the Registrar General is responsi
ble for the population census and collection and com
pilation of vital statistics in the country. India has a 
long census tradition and the population census series 
have always been the major source of demographic in
formation. Along with the population census studies on 
assessing prevailing fertility patterns have also been 
conducted from time to time. At present the Office 
of the Reg1strar General have under consideration a 
number of schemes for the improvement of the vital 
registration system which is known to be defective. One 
important scheme in this connection envisaged as a 
sh~rt ter~ plan is the. Sample Registration Scheme by 
wh1ch estimates of v1tal rates at the all India and 
State levels would be provided for planning purposes. 

' 5.33. With the intiatiort of the 1961 census pro
gramme in 1959 the office of the Registrar General 
ha~e init~ated an one percent sample census of popu
lat!on, b1rt~s and deaths intended for building up 
rehable est1mates of vital rates. The intention is to 
c~nduct ~ sample census ~n!lually the emphasis being 
la1d on d1fferent charactensbcs of the population each 
year. .In the 1961 sample census fertility was the 
major item of study while in the 1963 sample census 
the emphasis is on internal migration. ' 

5.34. Besides the regular publication of the material 
relating to the 1961 census the office of the Registrar 
General have also launched for the first time a pro
gramme for the publication of census monographs on 
several topics of interest connected with the census. 

· 5.35: National Sample Survey (N.S.S-) :-Valuable 
data on various important demographic aspects of 
population have been collected in the various rounds of· 
the N.S.S. since its inception in 1951. The N.S.S. is a 
multipurpose venture in which demographic data
forms part of a variety of . socio-economic data 
collected. Upto the thirteenth round (1957-58) · 
demographic data has been collected on a ' modest 
scale. From the fourteenth round onwards a special 
schedule on population, births and deaths was intro-
duced and canvassed on a large sample basis. ' In fact -
the estimates of the vital rates drawn from the four- -
teenth round data were helpful in fixing the base line • 
information for purposes of population projections for 
use in the preparation of the Third Five Year Plan. 
The practice of collecting demographic information on 
a large sample basis bas been continued since then 



Up to., the: current· round ( 18 tb round) . A special 
feature of the .18th round is the inclusion of a schedule 
on. migration supplementary to that oj population, 
births,and.deatbs. This schedule on migration and the 
schedule of the 1963 sample census of the Registrar 
General referred to in para 5 · 33 have been integrated 
w· that they would provide independent cross checks 
for· one another; Besides demographic information 
data :orr employment and unemployment have also been 
collected in the various rounds of N .S.S. A number 
of' reports orr th'e domographic and employment and 
unemployment data collected in the various rounds of 
N.S.S •. have :been published: 

· 5'.3.6·: .Demographic Centres under the Demogra
phic· Advisory C.ommittee.-The Demographic Train
ing· & Researc!l· Centre, Bombay bas bad a five point 
p_rogramme ofTesearch since 1959. namely, (i) studies 
of'fertility in Family Planning;·(ii) studies of internal 
migration· and urbanisation; (iii) assessment of the 
quality of census data; (iv) 'studies of demographic 
problems of' economic development and (v) special 
studies to be taken up in cooperation with the Govern
ment of ·India· and other countries of the ECAFE region: 
and 'with other organisations. Of the studies under
taken·by·the. Centre so far mention may be made of 
(l) ·survey of. Family Planning Clinics in Bombay city; 
( ii) Historical study of internal migration in the Indian 
sutw:ontinent, 1901Ml931; (iii) Inter-prefectural 
migration. in· Japan• 1956-1961; · (iv) Fertility in 
Malaya< (v) ,Bombay birth study and (vi) A survey of 
ph;ysicat deficiency; mental; and nutritional status ofl 
schooLchildren inr Bombay, city,. As .a part of the. 
students1, seminac. work. projections of total population 
and.of . .its •various •components such as school going 
population,,labou~ force, etc., for a number of countries 
inn the.. region .have. also. been· taken up from time to 
time. 

5·37. Demographic. Research Centre, Delhi.-. As 
mentioned· earlier this Centre was. established in· the 
latter part ·of 1957 for conducting demographic and 
family· planning studies. The Centre is· engaged in 
full time research into problems relating to fertility, 
mortality; migration, urbanisation and family plann
ingr. I!r.orde£-to assess .tbe:extent.of•under· reporting 
alh vita1.ewents.,as-reported by. the village. Chowkidars 
and, tG ,estimate. the.. probable. birth and death .rates .. in. 
the. villages,. "registration of births and deaths··survey" 
was • conducted. by : the.· Centre in . six villages around 
Delhi. . The.. fertility and family planning attitudes, 
survey ·was. also. completed recently by the Centre in. 
selected villages• around Delhi. A research project 
on;sex .ratiodn .India.during 1901-1961 with special 
reference to , cities of. one lakh. and . over population , 
was; also undertaken. Some of the other research 
projects .undertaken at the Centre include (i) a study 
of.Jlamlly Plarming,Clinic. of Metropolitan Delhi, (ii). 
a, study .. of. the. process of.urbanisation in India 1901-
195l:aad..(iii) the preparation of an inventory of re
search.material available in the country on urbanisa-
tien.!in !Jldi~., 

5.38; Demographic Research Centre ai, the Indian 
Statistical Institute (l.S.J.) :-Since its· inception· tl1is 
Centre has laid special emphasis on the analysis· of 
demographic data collected through the NSS and those 
available in institutions such as maternity hospitals 
besides embarking on sample surveys. Information on 
current vital events-births, deaths and marriages-col
lected in the 7th round of NSS were analysed for the 
purpose. of evolving stable methodology to study the 
economic differential of fertility and for the estima• 
tion of the extent of under reporting of vital events 
in the NSS enumeration. It is proposed' to extend 
the study by utilising, the data of the 15th. round of 
NSS so as to provide a basis for population projec
tions and construction of life. tables from survey data .. 
A pilot survey of' the. mortality pattern in Calcutta 
city has been undertaken with a view to obtain age 
specific death rates and cause of death statistics for the 
resident population of the city. The Centre had ·also 
conducted sample survey to study "social mobility and 
differential fertility in West Bengal" and "contracep
tive practices in Calcutta city". In another samEle study. 
500 women residing in Calcutta and admitted in the 
labour wards of a local. medical college hospital were 
contacted in their houses by hospital nurses to elicit 
information on post-natal· maternal health·, infant 
survival, morbidity, diet, development, etc. with the 
object of gaining information on infant health condi
tions. and association between .the post-natal complich 
tions and the. conditions during antinatal and: laboW'. 
periods. A scheme in accordance. with the recom. 
mendation oJi, the: Family, Planning.. Communication. 
Research Expert Committee has recently. been .initiat. 
ed in the. I.S.I. to ascertain whether any promotional 
efforts applicable on a coun:try. wide, scale. can be. 
devised which may be put in operation to reduce the 
fertility of the country within the· next· decade or two. 
An integral· part of the scheme is to conduct· base
line surveys and resurveys to ascertain whether there 
was any significant effect due to the family planning • 
promotional efforts. It has been proposed to con
fine field ·work to the ·two States of West Bengal and 
Bihar in the first instance. 

5.39. Demographic · Research· Centre, Deptt, of· 
Statistics, Govt. of Kerala.- Among .other things this 
Centre. devotes itself to collecting. information on 
attitude towards family planning, to investigating 
socio-economic factors affecting fertility and to. study--. 
ing the effects of the Family Planning Programmes on 
attitudes and · birth rates. The Centre has so . far 
been engaged in about 18 studies,. the important. 
among them being (i) survey on attitude towards. 
family planning in .lO.towns of Kerala, (ii) demogra
phic .survey in areas served by family planning clinics, 
(iii) a study of persons·who had undergone sterilisation 
operation, (iv) a study of after effects of-sterilisation
and (v), an intensive demographic survey in villages 
with.. emphasis Qn ~thodolo~cal !lspect~. 



5.40. Demographic Research Centre, Dharwar.
This Centre was started in mid 1961 in the Institute 
of Economic Research, Dharwar with a view to con
duct surveys on fertility, mortality, their econom~c 
and social inter-relationship, and . to study the ·atti
tudes of people towards family planning. The Centre 
has so far conducted a fertility and mortality survey 
in Dharwar Taluka and has worked out plans for 
extending .such .surveys ·to ·other areas ·with ·special 
emphasis·· on emigration. 
·. :5.4L · Be~ides these demographic centres it is 
necessary' to report. on .the facilities available for re
search and. studies ·that· have been undertaken by the 
Gokhale · Institute of Politics and . Economics, Poona, 
Indian Institute 'for 'Population Studies,' Madras, th~ 
Institute of Applied 'Manpower ·Research!· New Delhi 
and· the ·Research ·Programmes Comrruttee. of . the 
Planning ·.Commission. ·The ~Gokh~~ Institute ·of 
Politics and Economics has a long tradition of research 
one fertility. 'The 'Institute is curr~ntly engaged. in . a, 
study' :of -the ·vasectomy camp31gn .conducted m 
Maharashtra. 1\ study of the after elfects of vasecto~ny 
will .. also • be completed .in the near future covenng 
abont·thousands·cases. Aproject to study the effects 
of "disseminating ·family· planning intormafion was 
started .. at Manchar a town near Poona. A ·stable 
medical. unit was established ·therein and a family 
planning· clinic ·attached· to it. · ~hro_ugh the. vehicle 
of· medical·facilities,'family· planmn_g mformation .was 
to be disseminated· in ·the town and·Jts effects .observed 
after ·three ·yeaTS. "A' similar ·.project ytit~ a. mobile 
medical· ·unit.~was· undertaken ID ·.Sangh DIStriCt. . 

·.':5.42. ;The Ins.tit~te of ,Applied ·Manpower JRe
scarc.h•,was set ·.up::in 19.62;by the :Govemme~t.-~f 
India. ,Its-major objectives are, among other:thm11s, 
to r.advance !.knowledge.·.about; the .nature, charactens
tics and utilisation,of human. resources in the cou.ntry, 
to develop improved methods and techniques of 
training. and development of manpower and· to· fore
cast demand and. supply. of manpower· 

· 5 ·43. ;Recently the Jnstitute has launched a tv.:o 
year programme of research . to be .undertaken. m 
three' parts namely Area .Manpower Survey, ·Man
power Group Surv~y and Ad~oc Manpower Studi~s· 
The Area· Manpower Survey IS· to be conducted m 
Selected areas to unravel the interaction of three 
different aspects of _the manpower proolem, . i.e., 

H 
growth of population and the working force, gr?wth 
and diversification of employment due to nnllonnl 
developmental plans and growth and diversification 
of educational/training institutions. An important 
feature of the .study is to bring out the implications of 
birth rate on manpower Ul)der different assumptions; 

5.44. The Manpower Group Survey would deal 
with segments of manpower distinguished by .occupa
tions. The first round would cover engineering per
sonnel, including Aeabnologists. :The .<Adhoc. Man• 
power Studies, ;however, ·would , concern ·tbemaciNcs 
mainly Mth , mcthodGilogical. problems connecllld •with 
applied, manpower, reserac.h. 

5.45. The 'India~ Institute 'for PopUlation Studies, 
Madras has recently completed a demographic sur· 
vey. of a :Tamil-vUlage .acou.nd ~~cas ,spread. over 
five. years. ·It has also. recently ,J,Illhatcd. a ,dcmogra. 
phic survey of Madras,City. 

'5.46. cThe Research · Progrommes Commlttt!t, 
Planning ·Commission· have provision · to offer •I! nan• 
eial •help ·to Universities .and· other ·research Institu• 
tions to u.ndertake demographic- studies :among -other 
things· :During the second plan. period, a number -of 
Universities ·.took -advantage· of -this' faCility •and -con
ducted :socio-economic . studies 'in •selected ·cities 4 of 
India lin •mhich: fertility ·and· migration ·also' formecl'<an' 
integnal•part. ··During the 'Third•Pian period also·the 
Research . Programmes 'Committee have ·included 
studies on• :disparities <in, growth· of population ·ill' 'dill· 
erent parts of the country in its ·researeh··programme.l 

5.47. The findings of many of the research pro· 
jects mentioned ,above·have been published in vanous 
journals both in India and abroad or as, special pub
lications of the research centres. The Artha Vignana 
of . the ,Gokhale. Institute of. Politics and Economics 
and the Sankhya of the Indian Statistical Institute. 
include articles on demography. The Indian Popula
tion Bulletin , publish~d ~y , ~e .Registrar . .Gencr3;1, 
India and the Population Rev1cw. of the. Indian Insti
tute for Population Studies, Madras .are. exclusively 
devoted to the. publication of papers on dcmogr;~phic 
problems. The Journal o[ Family Welfare issued by. the 
Family Planning Association of India, and the Family 
Planning News of Directorate General.of. Health. Ser
vices, Ministry of. Health are mainly devoted ,to Family 
Planning. 



PART ll: OTHER DEMOGRAPIDC INFORMATION 

1.' Evaluation : 

1.1. Remarks on errors and reliability of data 
will be found in the various sections of Part I. A 
word .about the post enumeration check ,of 1951 and 
1961 Censuses will therefore complete the account un
der. this section, The check after 1962 census showed 
a net under-enumeration of population by 1.1 per
cent. -.The check carried out soon after 1961. Census 
showed a net under-enumeration of 0.7 per cent. The 
population in the houses completely missed or dupli
cated by the Census was estimated by preparing an 
independent house-list of sampled blocks and match
ing with the Census house-list and verifying the differ~ 
ences· ! The complementary . component of popula
tion missed or ·overcounted was obtained by the 
ve.rification of the Census list of inmates of sampled 
houses . in the sampled blocks. Besides population 
count, information on the characteristics of missed or 
duplicated houses and sex, age, relationship and resi
dential status of persons erroneously enumerated was 
also collected. The agency used for the check was 
the· supervisory staff of adjoining blocks actually em
ployed in ~e Census. · 

~' ' ' 

2. Prospective Changes in the Size and Characteristics 
of Population : 

2.11. Prospective trends· in mortality, fertility 
and migration.--Of the three elements, international 
migration has been almost negligible and there is little 
scope for any change in this regard in the foreseable 
future. As was seen in Part I, fertility had remained 
at a steady level in the past. It would have been possi
ble to discuss the future trend mote reliably under con
ditions of natural fertility. The Government has laun
ched an ambitious programme of popularising family 
limitation through contraceptives and other methods 
which is in its incipient stages. The present position is 
therefore fluid and any view that may be expressed 
about the future would largely be conjectural. Much 
depends on the level of acceptance of the programme 
in the rural areas and the stage of family growth at 
which it is taken up. However, it is clear that courses 
of mortality and fertility are to some extent interlinked. 
A declining trend in mortality is incompatible with an 
unchanging fertilitY unless the production of food 
~-upply and other essential consumed goods are step
ped up greatly. 
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: 2·12. The two independent calculations refex:red 
to in paras 1.2 and 4.11 of Part I give the intercensal 
death rate during 1951-60 to be around 22. The 
current death rate will be still lower. In para 4.13 
it is given to be 18.4 in 1960. Paucity of data.does 
not permit an analysis of the factors behind it. It 
seems most probable that emphasis on public health 
activities like malaria eradication, anti-tuberculosis 
campaign, maternity and child welfare, environmental 
hygiene and expansion of curative services coupled 
with the use of modern advances in medicine have 
accelerated the decli~e in mortality already derived. 
Rural health centres meant to give medical aid and 
to develop public health activities in the rural areas 
are integrated with the Community Development 
Programme and such facilities. are. being • extended 
year by year in the rural areas. . Each one of these 
developments may have contributed, in .a greater or 
smaller measure, to the decline in mortality, but it 
is difficult to assign their role quantitatively. These 
forces are as yet developing momentum and further 
declines in mortality due to them may be expected in 
future. The nature of fatal diseases mentioned in 
para 4.23 as accounting for a high proportion of deaths 
supports the conclusion about the. possibility of future 
declines. After ·tuberculosis, pneumonias are . the 
great killers but the latter are l~rgely curable by 
timely use of antibiotics. Causes of infant and 
childhood mortality, which accounts for 40 per cent 
of total deaths, are also capable of further control. · 

2.13. At present one can only express the hope 
that by 1966 the family limitation programme of the· 
Government will have its effect and fertility will 
start declining as envisaged in Coale and Hoover's 
assumption (b). ·The programme places the means 
of practising family control within easy reach but the 
individual has to. be motivated to accept it. There 
is an intensification of activities under the programme 
and the assumed course may well materialise under 
favourable conditions. As at present, social mores 
rather than economic factors determine fertility levels 
in the country. Cultural traits, which directly affect 
reproductive capacity and performance including 
prolonged lactation after childbirth, traditional restric
tions on cohabitation during certain periods, enforced 
separation of couples for long periods due to the. 
practice of the young wife staying with· her mother 
particularly after childbirth, the values attached to 
family life and children, the spirit of thrift, prudence 



'lind self discipline and the inevitability of destiny 
:have by and_ large remained unaffected by any social 
cand economic changes that have occurred in the 
'country. Traditionally, children are looked upon as 
gifts from God and uncontrolled procreation js taken 
as enjoined by religion and custom. As infant 

·mortality was high, a large number of male children 
·was accepted as an insurance against old age and as 
·a means of continuing the family name and prestige. 
The recent declines in infant mortality have not 
.affected this traditional outlook. Children are 
•expected to grow within the resources of the family 
·there being no . minimum standards . of education, . 
·clothing, feeding and other amenities of life. Attitude 
to the birth of a child is independent of considerations 

·for. the welfare of the family or the children already 
·born. In the bulk of the rural areas, a child starts 
·helping the parents with odd services. . While the 
·strain of feeding a mouth is not felt, the advantage of 
a large family giving help in the field and various 

-other ways is appreciated. Much change in this 
setting may not be expected unless circumstances 
develop which make the individual feel the burden of 

·bringing up a child. Compulsory primary education 
and institution of measures, which will raise the 

caspirations of the people, would seem to be important 
steps in. this direction. ·Women's place is primarily 
in the home. At present, working women form a 

'small fraction and are mainly confined to household 
·industries, · which do not seriously interfere with 
-child rearing. If they enter the labour market on 
jobs which· require their fuller attention, there will be 
a direct incentive for limiting family. Spread of 

·education particularly among women may help ac-. 
reptance of family limitation. The present position 
. as sho\vn by Sample Survey results seems to be that 
'fertility is not influenced by educational standard till 
a high level is reached. It seems likely that with 
'intensive drive, the educated section may respond 
and take to family limitation methods more readily, 
if for no other reason than the appreciation of the 
fact that the bringing up of a baby entails financial 
·burden. Postponement of marriage so · that a 
-substantial portion of the most fertile reproductive 
·period of a woman's life is cut out is another measure 
for bringing down f~rlility. At present women's 
marriage age is around 15-16. Fertility Survey 
:results show that 80-90 per c~nt. of women marry 
(i.e. start living with the husband) before age 18 and 

· the rest between 18-22 and that the rural and urban 
·areas do not differ much in this respect. The State 
of Kerala is the only exception, where only 55 per 
cent. marry before 18, 40 per cent. between 1~22 

:and the rest above this age. The age specific fertility 
rates given in para 4;14. Table 44 shows a low 
rate for ages below 20. It seems that much reduction 
· iri birth rate may not be expected, if age at marriage 
is raised even upto 20, which itself is not easy . to 

· achieve. It is of course, desirable to raise the mar
mage age for several other important considerations. 
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2.14. Apart from the adoption uf controcevtion, 

there are developments which by themselves may 
lead to a lower fertility. In some countries increas
ing urbanisation, improvement in education and 
material well-being of the population, a rise in the 

. status of women and increasing industrial employment 
were followed by a fall in the birth rate. Urbanisa
tion, if it stimulates loosening of family ties uad a 
questioning attitude towards time-honoured customs 
and traditions favouring a large family may result in 
a lowering of birth rate, but it is not certain how far 
this process has started in the urban areas. The 
seven major cities, where it may already be operating 
to a lesser or greater extent, are exceptions. Evi
dence that uncontrolled urban fertility is slightly 
higher than the rural is not wanting and is, in fact, 
presented iri paras 4.14 and 4.15. The inverse 
relationship between fertility and economic status 
observed iri some countries does not seem to be 
shown by many of the sample studies carried out in 
India. The extent of relationship may not be quite 
definite but it seems fairly clear that the differentials, 
if any, are weak. 

2.15. There are certain other factors, which may 
lead to a rise iri the fertility level. General state of 
health and nutrition and prevalence of venera! 
diseases and debilitating illness, which are linked with 
pathological sterility, sub fecundity and pregnancy 
wastage through still births and miscarriages, keep 
down marital fertility. Improvement in health condi
tions would result in weakening these restraining forces. 
Malaria control should result in healthier 
married life, and a higher reproductive performance. 
Saving of maternal deaths through improved public 
health and medical services will increase the potential 
number of mothers. However, actually, most of the . 
countries have shown stability of fertility at their 
different levels in a period of major improvements in 
health conditions. This would seem to discount the 
importance of health factors in affecting fertility to 
any substantial extent. Another very important 
factor in controlling fcriility is the social ri~~our 
<<;ainst remarriage of widows in large s-:c1im1s of 
hdian society. Table 11 shows that the pmportion · 
of widows is quite high in ages above 35, but then 
fertility runs a sharply declining course after this age. 
The proportions in the most fertile ages 20 to 29 and 
the next group 30-34 are much smaller. They 
form only 3.3 per cent. of the women in 20-34. 
This group has the potential for raising fertility level, 
if widow remarriages become more common, but the 
importance of this development is generally exag
gerated. So far legal validation of widow re
marriage in societies, where it is a social taboo, has 
not resulted in any appreciable spurt in remarriages. 
Fertility Survey showed the following percentages: 
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TABLE 48:-Percentage distribution oj evermarried women by number of times married. 

(I) 

1. Cum:ntly married women 
(I· I) Married only once 

(I·z) Married moruhanonco. • • 
a. · Cum:ntly widowecl, divorced or separated but 

(z • I) Married only once. 

(z·z) M;arried more than once. 

i961 Census percentages are given for comparative 
purposes. The proportion of remarried is almost 
insignificant. In rural areas remarriages are slightly 
more common than in the urban areas, but the 
percentage is very low in spite of the fact that a larger 
section of society permits remarriages. 

2.21. Population Projections.-A set of popula~ 
tion projections pending the 1961 census results was 
made in 1959 under the guidance of an Expert Com.: 
mittee for use in the preparation of the draft outline 
of the Third Five Year Plan. On the strength of 
evidence regarding levels and trends of fertility and 
mortality in the country available from the census 
~«:cords, . vital .statistics, National Sample S~y data 
and results of other localised demographic surveys, 
the assumptions adopted for projecting the ~pulati~ 
11t that time were that (a) a general fertility ratio 
of 0·189, which is consistent with .a bitth rate of 
42 per thousand around 1951, would remain un-· 

·changed during 1951-66 and (b) Mortality would 
be improving such that the expectation · of life at 
·birth . would increase fro~ about 3Z yem:s in 1946. 
to .50 years in 1966. 

.. 2.22. ·on the release of the 1961 census provision
al totals, it was found that the projected population 
for 1961 fell short of the census figure by nearly 7 
millions. Hence in April 1961 the Expert Com
mittee thought fit to review the population projections 
. in the light of 1961 census results and further data 
·available from other sources mentioned above. 
Four sets of projections, based on alternative as
sumptions regarding the future course of fertility and 
mortality, were made of which one was recommended 
for official use. Since the projected population 
figures related only to all India for which (Inter~ 
national) migration was insignificant it was possible 
to ignore migration altogether while making the as
sumptions. The assumptions underlying the proj~c~ 
tions accepted for official u~ were: 

(i) The expectation of life at. birth in 1961 
would be arouncl.47·5 years. This expecta
tion of life at birth would increase by 0 · 7 S 
years annually upto 1966 and by o· S years 
annually thereafter upto 1976. · . . 

Fenilicy Survey 1961 Census 

Total Rural Urban Total Rural Urban 

(2) (3) (4) fS) (6) f7> 

Bo·s 8o·z 82·3 } 
80•3 8o•8. 80•4 

2'4 z·6 1"1 

·16'7 16•7 16"4 ~ 

o·4 o·s o·2 J 
19'7 19'2 

(ii) There will be no fall in the general fertility
ratio of 0·189 upto 1971 after which a. 
fall of 5 per cent. centered at tho mid point. 
of the quinquennium 1971-76 ~y be 
expected. 

2.23. Tables 49 and SO give respectively (a) the· 
projected population of India for tho years 1966,. 
1971 and 197 6 and (b) birth, death and growth 
rateS, the sex ratio, expectation of life at birth and, 
infant mortality rate that are expected to prevail 
during the quinquenni.a 1961-66, 1966.--71 and, 
1_971-76 tmder tll.e. abov«: as~umptions. 

. 2.24. Incidentally, it may be pointed out that the 
-base pOpulation in the above projections relates to 
the 1961 census provisional result of 438 million. 
whereas the final· 1961 census total released in 1962 
by the Office of the Registrar General is 439 · 24 
million. It is proposed to revise thl' projections as 
soon as age and life tables for tije .1961 ·census are. 
released. 

. 2.31. Future c/lqnge& in populQiion composition.~ 
(a) l'opulation of S'<hool going age: No break-up
of the total population into · PQpulation of school 
going age, and labour force etc;. was attempted by· 
the ·Expert Committee. However, some working· 
estimates. of these categories werQ made, based on the· 
above. mentioned population ·projections for use in . 
connection with the Third FiVl) Year ·Plan • 

2.32. Population. of School going age.-· Figures. 
showing the projected population in the school going 
age groups 6--11, 11-. 14 and 14--,17 for the· 
period 1961-76 are presented in Table 51. These 
_figures have been . worked out by interpolation from 
the 5 yearly age-sex distri.bution of the projected 
population, the interpolati!ln being carried out by a 
simple process of pro-rating. · 

2.33. Dependants-The percentage distribution .of 
the dependants and population of working age as 
well a~ the dependency ratio are indicated in Table 
·5~. lt may be seen that the dependency ratio is . 
high 11nd more or less constant during the period 
1961-76 which is consistent with the <:ourse of" 
fertility assumed in the projections. · · · · · 

. . ' . . .. . ., . 
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2.34. Labour Force.-For purposes of the Third 

Five Year Plan the net addition to the labour force 
during the years 1961-66 was estimated to be of 
about 17 million and over th~ fifteen years 1961-76 
to· be of the order of 70 million. Certain assump
·uons regaro.lng sex-·.vise age specifi; participation 
rates and the e.IT~t of extension cf primary educa
tion to all children aged 6--11 envisaged in the Third 
Plan, were made in arriving at these figures. The 
trend in the overall participation rate has been taken 
to be commensurate with the age composition of the 
population shown by the official population projec-
tions in which the population of children ages 6--14 
increases relatively upto 1971 and then starts declin
ing (vide table 51). The corresponding net additions 
to the labour force in 1961-66, 1966--71 and 1971 
-: 76 would respectively be of the order of 17 million, 
23 million and· 30 million. 

3. Social and ~Qno!Dic conditions in the Couotry : 

3 .11. In this Section, it · h~ been assumed that 
the principal data required for assessing the social 
and . economic conditions of the population would 
relate to the av<~jlabi!ity of essential goods and sen;~ 
such< as foodgrains, textiles, education and. m.e<iic;!l 
facilities, housing, · transport and power facilities. 
Admittedly, statistic~! data of these components of 
common consumption do not by themselves con
stitute a full description of the social and economic 
en-vironment obtaining in the . cou11try. · It would be 
necessary for this purpose to take .into account such 
matters as the extent of employment and unemploy
ment, levels of · earning in different . sect<;>rs, the 
pattern of incoine 4istribution, social institutions 
affecting economic . relationships, availabilities in 
respect of oredit facilities, technical . assist~nce and so 
forth. Adeq1,1ate · .information is not available on 
m(lny of these elements and therefore it is possible 
to bring together only certain broad indicators on 
per capi.ta income and consumption st;mdards. It is 
with these brpad indicators that the Section will be 
mainly .con.cerned. I11 tommon with other under· 
qevelope4 col,IDtries •.. the levels of national income 
and per ·capita income in India are very low and for 
several decades the Indian economy was almost 
stagnant, developing at a rate barely exceeding the 
growth of population. Over the past decade, how
ever, India's .net .national income has advanced at an 
average rate of 4 per cent per annum-the increase 
in aggregate national· income being about 42 per cen~. 
At current prices, national income in 1961-62 .Is 
estimated at Rs. 14,630 crores and the per cap1ta 
income. at Rs. 330. As population has been increas
ing during the last decade at about 2. per cent ~r 
annum the increase in income per cap1ta over th1s 
period 'has been only about 17 per cent. This low rate 
of economic development would have to be substan
tially stepped up and specia~ eff?rt;> mad~ to !educe 
the rate at which the population IS mcreasmg if !he 
level of living of the bulk of the country · population 

has to be significantly raised. Taking a broad view of 
the development of the Indian economy, the Third 
Plan reckoned that income per head would go up.: 
fro;n around Rs. 330 in 1960-61 to about Rs. 385, 
Rs. 450 and Rs. 530 in 1966, 1971 and 1976 respec
tively. The Third Plan considered that these objec-: 
lives were weli within the range of practical fulfilment, 
However, due largely to the absence of any increase, 
in agricultural output, the rise in national income 
during the first year of the Third Plan was 2·1 per· 
cent over 1960-61 as against the average rise of 4·3 
per cent per annum during the Second Plan period as 
a whole. 

3.12. The table below shows the position of the 
country in respect of national income and per capita 
income. 

TABLE 53: National income and per-capita income, 
India 1950-51 to 1961-62. 

Nafonal Income at Per capita 'ncome (in R•.) 
Year 1948-49 prices at 1948-49 pr'ces (based-

(F:nmcia!) (in Rs. 100 on 1941, 1951 and 1961 
crores- popu'aton census flg:;r~s): 

Rs. Billions) 

(I) (2) (3) -------
195<>-51 . 88·5 247'5 
1955-56 . 104'8 267•8 1 
1956-57 • 110'0 275'6 
1957-58 . to8·9 7(7• 3 
1958-59 •. l16· s : ,,:,• I .. 
1959-60 . 118·6 279'2 
196<>-61 . 127' s 293'7 
1961-62 . 

(preliminary)' 
130'2 293'4 

3.13. It may be mentioned that nearlj 50 per cent o~ 
national income is generated in agriculture and allie<l ~ 
activities, and only about a fifth of the total product' 
originates in the processing and manufacturin~ sector· 
(including mining). The remaining pqr,iqn (!Jf 
national .income is almost equally shared . betweejt. 
commerce and transport and other services. Tho· 
growth rates in the different industries have not been . 
uniform, the factory production out-pacing that of 
agricultural commodities. The following table show• , 
relative growth rates in the principal sectors,_ for the 
period of the I and II Plans and for 1st year of III 
Plan, with 1950-51 as base. 

TABLE 54: Relative Growth rates of national incomet· 
in the principal sectors. 

195<>-51 I9SS·S6 I9S<>-SI 196<>-61 
to to to to 

Sectors 1955-56 t96<>-6t 196<:>-61 1961-62 
---------~-- ----

(2) (3) (4) (S) (I) 

r. Agriculture, animal 
husbandry and ancillary 
activities • . • IS'7 

z. Mining, manufacturing 
andsmallcnterpirses • 18·9 

3· Services • • • 21·3 
4· Toial National Output 18· 4 

17'7 

19'9 
29'2 
21'7 

-r·o 



3.14. Firm data on aggrc~ate consumption expendi
ture in the Indian economy are not available a:?-d only 
a broad idea of the likely trends can be obtame~ by 
piecing together the information elicited by the National 

·Sample Survey (NSS) and other. sources. T~e NSS 
data on recent trends in per captta consump~to?- ex
penditures in the rural and urban sectors are mdicated 
in the table below. 

Table 55 : Consumption expenditure per person and 
the proportion of expenditure on food in the 
Indian Union, N.S.S. 13-15 Rounds. 

rcrioJ 
Consumption ex- Proportion of ex-

penJiture per person penditure on 
during a period of food to total 

30 days (in Rs.) 

Rural Urban Rural Urban 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
·-------

Sept.'57toMay'58 18·56 25·65 68·48 6o·19 
July'58 to June's9 20·13 28·o6 69·26 6o·25 
Ju!y'59 to June'6o 20·30 27'51 69·21 61·40 

3.15. As is to be expected, the proportion of 
oxpenditure on. food ite~s t~ tot~ consumption. ex
penditure remams very htgh •n Indta. Further, gtven 
J;hc low consumption standards, even in respect of ~e 
bare esseni:ials, it is inevitable that as per captta 
income increases the bulk of the additional 
income should be' devoted to enlarging the intake of 
0ecessities like food, clothing and so forth. The 
nature and extent of change in household consumption 
.,;an be seen a little more clearly by taking a look at 
the trends iri production, availabilities etc. of some of 
the principal consumption articles and services. These 
arc brought out in the succeeding paragraphs. 

· !.21. Food Supply: During the first plan period· 
production of foodgrains increased by 15 per cent 
and in the Second Plan period by 18 per cent. Against 
this ·the increase in population was 9 per cent and 12 
per' cent during the First and Second Plan periods 
respectively. Over the 10 year period 1950-51 to 
1960-61 the increase in foodgrains production was 
about 3S ·6 per cent as against an increase of about 
22 per cent in population. In other words, the increase 
~-foodgrains production during the first decade of the 
planning period has outpaced the growth in popu
lation. 
Table 56 : Trends of Foodgrains production and 

population-growth during: 1950-51 to 1961-62, 

Year 

Population Foodgrains 
(Mid v·-:ar) I>rodPction 

(Mimon (M'Ilion 
Persons) tons) 

(I) (2) 

--~-------------
(3) 

1951 
1952 

TABLE 5 6-cor.td. 
-------' 

(I) (2) (3:' 
--------------------:----: ---: 

376· I .:;J· 5') · 1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 

383"0 6:>·63 
390' 2 61' "3 
397' 8 65· s2 
405'9 68'75 
414' 3 63" 30 
423'3 76'10 
432'7 74'72 

. 442"7 79'69: 
453'1 78'57 

Productbn ti<:T"J.fCj upto 1955-56 haV.! been adjustc.i with 
1956-57 revls-!d e~t!mat:s of production as base figures relate to 
agriculmral year. · 

3-22. Since there have been substantial food imports 
in the past years, the problem of food supply can be 
more closely followed by studying the trends in food_. 
grains availability v~s-a-vis increas~ in pop!'la~<?n· 
The following table gtves the per cap1ta net availability 
of foodgrains during the years 1951-62. 

TARLE 57: Per Capita net availbility of Foodgrains. 

Year Oz. per day 
--,..(1~)---------- -----(2) 

I95I 13'5 
1952 • . 13'2 
1953 14'0 
1954 15'5 
1955 15'1 
1956 14'7 
1957 IS' 2 ' 
[~ q·9 
1959 16· 2 . 
1960 15'7 . 
q61 , 16·z 
1962 IS' 8· 

It will be seen that the per capita availability of 
foodgrains increase from 13·5 oz. in 1950-51 · to 
14.7 oz. in 1956, the final year of the First Five Year 
Plan and to 16·2 oz. in 1961, the ·final year of the' 
Second Five Year Plan. The target of foodgrains 
production for the Third Five Year Plan has been 
fixed at 100 million tons, keeping in view the rate of 
population growth, the requirements of further addi
tion to per capita consumption and the necessity to be 
self-sufficient in the supply . of foodgrains. This,. 
target, when achieved, would increase the per capita 
availability of foodgains to 17 · 5 oz. per day. 

3.23. It is well known that foodgrains occupy a· 
major share in the average Indian diet· As against. 
this, the share of protective and supplementary foods · 
like milk, meat, eggs, fish, fats, fruits, vegetables, etc. · 
is very small with the result that the Indian diet is· 
unbalanced and also extremely deficient in terms of' 
calori~s and proteins. The following table shows the 
per capita availability of food supply at the end of 
First and Second Plans as also requirements of the 
standard diet as formulated by the Nutrition Advisory· 
Committee of the Indian Council of Medical Re-, 
search:-



(ormulated by the Nutrition Advisory Committee 
(N.A.C.) of the Indian Council of Medical 
Research:- . 

" 
TABLE 58: Per-capita net food supply. 

Item 

(I) 

Cereals '-Pulses 
Nuts 

~-_., '~ 

Standard 
diet as 

recomm
ended by 
N.A.C. 
in 1944 

(2) 

12"04 
2"58 
2"58 

(including 
fruits) 

Green leafy vegetables 3"44 
· Roots & Tubers 2"58 
1 ·Other vegetables 2"58 
Sugar(Gur) . 1"72 

-Milk . ··.· • 8·6o 
Oils • ' 1"72 

· -(including 
fats) " . 

Fish 1 . 
Meat r 3·44_ 
Eggs. 

'-
N. A.:....Not available. L ' • - IJ _ lr 

(Oz. per day) 
Suggested 
modifica- Availability in 
tion by 

N.A.C. for 1955-56 196o-61 
use during 
1961-71 

(3) (4) <5> 

12"04 12"35 13"84 
2"58 - 2"34 2"41 
1•72' 0'43 0"41 

~ 
3"44 ' N.A.~ N.A. 
2"58 1"03 1·o6 
2"58 iN.A. N.A. 
1"72 1"31 1·r; 
5·16 4"83 N .• 
o·86 0•30 0"34. 

' 0"20 0"23 
o·86 o·16 [N.A. . - .. (1949) 

.I ' 
o·oz N.A. 

· The availability of different food items at the end 
o~ Second Plan was higher than that at the end of the 
First Plan. At the_ end of the Second Plan, availability 
of cereals was h1gher and that of protective, and ·, 
suppl~mentary food considerably lower than the modi
fied d1~t schedule suggested by the Nutritional Advisory 
Committee for use during the period 1961-7 J. It 
IJ?-l!Y be not~d. that this modified schedule does not . 
mm at prov1dmg the optimum nutrition but only. a 
more balanced diet than hitherto. To make up to 
so~te extent, ~e deficiency in protective food, the 
Thud ~Ian prov1des for the availability of 17 · 5 oz. of 
foodgrarns (cereals and pulses) in 1965-66 as com
pared to 14·6 oz. required for the balanced diet. It 
IS ~xpected that during the Fifth and subsequent Plan 
p~no.ds, supply of proteins and other protective foods 
w1ll 1mprove as a result of the steps proposed to be 
taken during the Third and Fourth Plan periods. 

3.31. Consumption of Cloth: Production of cotton 
textiles in both the mill sector and the 'decentralized' 
s~ctor h~s increased substantially since 1950-51· In 
VIeW Of ItS larger employment-generating Capacity 
t~e dec~'?tral!zed sector has been accorded a preferen: 
tJal posmon m government policy and has progressed· 
relative!y faster than the mill sector. The production
trends 1n the two sectors from 1950-51 to 1965-66 
along with the percentage increase over 1950-51 and : 
1960-61 are shown below: 

.· .. 
TABLE 59~ Produ~tion and development: progress and targets. 

-·-Item· 
'' 

(1) . ' 

•' .. :. 

Cotton textiles (mill made) · 

Khadi 
-traditional 
ambar .. ; 

1 
• ' handlooni . · ·. 

-.. powerloom 

.. 

' 

- . 
. 

Unit 

(2) 

I •. million 
-': yds. 

" 
" .. . ·- .... 

· 3~32: Domestic aviillabilities· and consumption of 
cotton textile have followed the trend in production, 
since the proportion of cotton textiles exports to total 
output has, if anything, declined somewhat over the 
years. The per capita per annum consumption of 
cloth in 1960-61 was estimated at 15 ·5 yards and for. 
the end of the Third Plan (1965-66) it was estimated 
to be 17 · 2 yards, showing an increase of 11 per cent 
over 1960-61. In 1950-51 and 1955-56 the corres
ponding figures were 9 · 2 yards and 15 · 5 yards res-
pectively. · 

3.4. Medicai and he~lth services: The' present 
position of the country in respect of health is brieflY , 

195o-51 1955-56. 196o-6r 1965-66 Percentage Percentage 
estimates targets increase increase 

in 196o-61 in 1965-66 
over over 

195o-51 196o-61 

(3)' (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

3720 5102 SIZ1 S8oo 38 13 

7"3 28·9 48·o } sss 
149 

26·o 3500 
'742 1471 1900 156 

148 273 375 153 J 

summarised in this section. Communicable diseases 
continue to contribute, to a large extent, to morbidity 
and mortality in India. Smallpox, cholera and other 
infectious diseases occur periodically and the estimated 
number of cases due to Leprosy is about 2 million. 
Trachoma is a major public health problem in many 
North Indian States, mal-nutrition is widespread and 
dificiency diseases are endemic in certain pockets 
of the country- As a result of the launching of the 
Five Year Plans, however, sustained efforts have been 
made to control V.D., T.B., Leprosy, Trachoma, 
Goitre, Filaria etc. In the First and Second Plans 
together Rs. 389 crores were provided for health prO'" 
gramme and during the Third· Plan the outlay is to 



be of the order of Rs. <342 crores. The percentages of 
the outlays -to total Plan provision during the three 
Plans were 5 ·9. 5 ·0 and 4·3 respectively. -Extensive 
programmes of malaria and smallpox eradication, 
provision of water supply and drainage schemes, 
family planning -and expansion of medical care faci
lities along -with the increase in the production of 
technical and para-technical personnel have been 
undertaken over the Five Year Plans. According to 
the .report- of- the Health -Su_rvey and ~Ianning. Co!ll
nittee -the number of hospitals a:nd dispensanes In
creased ·from 7,400 in -1946 to 12,600 in 1960. 
Corresponding figures for beds and number of doctors 
were 1-lSlakhs and 3 ·Slakhs, and 7,000 and 88,000. 
The progress achieved has been summarised by the 
Committee- in the following table giving the relevant 
ratios in- relation to population:-

TABLE 60: Number of hospitals, doctors & nurses 
1946& 1960. 

Item 

(I) 

r Hospitals and _dispensaries 
Beds 

1Doctors . . 
·Nurses 

(2) 

1:40,000 
o· Z4 per Ijooo 
I :6,300 
1:43,000 

I960 

(3) 

x :35,800 
.o· 40 per 1000 
I :4,850 
1:14,300 

The taxgets set against the outlay of Rs. 342 
crores in the Third Plan are shown in the following 
table for .some .important-.items:-

'TABLE 61: •Medical personnel and institutions Ul 
·Plan targets. 

Items 

(I) 

Number of medical colleges 
Admission capacity . 
Nurses . 
Doctors . . . 
Family Planning Centres • 
Hospitals and .Dispensaries . 
Hospital beds . . 
Primary health <:entres ·. 

Targets 
(I965-66) 

(2) 

75 
8,000 

45,000 
8r,ooo 
8,200 

14,600 
240,100 

5,000 

·3.51. Social Welfare:·rn accordance with the direc"· 
>ive principles of • state policy • embodied in India's 
Constitution, _the protection .and promotion -of .the 
interest .-of the weak_er -.sections of . the community, have 
been given a significant place in .India's ·Five Year 
lllans. Two broad . categories of ,people .who have 
received special .attention under . the welfare -schemes 
are the Backwaxd ,Classes and other · individuals -or 
groups· who -by , reason of some handicap . or depen
dency axe • in -need -of . special caxe. The backward 
classes-include Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
and ,certain _other groups of :backwaxd communities. 
The main disability rof the scheduled . castes has been 
the- social prejudice arising · out of the obsolescent 
practice of ,untouchability. ·'{he scheduled tribes on 

the other hand have suffered· from -isolation from the 
main· stream of· national life because of· thei~ habita; 
tion in the remote interiors. The speciat: measures 
taken for the .development of .backward .classes .com
prise: 

(i) ·Educational schemes ·consisting ·of --free 
, tuition, _award of stipends and scholarships 
. .and. other forms of ,educational conq:ssions 
-and aids; 

(ii) schemes of economic 'development consisting 
-of- settlement- on land, -vocational -and--techni-

- cal training; financial and_technical assistance 
for settling in various trades and occupations 

_·and provision of. other employment opport-
-unities;: :~nd ' 

' -_ 
(iii) health, housing and other schemes. These 

. include provision of protected . drinking 
.water supply, improvement of_ the -working 
,conditions of those who_axe .engaged ,,in 
llnclean ·Qccupations, launching 'of 'cam

, paigns to eradicate endemic diseases · -like 
leprosy, yaws, .filaria ·.etc., financial and 
material assistance for. construction of houses 
and allotment of house•sites and a few Cilther 
miscellaneous schemes. -

3.52. Of these, the schemes of educational advance
ment and improvement -of --housing -situation -and -of 
health conditions have progressed :considerably as a 
result of twelve years of planned development. On 
the economic-side; the-impact' has' been less satisfact0ry, 

-because -the --eronemic- problem -of- -the -weaker -sections 
of the community is tied up with the economic deve-
lopment of the country as a whole. Special measures 
under this sector were intended only to supplement 
the benefits that backward classes derived from the 
schemes of general development. 

3:53. Traditionally voluntary organisations have 
played a pioneering rob in ·.be development of' Social 
Welfare services for children, women. and handicappeq 
sections of the society· Recognising this role, the 
Government has encouraged _the voluntary organisa• 
tions further to improve and develop these ser-vices 
under the successive Plans. The main task was to 
dovetail the isolated, local effort of voluntary· organisa

-tions -into -a -natiCilnal-plan for--social-welfare-and -to 
give them financial and technical assistance to develop 
their. services on a sound basis; · A specialise'd Central 
body with _predominantly ··non-official' representation 
and . with _a virtual autonomous ·status ·-was :created· to 
promote social welfare through voluntary effort. • This 
body, known .as the Central ·Social· Welfare Board, 
has sponsored and aided .a large number of v6luntary 
organisations to consolidate the ·existing services, ·to 
employ trained personnel, .to . ·-promote minimum 
standards of welfar: services. and-to expand.their, pro
gramme to areas hitherto unserved. The·Social· Wel
fare Board also sponsored and aided new services such 
as the. W.elfare Extension .Projects for the benefit of 
women -a11d , children in the rural areas, This scheme 

. -- ·~- -' ' ~ ·' '. 



was, supplementary .to the-country-wide. programme of 
Community Development_ In addition, socio-economic 
progralllllles. for supplementing the income of poor 
families -in. urban areas.· were also. started. A scheme 
of: after-care. was ·introduced· in. the Second: Plan to 
rehabilitate. those· di.;charged from. correctional. and 
non.-correctional. irutitutions. An extensive training 
programme; was also promoted to train a large number 
o£ :w.elfare:workers -at. thedleld and' supervisory levels. 
Almost.. simultaneously; the Constituent States of the 
Indian Union set up Social Welfare Departments which 
introduced· or extended' Statutory Welfare Services 
under various· Acts such· as· the Children's Act, the 
SUppression of Immoral Traffic Act, Prevention of 
BeggarY' Act; Probation and' Offenders' Act, etc. 
-! .,. 

·. 3.54! Am~ng .the so~ia!. welfare programmes, child 
welfare· has been given , the highest priority and the 
concept· of integrated approach to child welfare has 
been adopted as the basis of' a new scheme known as 
Integrated Child Welfa~e-·Demamstratiolt Project intro- · 
duced in the Third Plan. The main idea..is to..coordi" 
nate and. link tog~ther aif services. such as education, 
health;. recreation . etc .. which.. have .. a bearing. on · the.· 
development of.children and to demonstrate. the impact 
of such coniVe:rgence. ol •service on the clilld population. 

--3..55~ Soc-ial-- Seeuritvo~ A- number-of- social- security 
measures for the welfare of · worke<> have been in 
operation 1n the country during tne last decade or so. 
Two> major• ' schemes· under··· this head are the 
Employees' 'State Insurance Scheme and. the Emp
loyees' Provident Fund Scheme. These schemes 
haver been implemented under" 'the ptovisions• of 
separate acts"which were passed respectiv;:-'y in 1948 
and'1952. 'The former provides for mediCal Cl!re and 
treatment- sickness- &-maternity, benefits ant>. ~om
pensation:for employment injury etc. while the la<ter 
provides for old age and compensation ~or ~epend_ant 
in the event of the death of. worker while m servtce. 
Th'e· Einplovees' State Insurance Scheme has _till no~ 
been·· extended to about 2 ·million. of workers and ts 
expected_' to cover· an additional million worker~ by 
the·end' of the Third Plan· The. Emplyees' Pro"!d~nt 
Fund Scheme has a total membership of 3- 63 mill ton 
up tiU now a·nd is likely _to cover an additional370,0<?0 
workers· by· 1966. Apart from offering a certam 
amount of · social ' security- to the workers, . the 
Employees' '.Provident Fund· Schem_e has also prov~d 
its .. utility· in· mobilising small sav!ngs fo~ _econonuc. 
develop10ent; in fact the amou~t. to tis credtt IS expect-. 
ed ·to increase to Rs. 7000 milhon by the end .of the. 
Third Plan: 

: . 3.ii1;, Housin!f;" I-ci 1951 housing s~ortage iti India 
was, estimated at: 2,5, millibn<.houses· tn urban areas_ 
and, &·S ·million· houses in rural· areas. The 1961 
Census; has dem.:mstrated· that population is growing 
at<a·fa~ter rate ·though. the urb~nisation_r~te, has 
declined:- The data from 1961 House-ltsti~g ~re 
under tabulation but ·indications are that the sttuatton 
has-:worsened 'si~ce !1951; showing a shortage of more 

than· 10 million houses in the country. From the NSS 
Draft Report No. 6 7 it is seen that in rural areas about 
73 per cent of the housesolds live in 'kucha' and 
about 2 percent in ·'pucca' houses; in urban areas such 
hou;es are about 25 per cent and 8 per cent respec
tively, the. remaining ones, both in rural and urban 
areas,. being of the mixed type, i.e. partly 'Kutcha' and 
partly 'pucca'· Density per room in rural areas comes 
to 2: 4 · persons, and in urban areas to 2 · 2 persons;. 
a:verage, floor area per person' in the rural and 1.1rban 
areas is· 77 · 8 and-69· 5 ·square ·feet· respectively. The 
condition' in metropolitan and industrial cittcs and 
capital towns. is much worse. House facilities such 
as 'tap water' are largely unknown in rural areas; 
p,eople mostly depend oD pond.; and. tanks for drink• 
ing water. In urban areas 4 7 per cent of the house
holds do -not have tap facilities and 30 per cent depend 
on tanks and ponds:. 

3.62. Owing to their low incomes, most of the 
. people, in- India cannob on. their own. improve their 

housing conditions and private enterprise does not 
find it commercially f~a;ible to provide better housing. 
The-- role of the Stale, therefore, assumes greater 
significance in this context. In the third Plan, the 
problem of housing under various schemes has been 
integrated in the larger con;ext of economic develop-

----ment· and industrialisation and other related problems 
of. location and dispersal of industries. In order to 
fulfil the interests and requirements of low income 
groups and other weaker sections of the community 
some important schemes like subsidised industrial 
housing, low income group housing, slum clearance, 
middle income group housing, plantation labour 
housing, village housing and ·land acquisition and de
velopment schemes have been put into operation. The 
allocation- in· the Third Plan for these schemes is a 
little over Rs. 2:,000 millions. In addition to this, 
there are large programmes of housing for Govern
ment employees under different Ministries, Depart
ments and Public Undertakings. 

. 3.71. Education: The percentage of children in 
age-groups 6-11, 11-14 and 14-17 attendi~g 
schools in 1950-51, 1960-61 · and the targets lmd 
down for the Third Five Year Plan are given in the 
table below:-
. TABLE 62~ Percentage of children attending schools 

-----
1965-66 (Targets) 

Clas!:Ci 195o-51 196o-6r 
Original Revised 

(r) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1-V 
(age-group 6-11) 42'6 62'3' 76'4 So·z 

VI-VIII 
(age-group u-14) 12'7 24'3 28·6 32'0 

IX-XI-
(-og ·.group 1 4- I 7) 5'3 ll'7 15'6 17'8 

-------
3.72. There has been a steady success in narrow

ing down the gap in the provision of educational 



facilities between boys and girls since the beginning 
of the First Plan as shown in the table below:-

TABLE 63; Proportion of boys and girls in classes 
I-XI . 

----·-----;;C"'las=se:-:s~I'-"v"c'"l<=as=ses VI- Classes IX-
Year 

(I) 

I95Q-51 • 
1960-61 • 
1965-66 . 

VIII ]{I 

Boys Girls ; Boys-Girls Boys Girls 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

71"9 28"1 83•0 17"0 83·6 
67·4 32·6 75"7 24·3 81·5 
6t·8 38"2 72"5 27"5 78·8 

16·4 
18·s 
21"2. ' 

Out of 7 million additional children enrolled in 
classes I-V during 1961-63, 3 million were girls.' 
The number of teachers in primary, middle and 
secondary schools has increased from 13,78,000 in 
1960-61 to 15,22,000 in 1962-o3. · 

TABLE 64: Number of educational institutions and 

Year 

(I) 

19so-sx • • 
1955-56 • • 
196o-61 (Original) 

(Revised) 
1961-62 . 
1962-63 • • 
1965-66 (Target) 

. 

Universities 
(no.) 

(2) . 

27 
32 
46 
45 
46 
54 
58 

·. 3. 73. At the end of the First Plan steps were taken, 
on the basis of the recommendation of the Secondary 
Education Commission, to improve secondary edu
cation Since then 4,090 high schools have been up
graded to secondary schools and the diversified 
courses have been introduced in 2,818 high/higher 
secondary schools. The target is to convert 6,390 high 
schools into higher secondary schools. whi7h is no~. 
estimated to be 5,315 and 3,994 schools mto multi
purpose schools by the, end of the Third Plan: 

1 

3 . .74. University Education.-· The. progress in 
regard to the establishment of universities, arts, com
merce· and science colleges and .the .enrolment in 
these institutions is given· in the .table below. One 
of the important targets set out under university edu
cation was that by the end of the Third Plan . the 
provision of facilities for science education should in
crease from 36 per cent to 43 per cent., The, year
wise progress has also been indicatedr · · ·.. . 

enrolments, 1950-51 to 1965-66. 

Colleges Total Colleges (arts, science Enrolment ·Percentage 
(no.)• enrolment and commerce) in sclence of science 

; (in ooo's) classes enrolment 
no enrolment.· (in ooo's) 

(in ooo's) ' . 

(3) (4) (5) . (6) c. (7) ., (8) 

816 397 
1204 713 
~537 . 1034,. 

542 360 140 38•1 
772 "634 197 34'3 

1076 
/ I 877. 300 ·34'2 

,_. ' 
·.1783 ' .. . IISS 
1938, 1273 

·'•II94 . 962 337 '35"0 ' 
1283 1060 386 36'4 
1400 1300 553 - 42"5! 

•Includes arts, science and commerce colleges, engineering, 
cal, veterinary, fine arts, music, pharmacy etc . 

technology, training colleges, law colleges, agriculture colleges, medi-

. . not available . . 

The number of universities and colleges has been 
increasing since the beginning of the Third Plan and 
likewise the total enrolment and the enrolment in 
science colleges. · However, it has been observed that 
facilities in the science classes are· not keeping pace 
with the rising enrolment in other classes. · 

3.75. The table also gives an idea of the growth 
of total number of institutions like, arts, science, com
merce, engineering, and technological institutions, 
teachers' training colleges, medical colleges, law 
colleges, agricultural colleges, veterinary science col
leges, music colleges, nursing colleges, colleges . of 
physical education, architecture, dental colleges, home 
science colleges, colleges of social work, pharmacy 
colleges and fine arts colleges along with enrolment. 
The number of such institutions increased from 816 
in 1950-51 to 1938 in 1962-63; likewise enrolment 
has also increased from about 397,000 to 1·3 million 
during this period. 

3.76. There has been a rapid increase in the pro
vision of technical education facilities during the first 

two Plans. , There were three-fold and five-fold in
crease in the annual intake in engineering colleges and 
polytechnics respectively during 1951-61 i.e. the 
first. two Plans. · The number of students in first 
degree course and diploma course has increased from· 
13,824 and 25,801 respectively in 1960-61 to 17 232 
and 30,919 in 1962-63. The Third Plan target ls to 
increase the admission capacity in .first degree course 
and diploma course to 23,130 and 47 546 res
pectively. Under vocational training ·167: industrial 
training institutes . with an admission , ·capacity , of 
42,136 were functioning up to the end of the II Five 
Year Plan. In the III Plan 144 institutes have 
already been sanctioned against a target of 151. A 
total of 52,664 additional seats have also been sanc
tioned out of a total of 57,848 targetted for the Twrd 
Plan. Under an accelerated training programme · 
recently drawn up 14,896 seats have also been sanc
tioned out of a target of 33,654 seats fixed for 1963- · 
64. The n1:1mbe.r of persons trained in engineering 
and non-engmeenng trades under the Craftsman 
Training Scheme stood at 151,494 by June, 1963. 



Under thll Apprentices Act ·passed in 1961 which 
makes it obligatory on -industry to admit a specified 
number of trainees in approved trades, 5,200 appren
tices are already ·undergoing training as against a plan 
target of ten thousand. . · 
,' I ~ • 

. 3.81. Transport Services.-.-During the past J~cade 
there has been a substantial increase in the transport 
capacity . of the country. Railway route mileage in
creased from 33,526 in 1950-51 to 34,950 in 1960-
61, while surfaced road mileage rose from 97,600 
miles in 1950-51 to 1,46,500 miles in 1960-61. 
Freight traffic handled by· the railways increased from 
91·5 million tons in 1950-51 to 153·8 million tons in 
1960-61 or an increase of 68 per cent. In terms of 
toncffiiles the progress registered was nearly cent per 
cent: Passenger traffic on railways went up by 25 
per .cent in terms of passengers originating and 17 
per ce11t in te~ms of passenger miles, whill( the seat . ',, . . 

mileage increased by about 40 per cent during the 
period. The number of commercial vehicles almost 
doubled during the period. 

3.82. In the development of railways higher priority 
has been given to the creation of capacity for handling 
freight tralfic and consequently, addition to passenger 
capacity has been relatively smaller. There has, how
ever, been an appreciable increase in passenger facili
ties available in the road transport sector. 

3.83. By the end of Third Plan, freight traffic to be 
handled by the Railways is expected to exceed 240 
million tons. A bout 1,200 miles of new railway lines 
would be constructed in the plan period. The sur
faced road mileage is expected to go up by about 
25.000 miles and the number of commercial road 
transport vehicles is expected to increase to 3,65,000. 
Some of th~ principal indicators of transport develop
ment are given in the table below: 

'· · • • r. TABLE 65: Some basic data about transport. 

,._, ·. j ' 

(I) 

Road, route mileage . . . 
Road mileage (surfaced & unsurfaced) 

. . •-

Railway freight tons (originating). 
Railway freight ton mile. • , 
Passengers originating 

Passenger miles 
Seat miles 

I . ' - '.·· ,,,, 

cOmmercial Road TransPort · Vehi.des 
,, 

Unit 

(>) 

miles 
ooomiles 
surfaced 
only . 

million 
million 
million 

million 
million 

'000 

3.91. Power Generation~-· -' Third Five Year Plan 
envisaged an aggregate addition of about 7 million 
kw of installed generating capacity in the country, 
raising it from the anticipated 5·7 million kw in 1960-
61 to 12·7 million kw by 1965-66.· The, actual 
achievement by the end of the Second Plan, however, 
were around .5·6 million kw. . The figures of installed 
power capacity according to , th_e . present agreement, 
are shown below: . 

-TABLE 66:' Installed power capacity, 1950-1966 
(in million kw) 

Year 

(I) 

Present appraisal 

Additions Cumulative 
during the total by 

year the end of 
the year 

(2) (3) 

-----------~~------------
.I950 
'19SS 

. 2'30 
3'42 

1950-51 ' 1955-56, 

(3) 

33.526 
24S·s 

(97'6) 

4·332 
N.A. 

116 

' I 

(41 

34,I82 
3I7'0 

(113'7) 

'Ir4'0 
36,434 

1,275 

196o-6I 

(5) 

1965~66 as given in 
in the Plan 

(6) 

I965-66 
us now 

anticipated 

(7) 

34.950 . 36,150 
440·6 

(I46'5) 

153'8 
53,621 

1,594 

No target for unsur-
faced 

(I7I. 5) 

245'0 241"3 
96,000 
IS% incrt"ase in non
suburban tmffic. No 
target for suburban 
tl'llific 

No target 
IS% increa'ie in non-suburbart 
No target for suburban 

365 

TABLE 66 (continued) 

(t) 

I96o-6I • 
I96t-62 • 
'962-63 • ' 
I963-64 • 

. I964-65 . 
1965·66 . 

-----------------
(2) (3) 

5·6o 
0'43 6·03 
0'69 6•72 
1'03 7'75 
I'84 9'59 
2'9I 12'50 

3.92. The increase in electricity generation has 
more than kept pace with the rise in installed capacity, 
as may be seen from the following table. 

TABLE 67: Increase in electricity generation, 1960-
. 1966. 

Installed Percentage 
Year capacity increase 

(million kw) 

(I) (2) (3) 

I950 

Electricity Percen tagc 
generated increase 
(Billion kw) 

(4) <s> 
6·51 -

(continued) 



Table 67 (continued) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1955 3"42' 48"7 10"78 64"1 
1960-61 .. 5·6o 63"7 2.0"12 86·6 
1965-66 (antici-

cipated 12"50 123"2 47"50 136"1 

(Note: Installed capacity as at the end of the year: figures for 
electricity generation arc for the year.) 

. 3.93. Though the major part of electric power 
supply is utilized for industrial purposes there has 
been, over the plan years, an increase in the availa
bility and use of power in the non-industrial fields 
also especially in the smaller towns and villages. The 
number of villages and towns having electric power 
supply increased from about 7,400 at the end of the 
First Plan to 23,000 in 1960-61. This is expected, 
according to the Third Plan, to go up to 43,000 by 
1965-66 and cover practically all towns and villages 
with population exceeding 5,000 and half of those 
with population between 2,000 and 5,000. In the 
first two years of the Third Plan 7,900 villages have 
been electrified and the target for rural electrification 
set for the Third Plan for the country as a whole is 
likely to be achieved, if not exceeded. 

4. Use of Demographic Data in Social and Economic 
Planning. 

4.11. The population census is the major source 
of information on the various characteristics of the 
country's population. Besides the census, the 
National Sample Survey has also been in recent years 
collecting a variety of socio-economic data on a 
sample basis. In formulating the development plans, 
the census data supplemented as and when necessary 
by data from the N .S.S. and other sources has been 
utilized both for elucidating the dimensions of the 
tasks before the country, and for specification of pro
duction and employment targets. As might be 
expected, the degree of reliance on the demographic 
factors varies from one sector to another. In general, 
in respect of production planning for primary con
sumer commodities population data have had a direct 
part to play. In the case of development programmes 
for the utilities and manufacturing industries sectors, 
however, other major considerations, like the need to 
chang~ the s~ucture of production, the country's 
capactty to rruse resources etc. have been the domi
nant factors. Even so, in the matter of allocation of 
overall outlay and the outlay in various sectors runong 
the States certain population characteristics like size 
density etc. had to be taken into consideration. A 
few specific. instances of how the population data has 
been used m the formulation of India's Five Year 
Plans are given below:-

4.21. Manpower, Employment and Unempl<-y
ment .-Population Census data have been combined 
with the information available from other sources 
such as the National Sample Survey, reports of ad hoc 
surveys undertaken by Government and non-Govern-

32 
ment agencies,. reports of the Progrrunme Evaluation 
Organisation for obtaining a picture of the occu" 
pational structure in the economy. In the formula
tion of the First and Second Five Year Plans, the, 
broad dimensions of occupational structure visualised 
were based on the economic classification provided by 
the 1951 census. When the 1961 census data 'on 
economic classification· become available, they will 
serve as the basis for adjustments in the field • of 
employment planning. 

4.22. Census data on age-distribution, survival 
rates etc. have provided the basis for (i) estimating 
the probable number of children of school-going age
a factor affecting working population in an under
developed country in more than one way, and (ii) 
the numbers of persons in the age-groups pertaining 
to. working population at future points of time. The 
rates of participation in economic activity revealed by' 
the N.S.S. reports for the period later than 1951 have 

. been applied to (ii) above, in order to estimate the 
growth of labour force during the Third Plan period. 
Soon after the actual figures of the 1961 cen~us were 
ma~e available (without details of distribution among 
van~us age-groups at that time), these estimates were 

. readJUSt~d on the basis of some assumptions. When 
the ~etalied break-up of the 1961 Census data are 
published, ~h~ labour force estimates may undergo 
another reVIston. 

4.23. Th~ distribution of working population 
between agncultural and non-agricultural sectors has 
been available from various censuses. Using the 
1951. census _figures i~ t~is ~espeet for purposes of 
~lanll;lng earher, the d1stnbut10n of working popula• 
t10n m these sectors at certain future points of time 
was worked out on the basis of specific assumptions 
regarding p_ossible diversification of the occupational 
st_ru~ture ~1th refe~ence to the planned programme. 
~lmllarly, 10 workmg out the ruralfurban distribu
tiOn of the working population, the 1951 Census' 
~gures wer~ taken as the main base and assump
tions regardmg .t~e r~te of urbanisation were made. 
As. r~gards parhctpahon of women in economic 
actlvtty, the rate revealed by the 1951 Census was 
ll:ssu~ed to ~nerease progressively over a period of 
t1me m the hght of the trend observed recently. 

4.31_. Nat~ona[ Income:-The current level and 
trend m Nationa! Income. and per capita income are 
amongst the baste yardsttcks by which the progress · 
of the economy are generally measured. In the 
absence of any reliable or extensive data on the gross 
value . of ?utput originating from small scale manu
factunng mdustries and on the value of services. 
rendered , by" sector~ like "unorganised trade and 
~,ranspor~ , I?rof~sston. and _liberal arts" and 
. domestic servtces thetr contnbutions to national 
!ncome have t.o be estimated by measuring the total 
mcomes ~~c!umg to all those persons engaged in 
~hese actlVI!les. For this purpose the working force
m these sectors was estimated largely from the 
bench mark data provided by the population census; 



and total income originating in the sectors was 
derived by multiplying ·the number of earners so 
calculated by average earnings per person. In the 
computation of . per capita income for each of the 
year~, the total population figures from the census 
and mtercensal estimates were made use of. 
·.' ,4.4 . .. Fixation of targets . in Agriculture, Health, 
.Educatton and ,Housing Sectors:-

4.41. Agriculture:-The ·fixation of production 
targets in the agriculture sector has been based on the 
actual current production level and the likely annual 
demand by the end of the Plan period. In ·assessing 
the current as also the future demand, the first step 
was , to .convert the age sex distribution of population 
ilbtamed from ·the census as ·Well as from the official 
population projections into "equivalent adult con
,;umefs". On :the basis of minimum requirement per 
.adu~t consumer, ·the requirement of foodgrains, 
·textiles, etc. have been correlated to population 
gro~t~. · · ~in~e, ·along ·with population changes, 
~anat10ns m mcome are also relevant for projecting 
hkely· demands, use •has also been ·made of data on 
changes in pet capita income and in the expenditure 
,(in •place of income) elasticity of ·the demand derived 
:from the ,consumer expenditure data collected in the 
Narious. rounds of the National Sample Survey. 

. 4.42. 'Health:-Population Statistics have also 
,played an important part in the formulation of 
Jhe various h!lalth · programmes in the Plans. The 
'major schemes .under .the improvement of environ
. mental hygiene relate to the ,development of rural 
,and )Jrban water supply. ;In specifying the various 
.areas in which such schemes should be eligible for 
. grants and loans, the population distribution by size 
. flerived ,from the census .has largely been utilised. 

4.43,, A number of programmes for the control of 
r.communicable .diseases . have been launched in the 
.·three Plans. The preventive · and curative health 
services needed in this regard have been planned on 
the basis of the ,regional distribution of the popula
tion in relation to the incidence of the diseases in the 

. :various localities. In fixing the targets for establish
.ment of hospitals, primary health centres, dispen
.;aries, provision. of beds and such other services, 
certain norms .were evolved .based on rural-urban 
distribution, the age structure, and the density of 
population. The population of school going age 
,(rom· the census as well as from the official popula
~ion projections was made use of in formulating 
school health programmes including improvement of 

..the nutritional status of school children. Though 
the actual targets fixed under various heads were 
necessarily limited by available resources, it was re
cognised that "as ·norms to aim at, there should be 
one hospital bed for thousand population, one nu!se 

· and ·on.e mid-wife ·for· every five thousand population 
and . one Health Visitor and one Sanitary Inspector 
for twenty thousand population". Under the Family 
Planning programme included in the Plans to keep 

· under oeheck the excessive population growth, the 

field of operation of tbe Family Planning clinics bave 
been delimited such that a rural clinic would serve a 
population of sixty thousand while the urban clinic 
would cover only fifty thousand. 

. ~·44. Education.-In fixing the tagets for pro
VIding schools and colleges, training of teachers in 
~eneral as well as technical education the level and 
t~en~ of. population of school going age, population 
dJstnbutJon and population density by regions drawn 
from the latest available census and from official 
population projections have been utilized. 

4·45. Housing.-In planning for housing, data on 
a number of demographic factors like size and 
growth .o! population, average size of the family age 
.:ompositJon are needed along with information re
~arding the number of existing structures and their 
distribution by type, size, condition etc. Since much 
of these details, particularly those relating to housing 
nre not available, the housing ,needs have been 
worked out only in a broad way. The growth of 
urban population drawn from the census and adjust
.ed on certain assumptions for the period 1951-76 
was combined with the average size of the family 
revealed by the census to obtain a workable estimate 
of ·housing needs in the urban area. For the rural 
areas data relating to total number of villages as well 
as population given by the census were utilized 
along with N .S.S. data regarding distribution of rural 
houses by type to calculate the housing needs. 

5. Population Policy 
5 ·11. Population policy for moderating fertility In 

.lndia.-The need for propagating family planning 
measures among the people was long ago recognised 
by poineers like Dr. R. D. Karve, Shri P. K. Walta!, 
Shrimati Dhanvanthi Rama Rau, and voluntary 
organizations like All Jndia Women's Conference 
and the Family Planning Association. The National 
Planning Committee set up by the Indian National 
.Congress in 1935, under the chairmanship of Shri 
J awaharlal Nehru, strongly supported promotion of 
family planning as State policy. The Health Survey 
and Development Committee in .1943 also recom
. mended control of fertility, but primarily for health 
reasons. There was however no ·State population 
policy until after India attained independence. 

5.12. In March, 1950, the Government of India 
appointed the Planning Commission which from 
its inception reco!!Jiized that increase in popula
tion, and the need for investment in basic productive 
capacities, place very heavy and immediate burdens 
on a developing economy. In 1951, the problem of 
population growth was discussed by the Advisory 
Health Panel and Advisory Social Welfare Panels of 
the Planning Commission. The Health Panel 
appointed a sub-committee on family planning. This 
sub-committee strongly recommended that family 
planning should be recognized officially, in order to 
safeguard the health and welfare of mothers and 
children, and in order to aid the national economy 



by reducing the birth rate concurrently with death 
rate and thus keep the population from growing ex
cessively. The First Five Year Plan stressed that 
measures aimed at reducing fertility to meet these 
ends should form part of the public health pro
gramme. 

5.13. The facts of the 1951 census of India helped 
to intensify the need for further action. In 
December, 1953, the Planning Commission recom
mended that the programme of family limitation and 
population control in India . should . (a) obtain ~n 
accurate picture of factors whtch contnbute to raptd 
increase of population, (b) gain fuller understanding 
of human fertility and the means of regulating it, (c) 
devise ways of educating the public and (d) make 
family planning advice and service an integral part 
of the services in hospitals and health centres. This 
early programme was directed mainly to clarifying 
the facts of the situation and building up public 
understanding and support. Demographic as well 
as medical and biological studies were taken up. 
The Central Government offered assistance for deve
loping service facilities, in the shape of grants to 
States. local authorities, voluntary organizations and 
scientific institutions. Experience soon showed that 
Government supported family· planning was wel
comed by the masses of the people. Thus, early in 
the First Plan, the promotion of family planning was 
firmly established as public policy.· 

5-14. In pursuance of this population policy, the 
programme to moderate fertility was expanded 
especially in the Second Plan. Voluntary steriliza
tion was popularized in some areas, and free facili
ties provided. The major activities in the Second 
Plan programme were (a) education about family 
planning through use of mass media; (b) provision of 
clinical referral services, integrated with health 
services, in urban and rural areas, (c) training of 
personnel, (d) provision of supplies, and (e) research. 
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5.15. The Third Five Year Plan which began in 
1961, stated that the greatest stress has to be placed 
on the programme of family planning, and the objec
tive of stabilizing the growth of population over a 
reasonable period must be at "the very centre of 
planned development." In pursuance of this policy, 
a plan provision of 270 million rupees has been made 
(with programme calling of 500 million rupees) for 
the Third Plan period. The programme has now 
been extended by greatly strengthening its organiza
tional structure, by emphasizing community-level 
educational techniques, by liberalizing the flow of 
contraceptive supplies, by developing statistical in
dicators of programme impact, by strengthening 
facilities for training of personnel, and by extending 
research activities on communications, demographic 
and reproductive physiology aspects of the pro
gramme. A basic organizational structure at the 
Centre and in the States has been set up, and over 
8000 centres (including over 6000 in rural areas) 
have been established for- contraceptive distribution. 

5.16. Thus, the Government of· India' is firmly 
committed to a policy of implementing specific pro
grammes to accelerate acceptance of family planning 
as a way of life by the people in order to achieve 
economic • strength and social . welfare. 

5 .21. Popu/a.tion policies for · influencing rural
urban migration and for re-distribution of rural 
population: The available data on ~ral/urban dis
tribution of population indicates that smce the 1930s, 
at any rate, the growth in urban pop~ati?n ha~ been 
'higher than the general average. Thts tS attnbuted 
in part to migration . from the rural to the urban 
areas. Differences in · employment · opportunities, 
wage rates,' living conditions, improvements in co.m
munications etc. have the general effect of promotmg 
the movement of workers and their dependents from 
the villaees to the towns and cities. It has also been 
observel that, along with ·the general trend towards 
urbanisation there has ·also been a tendency for 
further conc~ntrations in and around a few big cities. 

5.22. With the impetus given to the development 
of modem largescale industries and of transport and 
communications in the Five Year Plans, these 
migratory forces have been further strengthened and 
imposed a severe strain on housing, civic · facilities 
and other over-heads in the urban areas. In. the 
formulation of economic policy covering also popula
tion policy-attention has recently been given to 
moderating the flow · of migrants into a few very 
large conglomorations · around metropolitan areas. 
These policies aim at creating additional employment 
opportunities in , the rural areas and enlargement of 
'the availability of various types. of amenities to the 
rural population. In a larger sense, the programmes 
for provision of electricity, education and health 
facilities, roads, water supply etc.', can contribute to 

·a narrowing down· of the ruraljurban differences in 
· respect of the environmental factors and reduce 
emigration from the villages. However, it is re
cognised that these elements. will not by themselves 
have the desired effect unless ·additional opportuni
ties for gainful employment are· created in the non
urban areas. In tackling this programme, the policy 
has been to .seek to increase the employment 
opportunities in non-agricultural activities; in addi

. tion, special schemes have been . undertaken to 
· provide for more settled employment in agriculture 
itself, in areas which are brought under irrigation or 
in areas where land has been reclaimed for agricul
tural purposes. Certain relief-oriented schemes like 
the rural works programme have also been under
taken in pockets of acute unemployment. 

5.23. The general approach outlined above may 
be illustrated in terms of some of the concrete 
measures being taken for dispersal of employment 
opportunities. In the first place, a deliberate attempt 
is made, in the planning of large-scale industries, to 
locate them away from already congested areas, 
wherever the nature of the industry is such as to give 



a choice in ~e matter. of its location. This is being 
done, for mstance, m respect of machine tool 
factories, heavy electricals, drugs and pharmaceutical 
products in the public sector to :name only a few. 
Attention is given to dispersing the location of larg~· 
scale· industrial projects -in- the- private sector·· also· 
through the licencing. policy ,in force. Secondly it 
is also the official policy to promote the growth of 
small-scale industries in small towns and· rural areas, 
throuJh the constructimi . of industrial estates ex. 
tension of electricity and provision of credit and 
marketing facilities.- ·Thirdly, - there · are· plan pro~ 
gram"Ues for encouragement of cottage and village 
industries, through the offer _of grants and loans, 
technical advice, encouragement of 'producers' co~' 
operatives, establishment of sales emporia · and so 
forth,. Fourthly, surplus )abour in rural . areas is 

being provided additional employment through larger 
investments in the infra-structure element in agricul
ture--such as land reclamation, soil conservation, 
afforestation, construction of wells, tanks and other 

, irrigation ·facilities,· rural roads and rural co:nstruc
. tion programmes.. Finally,. in community develop

ment projects or other special development areas, 
the planning of activities is such as to strengthen the 

--economic interdependence between towns and the 
surrounding rural areas. It is anticipated that as the 
scale of operations in programmes, like those 

-mentioned above,- increases from Plan to Plan, the 
economic incentives for migration from the rural to 
the urban areas will tend to become less strong than 

- in the past and· assist' in stabilizing the rural/urban 
distribution of the population. 



. . · TABLl! I~Tot41 populatitm and birth, depth and irov:th ratu, zgoz-zg6z,, 
---+..:..-......;._ ..... ..:.... ... _~. -

-'··· Estimated rates iil the> following n ,_I 

. ' 
. ' L 

C/ 

' 

Yc:a~ ,, I I ... 
" 

Population 
I• n (millions) .. 
' ' ( . ~ (I)', (2) 

-
I90I 238'4 " ·' 
I91I 2S2'I 'I 

I921 2SI'3 
I931 279'0 
I94I 3I6'7 
I9S1 36I·I 
I96I 439'2 

tFigures obtained on the basis of quasi-stable population model. 
• Obtained by the reverse survival method. 

' · decennium; . 

Gro~ .Birth . 
Rate· ·Ratet 
' .. ., 

(3) (4) 

' 
S'1S 52'4 

· -D•3I '' '48·1• 
xx·oo $0'8 
I3'SI 46'2 
I4'03 43'1 
2I'64 40'4 

TABLE 8-Su-wise age distribution of population, zg6z 

Census Count 
Age Group 

Males Females Males 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

o-4 I4'7 IS'S I6'2 
S-9 I4'6 I4'9 I3'1 

Io-I4 u-6 I0'8 Il'3 
1•5-I9 8'2 8·I 9'8 
2Q-24 8·I 9'0 8•6 
25-29 8·2 8·s 7'8 
3Q-34 7'1 7'0 7'0 
3S-39 6·o s·6 6·o 
40o-44 5'4 S'I 5'I 
45~9 4'3 3'9 4'3 
so-54 4'0 3'7 3'4 
55-59 2•3 2'I 2'7 
6o-64 2'5 2'6 I'9 
65-69 I'I I'I I '3 
70+ I'9 2'I I, S 
All ages xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o 
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Smoothed 

-· 
'' ,. 

Death 
Ratet' · 

(S) 

46•8. 
47'2" 
40'4 
33'S 
30'0 
20'9 

Females 

(S) 

I6'9 
I3'4 
II'4 
9'8 
8·7 
7'8 
6·g 

5'7 
4'7 
4'0 
3'2 
2'5 
I'9 
I'3 
I'8 

xoo·o 



TABLE Io.-Percmt-,ge distrlbution of population by age in each s~ marital status and rural-urban, !961. 

Age 
<noup 

Rural 

----------------~-r---:~ 
Never 
Married 

Married 
I 

Widowed· 
I . 

; Divorced ~ Never~ 
1 or. : '-' I Married 

SeParated 1 • 
' ·-I ! 

------------------------~--~~---------I 
I 

M F M F M F M. p· 
. i 

. ' 

Urban 

Married · 

'M F. 

I 

I. 

, , , I . , 
Widowed'' I ~ 

I 
M 

" I . ' 
' 

~Divorced or 
Separated •· 

' .. 
\ • 1'"1 c, 

I 

~l F 
I ' ' 

Never· 
Married" 

M F 

Combined 

Married 
I 

Widowed 
-~ ·~ - I 

M 
i 

F 1, M F 
i 

' 

Piv~rced' 
' 0 
'Separated 
I . 

'M F 

>--·: 
(I) (2) (S) (?) (8) (9) , (IO) , (II) (12) (I3) . (14) 

I 

(IS) (I6)1 . (17) (IS) (20) 1(2I~ (22) ; (23) (24) (25) 

o--<). 57'4 73'7 - --
IG-I4 20•6 I9'9 2•I S'O 0•3 

IT--19 n·I 4·8 , 4'9 12·s 0•7 

»--24 5'7 o·g 10·4 17·6 2·0 

' 

, I 
47'I '63·3 

' 
2'9 20'0 23'4 

f'.i' 4·_8. io·6 ~4·6 · II' I 

I·I I I2·5 IS·8 10·6' 2'7 
-1 I 

~o·s I·8 

2·s Io·6· 

9'6 I9'3. 

2T-29 2•4 0•3 I4•I . I6•9 3'7 2·3 1 IB·I I6•o 1 4' 3 0'7 IS'? I9'1 

3G-34 o·9 o·I I4·2 I3'S s·.o 
3T-39 o·5 o·I I2·4 Io·4 6•o 

. o-44 o·4 o·I Io·8 8·s 8·6 

' 4'I I IS·2 I3'9 ' I·S 

s·BII:t:B,h·~ .o·6 

9'6 IO•o. l9·6· : 0'4 

.o·z 

o·I 

45-49 o·3 o·I 8·8 s·9 9·6 Io·4 7·4 6·6 o·3 o·I 

so-54 o·3 o·o 7'9 4'3 I3·S IS·?· 6·s s·5 o·2 o·I 

' 

55--511 o·I o·o 4·4 . 2·3 9·8 !I'll' 3•6 2·8 · o·I . o·o '4·I 2·0 

~ o·1 o·o 4'5 1•7 I4·9 I6·7, 3•6 2•6 · o·I o·o 3'9 I·5 

6,-9 

?Ot 
o·o 

o·o 

I·8 

2'7 

0'7 7'7. 7'5 I·6 

0'7 18·2 I6•4 2·6 

I 
I• I · 0"1 o·o I·6 o·6 

J•S , O•I o·o 

I 
' , o·t, 

I 

1
o·4. __ · :o·3 

; f t -· 

'1•91 · ji~O, 

3"7, 
I 

'S'21 

'6.21 

•z·z; 

·4·2 i 
: ~ \ 
, s·8 i 
' ' 
IO•I i 
10'6 i 
I6·3 

:; l ' 

·-· SS'4 7I'7 

I·S I'3 20'S 20·6 

3'4 7·8 u·8 s·6 

II; I -"IS·~- 6·7. ,I, 

I·8 

4'S 

0'2 

' 4'~ 
I 

12'2 

I~-k ! I 

:I6•2 i6•7. 2'7 

IS:2 IS'S I·o 

·I2·s I2'S o·s 
n;2 n·2 o·4 

' 
0•2 I4•6 I3'S 

I 
O•I I2•7 IO•S 

I 
o·I u·1 B·s 

-I 

0'7 

3'7 

s·o· 
6·o 

0'1 

0'4 to·z 

I•I 

2•3 'I7'9 16·I 
~ 

4'I !I5•2 I4·2' -..1.' 

5·8 n·8 n·7 

· S•o- -,·o 0•3 o·o 8·8 · s·9 9·6 I0·4 7'5 6·7 

7'5 5·8 0·3 o·o 7·9 4·3 I3·6 I5·8 6·6 s·5. 

', 9·8' :, 9'9 4'5 2•6 O•I o·o 4'4 2·2 9·8 9'9 3·7 2·8 

o·o 4'4 I·~ I4'9 I6·7 ' 3·6 2·6 
I 

I5·o 1 I6·11 , . 4•2 2·4 o·I 

7'I 

IS·s 

I•9 

2•8 

0·9 o·I 

J•J' 0'1 

o·o 

O•O 

I·8 

2·6 

0'7 7'7 7'4 

0·7 I8·I I6•3 

I•7 

2•7 

I'l 

1'4 

AD aaes IOO·O 100'0 JOO•o JOO•o 100'0 IOO·O Joo·o too·o 1()0•0 JOO•O JOO·o Joo•o . 100'0. JOO•O too·o 100"0 IOO·O JOO·o Joo·o roo·o 100"0 JOO•o 100'0 100'0 
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TABLE u-Percentage distribution of fH1PU]ation by marital statUI, age and sex, 1961. 
:. . ' ' , I 

---c----'--~----------·-

Never married 

•· 

M F M M 

. Widowed, Divor
ced or Separat

ed 

F 

·-----~-'---;--.,.----:/;--------------'--------~- --- ------
(1) 

C>--9 
10-14 
IS-19 
2Q-24 
2S-29 
3Q-34 
35-39 
4Q-44 
45-49 
so-s4 
55-S9 
6o-64 
6S-69 
70+ 

(2) 

100'0 

: 93"3 
. 72"1 
.43"8 
~ ,,., 

1"1 
4"6 
3"9 
3"9 
3"3 
2"9 

'J 2. .-9 
2•8 
2•8 -. 

(3) 

100'0 
80"4 
29"0 

6·9 
1"8 

: 1'0 
0'7 
o·6 

- o·5 
':· 0"4 

0"4 
• 0"4 

0"4 " .. 
0"4 

(4) 

-6·6 
23"4 
S4"7 
79"8 
88·8 
91"0 
89"4 
8,-8 
83"7 
80"9 
74"7' 
70"7.' 
6o·s 

(S) 
' ' 

19"3 
69·8 
91"9 
94"3 
9r·s 
87"1 
77"7 
69·8 
S3"3. 
48·6 
29"4 
27"2 
'4"8 

(6) 

o·I 
o·s 
1"5 
2.S 
3"5 
4"4 
6·7 
8·3 

I3"0 
r6·2 
22•4 
26"5- _-
36":[ . 

0"3 
1"2 
2"2 
3"9 
?"S 

12"2 
21"7 
29"7 
46"3 
SI"O 

~ 70'2 
72"4 

' 84·8 --:-----·· .... _____ _ 
TABLE 14.-Perc;,ta~e dfstribution of population in •ach sex by b;oad ageg<oups, 1901-61 1 

_ .. 

' I - 1 -------
Age Group 

(I) 

o-Is 
IS-44 
45-59 
6o-64 
6S+ 
All ages 

.. .. 
-------

.. 

0 

.- ,_ 
1921 ~ I90I . ·1911 --

" 
M F M F M F 

'' ' (6) ~ (2) (3) (4) . (S) (?) 

M 

i 
1931' 

F 

(8)' (9) 

----··--.. -·--:------

M, 
I 

(II) . (I2) (I3) · (I4) : (IS) 
___.:___.:_..;...__ 

(1oj 
' 

39·2 38·o 38·8 38·I 39"4 39"0 4o·o 40·1 38·1 38·4 37"1 37"9 40"9 41·2 
46·3 46·9 46·s 46·9 45·5 46·o 46·2 46·4 46·1 46·1 46·3 45"7 43"0 43·3 
9"9 9·6 9"9 9"4 Io·r 9"S -9"9 9"4 -10·9 10·6 II"I 1o·6 Io·6 9·7 
4·6° 5·s• 2·6 3·1 '2·6· 3·o 1·8 I"9: 2·o -2·o 2·I 2·1 z·s 2·6 

2·2 2·s 2·4 2·s 2·1 2·2 2·9 2·9 3·4 3·7 3·o 3·2 
xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o:_xoo·o xoo·o xoo·o xco·o 

•relate to 6o and over. 

TABLE 17.--.F'ercentag• Distribution of Population by Educa ti01al.Stando1ds in tach Age arrd Stx, ·1961 
·---- .. 

Riual, 
0 . 

• 
. Urban 

Illite rat~ ,. Literate Those_ having educational Illiterate Literate Those having educational 
Age Group 

A 
without 

0 
level as - · without g , - _ level as · • 

any Bny 
educational Primary Matriculation educational Primary Matriculation 

level or Junior· &above.' -~ level · or Junior & above 
~ ':Basic ~ ilasic. -

·M· F M -p M F- ··M- F M F,18,M, F M F M F 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7). (8) (9) (Io) (II) (12)' (I3) (I4) (Is): (I6) (17) 

. 78"9 89"9 - r7 c o·8 s6·4 64"I --·-··· 
S-9 I9"4 9"3 37'3 30"9 6·3 s·o 

I0-14 50"9 79"3 32'9 I4'8 I6·1 6·4 o·I o·o 21"9 37"4 37"7 3I·6 39"9 30"7 o·s 0'3 
IS-I9 54"8 83·1. 21:s ·1o·o 20"0-:- s·8 2·1· o·s 22"3 43"3 23"I 20'7 37"7 26·9 I6"9 9"1 
2o-24 s8·o 88·2- 23"7 c 8·o I3'4 . 3"3 4"9' o·s 25"0 53'S 25"I 20"4 23"7 16·9 26·2 9"2 
25-29 63·6 90"8 23'6 6•7 9"7 2"2 3"1 0"3 29"7 S9"6 28·:. 20"3 21"3 I4"S 20·8 s·6 
3Q-34 65"9 92"3 23'6 '5"8 s_·s • I"8 -2"0" o·I 31"8 63"0 30"4 19"9 20"6 13"0 17"2 4"I 
3S-44 61"9 94"0 23"4 •4"7 1"5 I"2 1"2 o·I 34"6 69"0 31".6 18•2 I9"5 I0"3 14'3 2·s 
4S-S9 71"3 96"I 21"8 3"2 6·o o·7 0"9 o·o 38"3 75"8 31"8 I6·2 ITI 6·8 12"8 1"2 
60+ . 75'7 97"7· I9"S 2·o 4"2 0"3 -o·6 o·o 44"1! 84"2 3I"B 12"2 13"8 - ' 3"~ I0"3 o·s 



,. 

' 

1901 

i91.1 

1921 

1931> 

(> •• 

I r~ 

·-.:·o 

-

-
" 

1901 

1911 

1921 

1931 -

Year 

,. 
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TABLE 23.-Percentage distribution of workers by sectors qf employment,· by '"" r90z..;,.6z. 

Percentage 
of workers 

to total population 

p M F 

Percentage of workers 
to population in age 

Percentage distribution in sector of employment 

IS-59 --~--------------------~----------
Primary Secondary ·· Tertiary 

P 'M F P M F p M· ·p·· 

(1) (2) (3) · (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) (9) - (Io) (II) (12) (13) (14) (IS) 

• 46·61 61'11 31'70 78·95 103·68 53'6071'76 70'37 74·46 12·61 12'31 13'2S IS'63 17'32 12'29 

48'07 61'90 33'73 79'8I.X02·S6S6·I374'8673'66 77'1411'13 10'97 ll'4S 14'01 I·s· 37 11· 41 

46·92 6o·s2 32·67 78··651ox·x354'9675·99 1-i·s4 78·8o xo·41 1o·51 xo·21 13·6o I4'9S xo·99 . . . 
' -) ! I., ' . 

43·30 s.8·z7z7·63 71'9596·x746·23 74·7s 74·o8 76·23 xo·21 J0'43. 9'74 x5·o4 15·49 14·o3 

39·10 54'05 2.3'30 68·73 94'14 41·37 72'12 69·08 19'51 xo·62 11'S9 8·26 17·26 19'31 12·17 

., 42·98 57·12 27'96 8o·63 1o6·6s S2·6873'42 69·18 82·61 xo·s6 11·48. 8·s6.16·o2 19'34 8·83 

' ' TABLE 25.--'-Percentage of women fJIOTkers in each of the nine industrial categories, r9<Jz-6z. 

AU Primary IV& Second- Tertiary 

Year Cate- I II III Sector v VI ary vu VIII .. IX Sector 
gorics Sector 

(I): (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . (II) (12) (13) 

,33'5 30'1. 51'2 . 25'1 34'8 35'6 28·6 35'2 32'7 6•1 24'S 26'4 

34'4 29'9 S2'3 25'2 35'5 36·s 25·1 3S'4 33'9 s·8 27'1 28•1 

34'0 31'6 48·8 27'2 35'3 33'7 29'2 33'4 . 32'4 6•1 26'3 27·5 

31'2 22'4 50'1 25'2 31'8 30'6 23'3 2.9'7 :>.8'4 3'9 32.'6 2.9'1 

n·s 15·8 S'7 2.4'9 
19'51 .• 2.9'0 26'3 46'1 32.'9 32'0 22.'4 19'9 20'4 

tAll.~ 
31'S 33'2 45'0 22'9 35'6 :>.6·3 n·8 25·8 xo·6 

1961 • 

__ Jn<.(ustrial categories . : 

J. Cultivators. 
II. Agricultural labourers. 
III. Mining, quarrying, livestock, forestry, fishing, bunting, plantations, otchatds and allied industries. 

IV. Household industry. 
V. Manufacturing] other than household industry. 

VI. Construction. 
VII. Trade and commerce.~ 
VIII. Transport, storage and communications. 
IX. Otberoervices. 

2'2 2.2.'3 17'4 



. 'I' ABU! ~S-~PercmtfZKe distn"bution of f1Jorlurs engaged in non-household indwtri_u by rural-<nban and _by sex, .1961_ 

Code· 

(I) 

' 0 

Division and Major Groups 

-Description 

(2) 

Agriculture, Livestock, Forestry, Fishing and 
Hunting 

oo Field Produce and Plantation Crops 
OI Plantation Crops • , 
02 Forestry and Logging 
03 Fishing • • 
04 Livestock and Hunting 

-
Mining and Quarrying 

Manuftz~:turing 
( 

---. : 
20 Foodstuff• 

' . 22 Tobacco Products 
23 Textile Cotton 

24-27 Other Textiles • • • '. • 
. 28 Manufacture of wood and wooden Products 

3 I Leather and Leather Products 

34-35 Non-Metallic Mineral · · 
37 Basic Metals and their products , 

4 Construction 

, . 

.400 Construction and· maintenance of buildings in
cluding erection, 1J.ooring, decorative cons
truction, electrical and sanitary installations • 

s E/ecrridty, Gas, Water and Sanitary Servias 
so Electricity and Gas • • • , • 
SI Water Supply and sanitary services 

Trade and Commerce 

6 6o---63 Wholesale trade • 

64---68 Retail trade • 

7 

8 

9 

Transport Storage and Communications 

70--7I Transport • 
73 Communications 

Servias 
So Public services 
8I Educational and scientific 
83 Religious and welfare services 
87 Recreation services 

88o Personal services of domestic servants, cooko 
etc. 

88 Other Personal services 

Activitiu not adequately dueribed 

Note: Cols 3+4 =IOO 
Cols 5+6=100 
Co1s 7+8-xoo 

Percentage of total 
workers 

Rural 

(3) 

8g•J. 

74•8 
93':Z 
89·I 
82·:z. 
92'0 

.76·i 

27•3 

4S'I 
' 33':Z . 

IS·S 

:Z3'9 
, 3S ·:z 
:zs·:z 

ss·I 
I8•6 

38•7 

]8•4 
:Z9'7 
43'9 

42•6 

17'4 

4r·s 
27•6. 

:Z7'0 
3:Z'9 

s6·s 
36'9 
54'9 
s6·3 
4S'O 

Urban 

(4) 

.I0·7 

2s·:z 
6·8 

I0'9 
I7•8 

S·o 

ZJ•9 

72•7 

S4'9 
66·8 
84·2 

76'1 
64·8 
74'8 

44'9 
81'4 

.47'8 

61•3 , 

6r·6 
70'3 
s6·1 

S7·4 

82·6 

_ s8·s 

72 "4 

73'0 
67•1 

43'S 
63•1 
4S'I 
43'7 
ss·o 

6o·4 
47'S 

:ag·8 

Percentage of total workers 

Rural 

Male 

(S) 

7$•0 

74'3-
s6·o 
70'3 

. 87'7 
84·s 

80•4 

86•Z 

80•4 
1s·:z 
84·8 

91"7 
9I·6 
9S'3 

"79":Z 
96·8 

86·S. 

90'3 

64•7 
94•6 
S3·8 

8]•1 

9S'S 

78·o 

98·6 

98·s 
99·6 

7S·S 
98·o 
90"3 
94'3 
88•7 

-- - - - -- -- -- ----- -

Urban 

Female Male Female 

(6) (8)- ~--

__ 81·s. _ _ _r8·s_ 

:zs·1. 
44"0 
29'7 
I:Z'3· 
xs·s 
19·6 

1]•8 

i9·6 
'"4'8. 
IS'2 

8·3 
8·4 
4'7 

. 83•4 
S1'S 
82•1 
9I':Z 

"86·8 

. · ... l .... 
90'0 

: i71"2 
.. 90"7 

.94'6 
'97"7 

. 98·1 

20·8 · '83·~ 
3':Z •• :· 98"4 

IJ•S 89·~ 

9'7 

JS·J 
S'4 

46·:z 

r6·g 

4"S 

''4' 
x·s 
0'4 

24·5 
:z·o 
9'7 
5"1 
11'3 

3:Z'4 
30"0 

3S"4 

s9·s 
Bx·o 
98·8 

.. 69·6 

. 93' 

91'S 

92'3 

97'1 

97'9 
96·4-

84·3 
96·s 
73'3 
9:Z·8 
91"7 

16•6 
42·s 
17'9 
8·8 

I3'2 

r6·o 

6·g 

10•0 
:z8·8 

9'3 

_S'4 
2'3 

-~-- I'9 

I6·7 
I·6 

IO·S 

ro·s 

19"0 
I ·:z 
30'4 

6·J 

:z·s 

2'I 
3'6 

IS•7 
3'S 

26•7 
7"2 
8·3 
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. TABLE:~ 

Percentage distribution of worlurs into Rural Urbalo· and by su: urgag«l in hmuehold industry, 1961 

Division & Major Groups Percentage of total Percentage of male and female workers in 
workers in 

cooe Description Rural Urban Rural Urban 

M F M F 

.. (x) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

0 AgriCJ.dture,..Livsstock,. F.orsssry, Fismng flllll. 
95•). 71•6 28•4 69'1 ]0'9 Hunting • • • • • 4'1 

04 Livestock ~nd Hunting 95'S 4'S 71'~ 28·1 68•4 31·6 
MinU:g cmdQuarryin~ 8S·8 8f•7 4z•o I 

-
2&3 

20 
22 
23 

24-27 
28 
§I 

3-4-35 .. 
36 

Code 

~·) 

0 

0'4· 
1 

.2&3 ___.._ 20 
:i:J 
Z3• 

24-:07 
28' 
3~ 

34-3) 

36 

14'2 15'3 

Manufaeturing 79·S 2<>·s 59"6 '(0'4 
Foodstuffs •. .. 86·8 13'2 4S'2 S4'8 
Tobacco Products 71'2 28•8 53'3 46'7 
T estih:-cotfun 73'•1 26·~ 41'6 s8·4 
Textile-Others 23-"7 61•7 38'3 

of Wool& W~oden 'prod~ 76'3 
Mauutacture 87•4 12·6 67•:>. 32'8 
Leather and Leather·products 83•7 16·3 88·6 
Non-metallic Mineral Products other than 

Petroleum and Coal' • 88·s n·s 6s·1 
Basi<: Metal! and theit producis • ex.;,p~ Machin~rt 
~d Transport Equipment . -. ~ 83•4 x6·6 8~·r 

Note:-Columns 3+4=100 
Columns S.+6=100 
Columns 7+8=10d 
The value of Col. 'J has been taken aa 100 for distribution in Cols S and 6. 
The value of Col. 4 has been taken aa 100 for distribution in CoL-:. 1 and 8. 

TABLE 30 

II·4 

34'3 

10'9 

Percentage distribution of worlurs bY.. sox in hmuehold industry according to acti~ity status, 1961 

S8·0 

62•1 37'9 
63•1 36·~ 
45'0 ss·o 

SI'O 4~·0 
68•1 31 ·~ 
63·8 36':>. 
87•6 12'4 

66·4 33•6 

92·8 7"2 

Division & Major Groups Rural Urban 

Male Female Male Female 
Description 

Others Emp- Others Others Emp- Emp- Emp- Otheres 
loyee Ioyce Ioyce - loyc:c 

(~) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Agricultural, Livestock, Forestry, Fishing & 
89•0 Hunting · . . tt·O z·s 91·5 8·3 91'1 3'3 96'7 

Livestock and· Hunting 10'9 89•1 2•2 97'8 8·o 92'0 3' I 96•9 
Mining and Quarrying • ZZ.9 77'1 26·9 73'1 :>.6•7 73'3 36'9 63•1 

Manufacturing 'j'Z ~·8 3'9 96•1 16•1 8]•4 11·5 88·s 
Foodstuffs 9'4 90'6 z·o 98·o IS' I 84•9 4•8 9S'Z 
Tob2ceo Products 17•6 8:>.•4 1o·s 89'S 21'9 78•1 12• s B1·s 
Textii£,.-Cotton. . . . 10'3 89'7 4'4 9S'6 21·0 79'0 13'0 87•0 
Textile-Others • • • &·8 9J•Z 4'1 9S'9 19•6 80•4 11• J 88•9 
Manufacture of Wood & Wooden Products 4'0 96·0 11•8 88·2 9·8 90'2 4'4 9S·6 
Leather and Leather Products · • 3'1 96'9 1'9 98•1 Jo•o 90'0 6·s 93'S 
Non-metallic Mineral Products Other than 

96·6 Petroleum and Cool . . • 4•6 9S'4 3'4 9'6 90'4 1'9 92.' I 
Basic Metals and their products except Ma-

94'8 13'8 86·:z 8·3 cbinery and Transport Equipment s·z Z'9 97' I 91'7 
AU the above 8·1 91'9 3"1 96'3 16·z 83·8 ZJ•Z 88·8 

(Employee + Others- xoo in eacb aue) 



·:· 'l'ABLE,3l· 

Percentage distribution of employers, singk morkers; family morkers and employees in the Industrial Divisions and Major 
groups of !SIC, All India Rural, 1961. 

. - - . 
Division & Major Groups 

Code Description 

(I) 

0 

1 

2&3 
~ 

i. 
.1.. 

(z) ----- ---

Agriculture, Livestock, Farutry, Fishing & 
Hunting , 

oo Field produce and plantation crops 
OI Plantation crops 
oz Forestry and logging 
03 Fishing 

.. 
04 Livestoek and hunting 

Mining and Quarrying 

Manufacturing 
zo Foodstuffs 
zz Tobacco Products 
Z3 Textile-Cotton 

24-Z7 Textile-Others 

.. 
z8 Manufacture of wood and wooden products 
31 Leather & leather prodUcts 

34-3S Non-metallic mineral products other 
than petroleum and coal 

. 

36 Basic metals and their prodUcts except ma
chinery and transport equipment 

Construaion 

Electricity, Gas, Water and Sanitary Services 
so Electriciry and gas 
51 Water supply and sanitary services . 

; 

6 Trade & Commerce 

6o-63 Wholesale trade 

Retail trade • 

Employer Single Worker Family Worker 
. " 

p F p F p F 

(3)- ... - {4) (S) (6) (7) . (8) 

2·5 

7'4 
1·o 
I'7 
2'4 
Z'7 
1•9 

.1'1 

3'6 
o·I 
0'7 
0'9 
Z·4 

' o·8 

31·5 
Z7'1 
s·o 

3Z'3 
s8·7 
4Z'0 

''I4"I 

3'4 .. ''t·iS . 29'4 
4·1. z·s.·. ;24·8 
1'9 0'4 "4'9 
I'4 1'1 . I3'9 

23'4 20'2 
Z0·9 36•3 
3·6 S'I 

48·6 16·3 
4I'O 31'4 
46·1 Z4·8 

'n·7 s·i 

36cs . .. 9'0 
so·8 .. ·, 9'0 
18·o 4· I 

-30·9 S'3 . 
s·s 
3'4 
4•0 

3'7 43·0 SI·Z IO· I 

1·9 sz·s 49·9 
s·1. 51·7 44·z 

o·s 

o·6 o·s 
o· 7 1·8 

. o·6----o·-s--

13'2 I 

. ~I·3 

39'4 

33·8 
o·8 

- 45•8 

37'3 

$0'4 
o·1 

sz·s 
ss·8 s7·2 

45'4 SS'9 

I2·6 
io·6 

6·9 

4'3 

12·6 
o·oz 

I7'T 

_ _z,r·s 
18•4 

24'7 
59' I 

· ·s·o·· 
. 33'3,1

• 

so·s · 
40'9. 

9'2' 

'r8·6 
19'S 
'4'1 
18•8 

zo·6 

17'2 
o·o 

17'9 

34'2 

z6·7 

Employ.e_e 

p 

(9) 

4S·8 
z8·6 
88·9 
49'7 
7'5 

_3o·s 
78'7 

s8·fl · 
61·s 
69•I 

79'4 

4I'4 
3I·s 
33'7 

6o·8 

63'4 

53'9 

F 

(Io) 

so·8 
.J6•4 
9I'3 
17'4 
7•6 

Io·6 
72'3 

43'3 
27• : 
77'S 
49'2 

S3'0 31' 9 
98·s 98·1 

. '36· s. -· .:i§' i' 

11'4 

Z3·o 

Transport Storage. and Communication -- ~ -~ ---- -2·6---- -z· z--
s6·4 

'22'7 

S7'3 
34'1 

~4-z 10•6 
6·7 7i•6 

. 3'0 

13'S 

2'9 
sli·o 

7o-71 Transport 
73 Communication 

8 Services 

9 

81 Educational and scientific services 
83 Religious and welfare services 
87 Recreation services 
88 Personal services 

Activitiss not adequately ducribed 

f', _.-, 

.. 

O·~ 
t--6 
·3·s 
4'0 

o·6 

1"-.2' . 

o·o 
. 'o·8. 

,0'7 
·I·4 
:z·7 
.I·s 

0'3 

'zs·6 
1'1 

49'9 

3'-9 
S9'2 
S3'.7 
36·8 

35'S 
3'3 

• 64·5 

. 4'7. 
'53'1 
.54'S 
31'I 

3'S . 7·0 68·o 
97'7 
40•0 

o·o2 .. , o·s 
8·.6 16•o 

0'3 .. 

5'4 
J1•8 

z8·o · 

0'4 9S"O 
8·2 33•8 
~z-6 3I"O 
44•6 .:· 31'2·;· 

8•2 11i•2 .·. 

_s6•3 
96'7 
_18·7 

-~(--~·: 
37'3 
20•2 

:zz·8 



TABLE ·3_2-

Percentage ·Distribution o.f.emp/oyer-s,. sing/~ workers, family .,;,kirs and empltiyeu in the lndwtrial Divisions and Mojor Gr011ps of 
!SIC, All India Urban, 1961. 

.. Code 
Division & Major Groups 

Description 

(I). : (2) 

J 

.. o. 
•--"' 

:) .. , 

., 

. Agrict,llt!'re, .• l;vi!Stoc~,-- Fori!Stry, Fishing & 
: ... Hun_ting . . .. ~ 

-co· Fieid ·produce and plantation crops 
.ot Plantation crops 
02 Forestry and logging 

. 03 Fishing. . •· . 
·o4 · Livestock and hunting 

Mining d..d :q,;,rrying 
'\ .. ~ 

- 2&3 
";· .. 

-~ ~ -. 

4 

s 

6 

7 

- 20 Foodstuffs '. ' .. ·: 

22 Tobacco Products . 
'· . 23 · Textile-cotton 
24-27 .. Textile-Others . .. . . . • . • 

28 ManufaCture of wood and wooden products 
... ·,. 31. Leather.& leather products .• 
34-35 · Non-metallic mineral products other thai. 

~ , ~ . petroleum and co~ .. . . . . - .. 
36 · Basic metals and their products except rna-

. chinery 811d transport equipmen~ ; .• .. ·. 
C1111Struction 

Electrkiiy, Gas, Water & Eluiricity strvices 

so Electricity and gas . . 
Sl Water supply and sanitary services 

Trade and Commerce 

6o-63 Wholesale trade 
64-68 Retail trade 

Transport, Storage and Comimmioati.;; · ' ' 

7~I Transport • 
73 Communication · · -~ .. · · '··. , , .. 

' . -) • . • ' : ~ "': I' 

~. g __ _; :..: .. servicss-- --.. - .•..••. · --- ., • 
!:'t·c......-:.; ·:·:tt~;-·1 . · . .:: 

, ,-,i!~ , EducationaJ·and scientific services 
•.. -----.-.83-- Religious and Welfare services 

;.J 87 ~ecreation services 
88 Personal services 

Employer 

p 

' (3) 

4'4 

s·o 
. 2•7 
7'4 
2•7. 
4"9 

z·1 

J•4 

9'9 
3'4 
I·s 
6·9 
6-o 

. 6·4 

4•6 

4•6 

4"3 

0"4. 

0"4 
0"4 

16"2 

F 

(4) 

3"2 
0•4 
2'4 
I"7 
3·6 

o·6 

1"7 

2"1 
0"7 
0"7 
3"4 
4"3 
4"I_ 

2"7. 

0"4 
0"2 

5"7 

I9'Q 7'2 
I6·s - s·s 

Single worker 

p 

<s> 

]5•8 

28•7 
s·s 

4o·s 
S7· I 
42"3 

17"5 

20•8 
I9•0 
4•8 

26•4 
4S"7 
40"5 

2I•7 

I3·8 

44•0 

7"5 

0"4 
Io·8 

F 

(6) 

29•6 

3I"7 
3·6 

7s·s 
35'4 
SI·6 

17·:1 

37"7 
I2"9 
17•8 
36·o 
46·s 
37"7 

24•6 

12"7 

42"2 
66·s 

. 2"7 ' . 1•6 . :14"9 J6•:z 

42"7 3"0 
0'3 

:z-6 

0'7 
2"4 
4"9 
6•2 

0"9 

x-8 
o·8 

0"9 

o·s 
I·6 
S"4 
I "3 

0"2 

27'S 
0"3 

2]"3 

:a·s 
so-6 

30"3 
2I"6 

o·2 

]1"9 

2"0 
38•2 

S4"8 
23'S 

87•4 

Family worker 

p 

(7) 

20'2 
2• I 
5"7 

25"2 
I4"2 

1"9 

4"0 

7"4 
2.S 
I·3 
s·3 
s·8 
6·6 

S"7 

3"7 

1"5 

0"7 

0"04 
I•I 

Io·6 
I3"S 

z·z 

F 

(8) 

21"7 

42•6 
I·s 
9"7 

S7"7 
27"9 

4":1 

6·4 

9"9 
2"2 
s·I 
8•4 

I6·s 
I6·3 

I0"4 

7•8 

o·4 
2•0 

3"3 

3"9 
o·o 

1]"6 

0"2 
2"0 
7"2 

12·6 

2"7 

Employee 

p 

(9) 

45'0 

46• I 
89•7 
46"4 
1s·o 
38·6 

85·7 

7]"1 

61•9 
7S•I 
92'4 
6I•4 
42·s 
46·s 

68·o 

77"9 

91"4 

97"2 
87•7 

]1"J 

71"] 

68•4 
99"4 

71"3 

96·6 
44"9 
6I"2 
64"0 

Z3•] 

F 

(10) 

22•S 
94'S 
12"4 
s·2 

16•9 

78·0 

69•4 

49"7 
84•2 
76•4 
52"2 
32•7 
41"9 

63•9 

76•8 

5]"1 

78·o 

97"3 
77'S 

u·8 

<4I"9 
8•8 

J8•9 

SI·6 
99"0 

51·6 

97"3 
s8·2 
32•6 
62·6 

9"7 
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TABLE 35 

' 

Occupational distribution of workers.by Di~isions.Cross-c!Dssified by P,~ir.irtdustrial,di~tribu~Wn «ceording to<:onsUIItuitutrial 
.categor11r, alllruiia, 196~ 

[C-Rural & Urban.combined; U-Ud>an.areas.only] 

Occupational Divisions Category of workers 

Code No. Divisions 'III IV v VI VII VIII IX 

-c u e --u e -u e -u t: ·-u --c -u c u 

{I) (2) {3) {4) {S) ·{6) .(7) (8) {9) {ro) {u) {I2) {I3) '(I4) {IS) {16) 

'o' Professional I'3 o·s o·'J 0'2. '9'2. ·s·s I'6 ... 5 0'_7 1'4 r·:o .1'9 91'8 88·o 

'I' Administrative I'3 r·.-o o·6 0'4 9'9 I4'8 5'3 6·3 5~9 8·4 z-8 4'2. .74'2. 64'9 
.... Clerical I'9 I'D 0'4 O'I I3"7 I5'0 2'9 2.'7 I4'4 I6·3 I0·8 82.'3 55"9 5;o·6 

'3' Sales men 0"2. o·I 0"2. o·1 1"4 2"4 0"03 o·o 97"0 95"8 o·1 ,0"2 1"1 )"4 

'4' Famiers 6r ·o. 63·o 3"4"7 17"3 1"5 o.·8 O·I 0"4 0"4 2."9 ~o·I ~-o a•o n·6 

'5' Miners 93'"4 92."I I"7 0"4 3"7 4"6 o·5 o·5 0•04 O·_I o·1 .0··2 o'6 2.' I 

'6' Transport o·8 0"4 O"•I g·I s·8 o.·o I·1 I"2. 1"3 '86·,9 -si;. 0 s·9 7"4 

'7-8' Craftsmen I·O ·o·8 36•9 ·[8•9 '24"7 46•1 6·_3 7•i 1"1 2·j yi -~·a '26·.9 I8·6 

9' Services o·s 0"4 o·i O'I "-"7 4'.3 o·5 o·6 o·s •·S. h a·6 ,92"8 89·5 

'ro' Misc. Workers 2'4 1'3 a·:i 1'0 'It ·6 r6·8 2·3 2•7 3"3 -6·o 4·s 7"7 73"7 64"5 

1 ndustrial Categories 
III Mining, Quarrying, Livestock, Forestr;y,.Fisbing, . .Hunti'!_g and plantati011$,.0~rds.~n.d.AIIi~!l .activilieo. 
IV Household Industry. 
V Manufacturing other than household Industry. 
VI Construction. 
VII Trade and Commerce. 
VIII Transport, Storage and Communications. 
IX Other Services. 

Code 
No. 

(I) 

00 

03 

Occupational Group 

{2.) 

Architects, Engineers and Surveyors 

Physicians, Surgeons and Dentists 

04 Nurses, Pharmacists and other Meclioal & Health Technicians 

os Teachers 

06 Jurists • 

Pet cent to total in d>e Di
vision 

R U 

{3) {4) 

• 2."4 1'5 

7"1 8·0 

8·8 li"7 

s6·I 319"7 

I·O 5"3 

Industriol Cat~gory 

Pet cent of woslr:et to-total 
Eode -in-the IIRNP 
:No. 

'R u 

i~) ·'Eli) 17) 



Tabk 36 (contd,) :-Distribution of wor!m-s by important DCal[>ational groupt, zg6z. 

------~--------------

Code···· 
No•- -----

(1) 

Occupational Group 

'-

(Z) 

o8 Artist's, WriterS and rdated workers 
xo Administrators and Executive Officials, Government 
n Directors and Managers, Wholesale and Retail Trade 

.. 

12 Direct;ors, Managers &,Working I_>roprietors, Financial InstitUtions 

13 Directors, Managers & Working Proprietors, Other 
zo Book-keepers and Cashlers .•·. , ' 
21 Stenographers and Typists 
28 Clerical Workers, Miscellaneous 
'29 Unskilled Office Workers 

- 3o--Working Proprietors, Wholesale and Retail Trade 

33 Salesmen, Shop Assistants & Related workers 
40 F:mners lmd· Farm Man8gei's · .... ~' , · · ~-~ 

. 

' . 

·-

-- 4C ·Farm ·workers -. ---. - -.- - -. - - :- - -.-- ; -- .-
i:; ~·' I. 

-'43- Fishermen and Related Workers- - ·• -- --·-
61 ' Deck and Engine-Room Ratings (ship), Barge Crews and Boatsmen.: 

, • r , • , r! ·, • : 

-- 63 -Drivers and Firemen Railway Engine , :. . .. , . . , . 
64 -:Drivers; Road Transport . . .. 

__ ~66 'Inspectors, _Superyiss>rs',_T~c. ~~trolle~_ ~~ :Qispa!CJt~rs, ~ra_ns:- _ 
port 

-- 68- Postmen--and-Messengers - -.- --· -- ·- - ·---. 
70 Spinners, Weavers, Knitters, DyerS, and Related Workers 

. i • ,. . ' 

, . . 'I . ..-

71 Tailors, Cutters, Furriers and Related Workers 

7S: :Tool Makers, Machinists, Plumbers, Welders, Plate.;.' and 
Related Workers . . . . . • 

. r 1- : ' 1 • 

r ; r r • 

i' 

77 Carpenters, Joiners, Cabinet Makers, Coopers and Related Workers 

79' Bricklayers, Plasterers and Construction Workers, n.e.c. 

So; Compositors, Printers, Engravers, Book-binders- '.and Related 
Workers 

- . ' ,. l '• i -_,. '' ' . 

,8z- Millers, Bakers, Bewmasters and Related Food and Beveraae 
Workers 

,. -.. T i 

84 Tobacco Preparer!l and Products Makers 
• • - : I! 

90· Fire Fij:hters, Policemen, Guards and Related Workers • 
91 House keepers, Cooks, Maids and Related Workers 
g;o Waiters, Bartenders and Related Worken;' 
93 B:lilding Caretakers, Cleaners and Related Workers 
94 Barbers, Hair-dressers, Beauticians and Related Workers 
95 Launderers, Dry-cleaners and Pressers 

I, 

··Per cent to total ··· 
in the Division- Industrial Category 

Code Percc1.t of worker to 
R U No. total in the group 

(3) 

5'1 
9Z'3 
o·6 
o·s 

Z2'3 
10'3 
2'4 

50'9 
35'4 
77'1. 

. ' . ~ .. 
·7'4 
7'1 
3'3 

4Z'4 

S·z· 

-10'7-
17'5 

3'9 

4'5 

4'7 

s·6 

8·o 

3'3 

15'4 
19'2 
0'9 

13'3 
16•1 
3Z'6 

(S) 

6·6 
49'6 

5'_4 VII 
z·s VII 

4Z'1 v 
1z·6 VII 
S'1 

S9:9 
z1,8 
62·2. Vll_ 

31'9 VII 
22'7 
55'4 III 

IV 

14·5 III 
4'3 VIII 

, s·o VIII 
59'S VIII 

:.f·7 ·vm 
-4'6 VIII 
19'2 IV 

·V 
5'7 

9'1 

2'1 

24'3 
32'Z 
7'5 

16'9 
6-6 

10'7 

IV 
v 
IV 
v 
VIII 
IV 

v 
VI 
IV 
v 
IV 
v 
IV 
v 

R U 

(6) 

99'7 

97'4 

67•1 
29'0 

go· a 
95'0 
86•7 
87•6 

'94'6 
86·4 
90'6 
9•1 

74'6 
' ;l4•8 

23'7 
57'4 
7'2 
6·7 

zo·o 
8•4 

8s·.r 

79'7 
18'8 

77'6 
19'3 
76•a 
zo·1 

(7) 

93'8 
,96'8 

33'8 
39'8 

98'3 

94'9 

93'1, 
91'9 
95'S 
83'4 

93'2 
76•9_ 
43'0 
s6·1 
Z7"1 
71' ~-

s·o 
76•7. 
g·r 

18•9 
7I•'f, 

7'7 
87'1. 

41'6 
s6·.4 

29'6 
59'6. 
43'2 
ss·8 



• 1 . ;I. ·TABLE 37-. ... : ( .. 

Percentage of lillratu with and. without educational standard among worlurs by age and sex, AU India urban, 1961 .. 
'· ! -· 'particulars 

------- C>-"14 

•l _. •• M F 

(1) (2) (3) 

1. Literate without any educational standard ------·--- ··- -- ---------·-
2. (a) Literate having passed an educational 

standard , · • ro· 1 

(b) Percentage of them which passed'-
. (•) PrimarY or Junior Basic . 

· (il) MatriCulation or equivalent • · -
;·. . (iii) Dip!Qma below degree standa~ : 
.. ,. (a) Te~hnical . 

· (b) Non-Technical 
(iv) University degree or higher : 

(a) Technical . 
(b) Non-Technical 

'· 

IS-34 6o+ IS & over .. 

M F M F M F 

-· 

(4) (S) (6) (7) (8) 

29'6 10'3 32'S 

40'4. 19'4 33'7 

s6·z _ 4<>-9' s6·4 s4·3 
3%'0 .•. '311'7' . •'29'7 . 25'01 I ZI-•6-

0'9 
1'3 

6·s 
-9·6 

· .. -.. ·· · .. o·g 2·2··'•'''1·2 

1'7 3'3 1•9 
- . 
' 

·7.8. 3'"4 
. 7·4 -s·s ... 

TABLE 38 

(9) (ro) (II) 

s·r 

13'9 

':i·o . 0'9 i·7 
2·8 · >· S· 2'9 

ot·6 . 2'3' . 6·8 
6·2. - 8·<:>·: .. 9·o 

.... 
~ '- •I (". ·• I 1 ' 

1
_ , '"' _ <;]' ;~ . • "' 1

-

Percentage of literates with and wUhq, educational standard among workers by occupational groups and bJJ sex7 . .AU lndiaurba..'J, 196/ 

COde 
No. 

(r) 

Des<!ription 

(2) 

•o'- ' Professional 
I • ·-• 

'x' AdminiStrative 

•• 2. Clericai. 

Salesmen 

'5; '· Miners · ' 
.. (_. ·• 

'6; TranspOrt' 

.. 
'7-8' Craftsmen 

'9' Services 

'xo• Misc. Workers 

. . . - ~ 

Percentage of literates Percentage distribution of literates in col. s having passed the specified 
standard examination 

Sex 
Diploma below degree, University degr~e or 

! . 

(3) 

M 
.F .. 
M 
F 

M 
F 

M 
F 

M. 
F 

M 
F 

M 
F 

M 
F 

Without .. - With 
educational 

level 

, Primary Matricu.la
, or Junior· tion or · educational 

. level Basic Higher •.,' 
standard: · Higher 

.,. 

17•2 
ro·6 

26·o 
20'3 

20'4 
I0•2 

4o·s 
8'1 

30'1 
·1~·6 

33•1 
. 8•7 

Secondary 

. ' • • I !; l -. " ' 

Technical Non- . Teehnical . 
,. Technical 

Non
Technical 

(4) 

(26·o) 63·7 
62·9 

(20· I) 72'2 
76'9 

(38'4) 38•3 
4·3 

(S) 

(72' 3) 

/ ! ' 
(36· 1) 

. n 

(6) (7) (8) 

,_,. ,,. f/ ·.-,1.: ,'-f L t· . • -r · 
23'2 
34'0 

31•6 
14'2 

":: ,'-; L-Pr: 

71'2 
_IS.·.~,-.11 

34'0 4'1 
39'0 2•6 

:_! j '"-' ',I:J_. I I --; • 

S3'9 
64•0 

·- ,., '1 

24'1 
n:.s. , 

0'3 
0'4 
i," ·' 

o·r 
-0•3 .. 

3·o 
. 3'7 
. ,. ' 

(10) .. (II) 

: . .. -,_' ~I-~ .-.-
13'7 2%•0 
10·6 10•1 

;1 ~ I• ; ,L- l 

I'7 . .3'0 17'2 
. 24'9 ''2'!'' 7•8· 

... ~·· j-' ·.' j. '1' . ! 

2'4 
3'3 

o·9 
1'2 ,_. 

'I J 

0'7 
1·8 

0'4 
o·6. 

II• I 
r6·3 

3'3 
4·~ 

o·s o·s 
·, o-r · · 1 o· 3 · -

1'4 
0'3' 

3'9 
r· I 

(19'S) 8·9 
0'7 

(3o·o) 34'S 
·- 78·o 

(7'5) ,68·9 
. ''. '7o-8-· t,, 

C34· 8) 6r· 3 
.19'1. 

25'0 1'4 
2-f•O '·:·1 L~-r:· 

33·o o· s 
67·4 _ ·' :ooJ 

(29·.1) 22'8 (19'8) 
4'3 

83'' _ ... I4'6 o·s 
87·8 1'' I ~-6->i '' • CV2 

(27·;)) 23'S (19·3) 
3'3 

8o·4 
88·2 

" J6•2 
8·s 
/• t·. 

r.; I • 

o·6 
I•9 

o·6 
o'8--

0'7 
0'7 

o·s 
, .. - 1' 2. 

3'4 
~-9 

3·6 
8·6 

1'0 
11:·-~ 

2-'4 
1·9 

M .34·9 
F --'r' . , :, , - .· 
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Percentage dUtribution of male fDOrkers according to their lnJelof education, All India; urban, 1961 

. '. 
- - . . o-I4. IS-34 35-59 6o+ 

Code· Descriptio& . ., ' >:· 
.. - --- - -- ---~---- ~ ·---- ---- ------!-- W{} -W---1- WO- W--.J WO-- .w .J WO --W 

- (I) (2)- ' .. ·(3) c (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) (9) (IO) (JI) (IZ) (13) (I4) 

•• i ' -~ .. - ;,, 

'o' Professional 92'3 s·6 2'I I4·6 I0·9 74'S o·o 20'9 79'1 o·o 39•1 6o•2 
'I' Administrative 094'4' 3'7 r·9 IS'3 23'1 61·6 0•2 29"9 69'9 38·s 27•8 33'7 
'2' Clerical ; .. ' 91•2i 5'4 3'4 02·6 ° 17'7: 19'? 0 8-l!· 24•1' 67•ol S3'5 · 'I9'7 26•8 
'3' Salesmen 62•4 24·6 I3'0 28·o 32•8 39'2 IS'? 46·g 37'4 o·o 69•0 31'0 
'4' Farmers 48'9 40'3 I0•8 66•! ,21'9 12•0 66• I 24'2 9'1 62·:i 29'2 8·6 
's' Miners ~ : ., - f.,O• z 6·8 3'0 63'I :zs·6 II•3 72·s 21•1 .6·4 90'3. 7'9 1•8 
'6' 'l'rilnsport '• :-.::- '93"· J: 4'5 2'4 33'6 28·8 37'6 33'2 33•6 33'2 78•3 I4•:Z 7'4 

'7 ... 8' Craftsmen s6·5 3I'O I2'5 37'2 34•6 28·2 51•2 31·8 17'0 6s·4 26.4. 8•2 
'9' Services 37'0 47'0 16•o 38·g 34'0 27'1 48·5 31'I 20'4 72'0 21' 3 6'7 
'to' Misc. Worken 726'I7•S 9'9 ..S·s 35'0 36·s 36·2 34'9 28·9 47'3 34'2 18 ·5 ,. 

(J =Illiterate ; WO=Litera~e widtout educa(ionallevel; W-Literate with educational level 

., 0 
TABLE 49 . 0 

o Al/Inoia Population Projections in the light of the 1961 census Provin'onal ruults by age groups and se:t. 

.. 1 r- " : '. __ , J 
(in milions) 

- ----------- ------------ -------.----
1961 1966 1971 1976 

I~ .. _, ~· ;• -:·, '1 
-- -Age-g<oup- --- ----- -- ---·---- ------ - . - ---- . ---~---·- ----

I I •) ,· j I total male female total male. female total male female total male female 
----- ---·--- ------~ ----- ------------

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (?) (8) (9) (10) (II) (IZ) (13) 

o'o-4 0. 71'27 ~-ss 34'72 79'79 '40'72 '39'0'7 8g·S, 45·86 44'01 97'73 49·8s 47•88 
5-9 58·65 30'32 28•33 66·64 34:35 32'29 15'44 38·66 36•78 85·66 43·85 41'81 

1o-14 46'07 23'59 22'48 56·91 29'41 27'50 65·00 33'50 31'SO 73'84 37•84 36•01 

o-14 1i5·o9- --90·46- 'B)' 53 ··:roj ·)4 I04.-48- .98·86- ZJO·J! zr8·oz ZIZ•Z!) 1157'~4 Z31·54 ZZS7•0 
15-I9 40'16 20•63 19'53 44'97 22'95 22.•02 55;78 :z8·75 27'03 63·87 32'84 31'03 
2o-24 37'01 19' IO 17'9I 39·21~ 1'2o·o6 19'15 44'o6 22'40 21·66 54·8o :z8·15 26·65 
25-29 33'76 17•16 . 16·6o 36·p1.

0 
,~8·53 17· 54. 38'27 . 19'54. ,18:7,3 43'15 21'89 21•26 

..3<>-:-34 30'10 15· 33 _14'77- 32'64 _ 16·58 16·o6 34'64 18·oo .. 16·~4 37' 27 . }!)'OS 18' 22 

35:-39 26·54 13·68 12·86 28·83 '4;'74 14'09 31'47 16•04 15'43 33•56 17'48 16·o8 

40-!14 .. .a:1.'91 12'15 I0·82 25'29 13'07 J.Z.•22 .27•66 14'1.7 13'49 30'35 15'49 14•86 -
''IS-49' . - .- -1<)'4i·---<0'41·--. g·-oo-- -·21 •-6y- . ii''47- ·fO'i8 24'<>3 12 .... 3 .... 1*'6o-· . 26· 43 13''55 12·88 

. . 
so-54· 15'86_ .· .8•:47 7'39 .17-•96 9•61 8·35 20'23 10•69 9'54 22•6o n·66 10'94 

·55-59 . .12'7-L 6·.1s .. -.S·-96 ... .1.4:.211 .. 1'51 .6'71 16·35 8·68 ... -7'67 . IB·-s?-- 9'-74- . .8·.83· 
6o-64 9'46 4'90 4·56 10•95· s·74 5'21 I2•46 6·s2 o5'94 14·41 1'5S 0; 6·86 
.zH4 · ---z47·98-l:z8.s8 1zT4'i.' zii :sr 140•JZ 131·5i 3ci4·9S ZS7·ZZ :z4f:-7j-345-oz- i1l-~o -~67 6z 

65-69 6·30 3•16 3'14 7•6I 3·86 3'15 8·95 4'59 4•36 10'32 5'29 5'03 
'70and over 7'73. '3'51 4•16' ·8•74 4'07 4'67 i0·46 4'93 . S'S3 12'59 6·01 !•; If· 58 

.S-5 and over 14'o3o- . -6.·13 7'30·. z6·ss -1'93 9'42 19'41 9'H.. ·.!)•8!) 2:2'!)1 11'30 ;-;U·61 
All ages 0 438 00 ZZS·77 Z1Z·ZJ 491·54 :252·73 238-81 554·67 284·76 269·91 ' .. 6ZS·Z6 JZO.Z4 .)0/·!)Z 

' . 
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TAl!i.:t!''so · 

. • ' 'I . . 

Birth rqt1, D,qrh r4ll, Growth r4le, Sex-Ratio, Expectation of life at birth, allfllnfani mortality rate arul General fertt1ity rate 
aa:arding to the official projections. 

I97I·I976 . 

-

' " 

I. Birth rate ' 

2. Death rate • 

(I) 

-··:-~· Gro~thmte , .. ,_., ,_ .. . . ... . _. . .. 1 

r · 4- Sex-Ratio '((M/F) x Ioo] at the end of the period ' .• 
r ; , I • • ' , · - ,. I s. Expectation oflife at birth : 

. - ' ~ . '' - . l " 

' '' . (t) Male . 
(it). Female 

·. . '. 
6. Infant mortalicy rate : · · 

'' 
l . :~I '' ,;_ 

0 ' •• • • 0 .'J f. .:: 

"f 

l . ' 

'd 

(2) 

. p 

(t) Male .. • o'_ ·~ o) . -, n6· _I

I02·I _ (it) Female -· -· 
1· Generaffertility fate ., __ . _; '1, ·1.;1 ;" r- > 

TABLE SI 
1 - l. ! 

.. 

(3) 

I4'S3 

2<\"I4 

IDS'S 

S1'43 
S2·88 

Projected population t"n the age gro11ps 6-n, n-I4, and I4-I7. 

,;,, 

I2'89 ,., 
'· 23'90 
'•IOS•O> 

I :• 

' ' 
53'.76 

,,. · ss~ S4 

92;5 
___ 79"S 

''' lo·I8o 

·.-' 

I''' ' ; I• ·, ·' " ,\' ' ··, ·. (figures in minion) 

; I' ·: ~., . 

Year Total 
--- _ .. ·-- . II-I-4 __ _ -------. ___ 6-JI - --- I4-I7 

· · • population ··-,- f' ··'I ,.·. 1 

Boys---Girls-Total- Boys- - Girls-- -Total- Boys Girls Total 

, "(I) ··:c.;o (2) · (3). I (4}" (S) I (6) ' ' (7) 

-~-------~-~-
(8) (9) (IO) (II) 

' . 
---I966-. - - .- · 

·· I97I :·. 

. t976 .. 
l,<'"> • -~:. 

\) \: -~ \. 
r -, · r.:;: 

\ ' 
,._-,.· ... -I -~ 

. ' 

•1 ' ' 

, . 

438·oo• ·28·98· -27•I6· -s6··I4' -I4·IS- -·I3-49 - 27•64-I2•97·--l2"3l---2S•28-. ' ' ( 

·49I··-s4 .. -33·36 -- 3I·38 - 64·74- I7·6s -I6·so- -34"IS---Is·o6- I4•3o-. 29•36. 

SS4•67 37·63 3S'72 73'3S 20"I0 I8·90 39"00 I8·2o I7•II i 3S'3I 

62S•I6 4I•_I2 ~9·2I 80•33 2I"9S 20•72 42•67 20"02 I8•89 . 38'9I 

·-: - · -· *provisional figures. · ·: - ' -. ·,_ .. \ 
. . ~ - . - ~ i • .. , . ,-. 

·:l ,_, ,TABLE- S2 I···- .. 

'' '" '" 
1

' ' ;. Percmtage distribution of dependtints arid working age population anii depend.;;,'cy ratio. •'=· -- .. 
~ :·.J •·I - .~, , .; - • -~ ·~·-.:......:.:..'"-----------.:..i:.:.;.;.~ 

·:·.> 1r _., -~ ~ · · ~· i- · ~ -:: 1 
• D~Pend~--ratio (persons in ciepend3fit 

'' I ' ·· .. ·" · '· pi:rcentase disiributioli · '· 1 ase-groups per person IS-S9 years ofase) 
·-· . ..:.1 Year! 

t. •.l .~ I ,, ., ~ I 

'• ' (I)~-· 

:·, '·I96I ! 1 , .. t h 
'• 

.-- ' 
1966 ;,, ' 

,,, '~97I .;. ·.' • ' ., • 
'"c ••··• --- u.-,_ S·. • · 'x976 ; · 

'· ·-

-; ' 
.o-14. 
:(2) .. 

'40· IS. 
;, 

.4I"37' 

,,"_ ·._ 41·5:&. ·. 

-- --------- - ----- ------- -- -----

IS-S9 

(3) 

S4'4S 

53"07 

' 52·73 

·s2·B9--

'· 

6o & over Total 

(4)- .. ,(s)-

S·37-

s·s.6 
-s·?s 
's·91 

100"00 

.100•00 '· 

; Ioo"CO 

under IS and under IS 
6oand over 

(6) . (7) 

( ~ 

o·890 

·0"737 

0"779 

0'787 

·0·778 

6oando_ver 

(8) 

0"I04 

o·Io8 

0"112 



APPENDIX II 

PROFORMA OF COUNTRY STATEMENT FOR 
THE ASIAN POPULATION CONFERENCE 

(New Delhi, India, 10-20 December 1963) 

PART I 
PRESENT DEMOGRAPHIC SITUATION 

The demographic data, which are available from 
recent censuses, sample surveys, births, deaths and 
migration registration (vital statistics registers) and 
other sources in each country should be given. 

1. Population of the country according to the latest 
census and estimates; distribution and density of 
population by geographic units, urban-rural and capi
tal city. 

2. Demographic characteristics of the population 
(i) Population by five-year age groups and sex. 
(ii) Population by marital status, age and sex. 
(iii) Age structure of population by broad age 

groups (0-14; 15-64; 65 and over), by 
sex. 

3. Economic and social characteristics of the popli
lation 

( i) Economic characteristics of population should 
cover the economically active & non-econo
mically active population. The economically 
active population should be cross-classified 
by industry, work status, occupation, age 
and sex (as far as data available). As far 
as possible the data, should be presented in 
accordance with international standards of 
classification established by the United Na
tions and the ILO. 

(ii) Social characteristics; Literacy and level of 
education by age and sex. 

4- Fertility, mortality and rate of population growth 
(wherever feasible, information may also be given by 
racial groups) 

(i) FertiLity: Crude birth rate, age-specific ferti
lity rates, and the number of children ever
born alive to ever-married women by age
group of mother should be covered as far 
as possible. 

(ii) Mortality: Crude death rate, age-specific 
mortality rates by sex. 

(iii) Rates of population. 

5. Recent trends in mortality, fertility and migra
tion rates. These statistics should be given, as far as 
possible, for the decade 1950-1960. 

6. Facilities for demographic training and research 
available in the country should be stated. The m~or 
demographic studies in progress such as poprila:tton 
growth and socio-economic development, fertility, 
internal migration and urbanization may be reported. 
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PART II 

OTHER DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

I . Evaluation 

This section should cover errors in age, sex, ferti
lity, mortality, migration data as well as sex ratio at 
birth and similar information. Information on post
enumeration surveys of censuses should also be in
cluded. 

2. Prospective changes in the size and characteristics of 
Population 

(i) Prospective trends in mortality, fertility and 
migration. 

( ii) Population projections made for the country, 
with a clear indication of the underlying 
assumptions made about the course of mor
tality, fertility and migration in working out 
these projections. 

(iii) Future changes in population composition 
with special, reference to school-going 
population, labour force, dependents, and 
similar information. 

3. Social and economic conditions of the country 

A brief description may be given of the position in 
the country with regard to food supply, national in
come, housing, medical and health services etc. which 
will assist in the discussion of the effect of population 
trends on economic and social conditions. 

4. Use of demographic data in social and economic 
planning 

This section should include a brief statement of 
the ways in which demograpJ:!ic statistics, population 
estimates, projections, and analysis have been used in 
formulating national plans for economic and social 
development. 

5. Population policies 

A brief description of the policies that have been 
adopted or proposed to be followed: 

(i) for moderating fertility. 

(ii) for influencing rural-urban migration, and 

(iii) for redistribution of ntral population should 
be given. 


